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Determining the cosmic star formation history of the Universe is fundamental for our understanding
of galaxy formation and evolution. While surveys now suggest that the “epoch” of galaxy formation
occurred more than 6 billion years ago, our measurements still suffer from significant scatter and
uncertainties due to the use of different indicators, dust extinction and the effects of cosmic variance
in the current samples. Furthermore, understanding galaxy formation and evolution require us to go
much beyond simply determining the star formation history of the Universe with high accuracy: what
are the physical mechanisms driving the strong evolution that we observe? How does star formation
depend on stellar mass and environment and how does that change with cosmic time?
This thesis presents both a completely self-consistent determination of the star formation history
of the Universe (based on a single, sensitive and well-calibrated star formation indicator up to redshift
z ∼ 2.3: the Hα luminosity) and investigates its drivers by exploring large area surveys (probing a
range of environments and overcoming cosmic variance) obtained with the High-redshift Emission Line
Survey (HiZELS). HiZELS is a panoramic extragalactic survey using the WFCAM instrument on the
3.8-m UK Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) which utilizes a set of existing and custom-made narrow-band
filters in the J , H and K bands to detect emission line galaxies (main targets are Hα emitters at
z = 0.84, z = 1.47 and z = 2.23) up to z ∼ 9 over square degree areas of extragalactic sky.
Detailed measurements of the Hα luminosity function and its evolution with redshift are presented,
revealing a significant luminosity evolution. The clustering properties of Hα emitters at high-redshift
are quantified and investigated for the first time, revealing that these distant galaxies reside in Milky-
Way type dark matter haloes at z ∼ 1. Mass and environment are found to have important and
inter-dependent roles on star formation at high-z and the results are able to reconcile previously
contradictory results in the literature. Furthermore, by conducting a novel double-narrow band survey
at z = 1.47, the relationship between the [Oii]3727 and Hα emission lines is studied in detail and directly
compared to z ∼ 0, showing no significant evolution in the dust properties of star-forming galaxies,
despite the very strong luminosity evolution. Finally, this thesis also presents the widest search for
very distant Lyα emitters at z ∼ 9.
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1.1 Cosmology and Cosmography
No matter where we look at in the Universe, we cannot escape its immense structure and diversity.
From our solar system to galaxies, clusters and super-clusters of galaxies, the Universe reveals a
complex pattern on almost every scale we have observed. In fact, it is only when we observe the truly
large-scale structure, or look sufficiently back in time, that we realise that the Universe is, in fact,
relatively close to being homogenous and isotropic. On the other hand, by studying the Universe as it
was thousands of millions of years ago, we rapidly understand that its structure is immensely dynamic
and always evolving. Thus, the triumph of Cosmology over the past century has been to model with
accuracy what we see and observe in our Universe, particularly with the Λ Cold Dark Matter model.
1.1.1 General Relativity
Einstein’s field equations describe how energy, being equivalent to mass, affects space and time, making








where Rµν is the Ricci tensor (the contraction of the curvature tensor), R its contraction (the curvature
scalar), gµν is the metric tensor and T
µν is the energy-momentum tensor. Finally, Λ is the cosmological
constant, G is Newton’s gravitational constant and c is the speed of light.
Assuming that the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic, one gets a simplification of the metric
of the Universe. It may be described by the line element ds of the Robertson-Walker metric in polar
coordinates xµ=(t, r, θ, ψ) as:
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+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
]
(1.2)
where a(t) is the scale factor (time dependent) which describes an expanding Universe. The curvature
of space, k, may be set to 0, +1 or −1 by choosing an appropriate scaling of r.
One may describe matter in the Universe as a continuous ideal fluid consisting of particles (such as
galaxies) which have a mean matter density ρ(t) and a pressure P (t). Evaluating for today (t = t0),
one can introduce the following constants:
a0 = a(t0), H0 =
ȧ(t0)
a(t0)




where q0 is the deceleration parameter and H0 is the Hubble constant (Hubble, 1929). Today, the
Universe seems to be matter-dominated, which means ρrad ∼ 0. Using all this, one may evaluate the



























, Ωk = 1− ΩM − ΩΛ. (1.6)
The cosmological parameters H0, Ωm, ΩΛ and k are subject to numerous measurements and the com-
bination of many experimental measurements have now placed strong constraints on the cosmological
parameters. The best estimates have been derived from the type Ia supernovae magnitude-redshift
relation (Perlmutter et al., 1999; Kowalski et al., 2008; Amanullah et al., 2010), from the power spec-
trum of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) with WMAP (Spergel et al., 2003; Dunkley et al.,
2009; Komatsu et al., 2009), from the large-scale structure (e.g. Tegmark et al., 2006; Percival et al.,
2007), and from galaxy clusters (e.g. Rozo et al., 2010). The combined measurements indicate that
the energy density of the Universe is split between dark energy (ΩΛ = 0.728 ± 0.016), dark matter
(ΩC = 0.227±0.014) and baryonic matter (Ωb = 0.0456±0.0016) – and therefore ΩM = 0.273±0.016
– and with H0 = 70.4±1.4 km s−1Mpc−1. Given this cosmological model, the Universe is 13.75±0.11
Gyrs old. Indeed, it is clear today that the baryonic matter we can see directly (as stars or illumi-
nated by stars) or indirectly (absorption) accounts for at most 110 of ΩM (Springel et al., 2005). The
dynamic properties of galaxies and galaxy clusters and the effects of gravitational lensing agree well
with such a result, while the discovery of the Bullet cluster (1E 0657-56 Markevitch et al., 2002) and
subsequent study (e.g. Markevitch et al., 2004) clearly points towards the existence of dark matter,
which, to date, we have not been able to clearly identify.
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For simplicity, throughout this thesis, a “F737” cosmology will be used (also designated by con-
cordance cosmology), with parameters which are very close to the best estimates, meaning:
k = 0, H0 = 70 km.s
−1Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7. (1.7)
The Hubble constant H0 has been mentioned before, but it is worth expressing it in terms of
observable parameters. It is a constant of proportionality between recession speed v and distance d
in the expanding Universe:
v = H0d. (1.8)
The subscripted 0 refers to the present epoch, as in general H changes with time. H0 has inverse time
dimensions, but it is usually written as:
H0 = 100h km.s
−1Mpc−1, (1.9)
where h is a dimensionless number. As referred before, we assume h=0.7, which is in good agreement




speed of light c times the Hubble time is defined as the Hubble distance DH =
c
H0
. These are the
quantities that set the scale of the Universe.
With an expanding Universe, computing distances turns out to be slightly more complex than in
a simple euclidean non-expanding Universe. In fact, this expansion (and possible curvature) makes
distances between co-moving objects change constantly.
1.1.2 Redshift
One of the most common ways to describe large astronomical distances is by the concept of redshift.
Observations show that for distances larger than ∼ Mpc the more distant an object is, the more its
light is shifted to longer wavelengths, first noted by Lemâıtre (1927), although this finding is usually
attributed to Hubble (1929). Absorption and emission lines of atoms and molecules (for which one can
determine the rest-frame wavelength) are commonly used to measure a redshift. The redshift effect
may be explained in two ways. One may interpret it as the Doppler effect that affects light due to the
movement of the source relative to the observer. The other way to look at it is a general expansion of





where λ0 is the observed wavelength and λε is the wavelength of the photon in the rest-frame of the
source. The redshift is related to the scale factor a(t) of the Universe:






where a(t0) is the size of the Universe at the time the light from the object is observed, and a(tε) is
the size at the time it was emitted. Redshift is independent of cosmology, but it definitely does not
correspond to a distance one could measure with a ruler. To obtain a distance measure in a proper
length scale, one needs to take spacetime into account, for which there are many ways, as defined in
the next sections.
1.1.3 Line-of-Sight Co-moving Distance
As light needs time to get from an object to the observer, one can define a distance that may be
measured between the observer and the object with a ruler at a given cosmological time: the proper
distance. The proper distance evaluated for today is called the co-moving distance. To obtain this
quantity, one can consider a beam of light emitted along the line of sight between the object and the
observer. It is emitted at the time te from the object and is received by the observer today, i.e., at
t = t0. The light thus runs a distance c× dt, which is stretched as the Universe expands. Integrating








The co-moving distance between two nearby objects in the Universe is the distance between them
which remains constant with epoch if the two objects are moving with the Hubble flow. The total line-
of-sight co-moving distance DC from us to a distant object is computed by integrating the infinitesimal
δDC contributions between nearby events along the radial ray from z = 0 to the object. On the other
hand, by defining the function:
E(z) =
√
ΩM (1 + z)3 + Ωk(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ, (1.13)








where DH is the Hubble distance.
As most of the distance measurements can be derived from the line-of-sight co-moving distance,
it can be considered as a fundamental way of measuring distances in cosmology. Nevertheless, the
previous integral does not have, in general, an analytical solution, thus a numerical solution is normally
needed to solve it.
1.1.4 Transverse Co-moving Distance
The co-moving distance between two events at the same redshift (distance between two objects sep-
arated on the sky by some angle dθ) is DMdθ and the transverse co-moving distance DM is equal to
the co-moving (DC) distance if we assume a flat Universe.
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1.1.5 Angular Diameter Distance
The angular diameter distance, DA is defined as the ratio of an object’s physical transverse size to
its angular size (in radians). It is used to convert angular separations in telescope images into proper
separations at the source. It is famous for not increasing indefinitely as z → ∞. In fact, it turns over
at z∼ 1 and thereafter more distant objects actually appear larger in angular size (for a fixed physical













This is related to the transverse co-moving distance and angular diameter distance by:
DL = (1 + z)DM = (1 + z)
2DA. (1.17)
1.1.7 Co-moving Volume
The co-moving volume VC is the volume measure in which the number densities of non-evolving objects
locked into Hubble flow are constant with redshift. The co-moving volume element in a solid angle





where DA is the angular diameter distance at redshift z. Once again, assuming a flat Universe






The lookback time tL to an object is the difference between the age t0 of the Universe now (at
observation) and the age te of the Universe at the time the photons were emitted (according to the
object). It is used to predict properties of high-redshift objects with evolutionary models, such as









1.2 Galaxy Formation: the first stars and galaxies
Galaxies are likely to have formed as a result of gravitational collapse due to instabilities caused by
density perturbations in the early Universe. The first ones probably began forming at z ∼ 20 − 50
(∼ 50− 200 Myrs after the Big Bang), when the first dark matter potential wells formed and allowed
gas to fall into them, cool and ultimately form stars and galaxies (e.g. Tegmark et al., 1997). These
density perturbations are observed as fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (Smoot et al.,
1992; Bennett et al., 1996; Spergel et al., 2007). Inflation (Guth, 1981), the concept that the Universe
underwent a rapid period of expansion at an early age, is probably the best natural candidate for
these seed fluctuations. The inflationary expansion would have both amplified and frozen quantum
fluctuations in the density field. The collapse of these density perturbations can then continue in
either one of two ways: top down or bottom up (hierarchical) formation (White and Frenk, 1991;
Lacey and Cole, 1993; Baugh et al., 1996). The way in which galaxies form depends greatly on the
cosmological parameters defined before and the nature of the matter involved.
As mentioned before, matter is often divided into two groups: baryonic matter and dark matter.
The latter has a non-luminous nature, thus one can only infer its existence by gravitational effects on
stars in galaxies, or on galaxies in clusters, even thought it is thought to have a major role in structure
formation and evolution. So far, several dark-matter candidates have been proposed, yet none has
been confirmed. Nevertheless, cold dark matter (CDM) seems to be one of the best candidates. CDM
consists of massive particles which are non-relativistic at the point at which they decouple from the
rest of matter and radiation (in the early Universe). N-body simulations can be used to model the
history of dark matter in the Universe (e.g. Springel et al., 2005) by finding numerical solutions to the
coupled equations of the gravitational interactions of N particles (of dark matter). These simulations
are the roots for current cosmological simulations.
Running CDM simulations reveals a Universe which develops in a bottom-up scenario (see Figure
1.1). This means that stars form early and galaxies form first, before developing into clusters and
super-clusters by a series of complicated merging episodes. Given the consensus on cosmological
parameters, the most popular current models are refered to as Λ-CDM models (De Lucia and Blaizot,
2007; Li et al., 2007).
The most accurate computational method for solving the physics of galaxy formation is through
direct simulation (see Benson, 2010). With this approach, the fundamental equations of gravitation,
hydrodynamics and, in some cases, radiative cooling and transfer, are solved for a large number of
points. Dark matter can be easily modeled in this way (since it responds only to the gravitational
force), but dark matter alone is insufficient, and baryonic material must be added in to the mix. This,
of course, makes the problem much more complicated. Numerous simulation codes are now able to
include star formation and feedback from supernovae explosions, while some even attempt to follow
the formation of supermassive black holes in galactic centers. However, for galaxy scale simulations
the real physics of these processes is happening on scales well below the resolution of the simulation.
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Figure 1.1: A view of the Millennium Simulations (Springel et al., 2005) at different scales, revealing the
structure predicted nowadays, which matches well most of the observations done so far.
1.2.1 Semi-analytical modeling
Semi-analytic modeling (for a review, see e.g. Baugh, 2006) builds upon N-body simulations, but takes
a phenomenological approach to galaxy formation modeling by treating the various physical processes
associated with galaxy formation using approximate, analytic techniques. In practice, it contains both
precision-calibrated estimates of the abundance of dark matter haloes, their assembly and merger trees,
but also explores empirical scaling relations/prescriptions for gas cooling, star formation, feedback,
chemical evolution, galaxy mergers and sizes. An unique advantage of this semi-analytic approach
is that it is truly computationally inexpensive, particularly when compared to full hydrodynamic
simulations; this allows for very large samples to be generated and compared to observed populations.
The final step required to connect the theoretical predictions to observations requires the production
of a synthetic spectral energy distribution for each model galaxy, i.e. the amount of energy emitted
by the galaxy as a function of wavelength or frequency, which also needs detailed modeling. Semi-
analytical models predict the complete star formation history of a galaxy, taking into account all
mergers between the progenitors of the galaxy, star formation in bursts triggered by mergers and
quiescent star formation in galactic disks; this information is then combined with a stellar population
synthesis model to compute a composite stellar population for the whole galaxy (e.g. Bruzual and
Charlot, 2003).
The semi-analytical models currently provide the most detailed and complete predictions for the
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properties of the galaxy population in cold dark matter universes. The modular framework of the
models means that it is straightforward to revise the description of the various phenomena, as required
to reproduce the results of more detailed (and expensive) numerical simulations or as motivated by
the need to reproduce new observations. One of the great advantages of semi-analytical modelling is
that facets of the model can easily be varied or switched on and off to gain a better appreciation of
which ingredients have the most bearing on a particular observation.
However, there are still some problems within these models. Whilst they fit the general observations
well, implying that the ingredients of the model are essentially correct, there are some classes of objects
which are hard to be properly explained (at least not within one single model/approach). For example,
these models typically under-predict the number of Lyman break galaxies and sub-mm galaxies at
high-redshift (although models such as Baugh et al. (2005) are able to predict those well). These
problems are not necessarily fundamental: there are sufficient dark matter haloes produced to house
these massive galaxies at high redshift. In fact, global properties such as the global star-formation rate
and the total co-moving stellar mass are reasonably well matched as a function of redshift. However, it
is clear that the physical mechanisms for star-formation or their evolution are not yet fully understood.
One particular example is the fact that there is enough stellar matter predicted at high redshift, but
not in the form of large, red spheroids. It may be that feedback mechanisms that allow the quenching
of star-formation should be introduced to solve these problems and AGN may drive this feedback
(c.f. Bower et al., 2006; Best et al., 2006). Furthermore, it may also be that the initial mass function
(IMF, see 1.3.2) was different at earlier times. In fact, by assuming a top-heavy IMF at earlier epochs,
Lacey et al. (2011) show (using the Baugh et al. model) that it is possible to solve most of the typical
short-comings of these models and to obtain results which are in broad agreement with observations.
While the IMF may have been top-heavy at high look-back times and is has evolved with cosmic time,
it is also possible that it simply depends on star formation rate (Gunawardhana et al., 2011), or that
we are still missing a significant part of the complicated physics.
1.2.2 The First Light: Population III
The formation of the first stars probably happened at redshift z ∼ 20 and is thought to have marked
an extremely important transition in the history of the Univese. Structure started forming very early
in the Universe, mostly driven by dark matter, but as the Universe continued expanding and cooling
down there were no new sources of light and, until the first generation of stars formed, the Universe
went through its “dark ages”. With the formation of the first luminous objects though, the Universe
was rapidly transformed into an increasingly complex, hierarchical system, due to the energy and
heavy element input from the first stars and accreting black holes (Barkana and Loeb, 2001). Those
stars are thought to have formed just ∼ 200 Myr after the Big Bang, when the primordial gas was first
able to cool and collapse into dark matter mini-halos with masses of ∼ 106 M (Figure 1.2). Those
stars formed in a very different environment when compared with the present star-formation. In fact,
due to the lack of metals, the cooling mechanisms were so ineffective (the main cooling mechanism is
8
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Figure 1.2: The left panel shows a simulated galaxy at z = 10, sites of the first star-formation episodes
in the Universe (from Yoshida et al., 2008); the right panel presents an artist impression of the first stars –
the metal-free population III. These stars are expected to have been very massive (∼100 times as massive
as the sun) and extremely short-lived, contributing significantly to the re-ionization of the Universe (credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt).
through H2 molecules) that the result is believed to be the production of stars with ∼ 100-1000 M.
It is still not clear whether those very massive objects would be able to fragment into smaller ones,
although recent studies have shown that it is not likely to happen (Bromm and Larson, 2004). Whilst
being so massive, they are expected to have been extremely luminous (and extremely short-lived), thus
being able to effectively (and possibly quickly) contribute to the re-ionization of the Inter-Galactic
Medium (IGM). Finally, some authors have suggested that the first clouds to collapse could also result
in the direct formation of the first black holes (Begelman, 2008) with masses of ∼ 10 M which could
then grow quite rapidly. This can then explain how it is possible to find very massive black holes
at very high redshift (z ∼ 6-7), as those would act as seeds for the formation of such objects (c.f.
Cattaneo et al., 2009, and references herein).
1.2.3 Searching for the First Galaxies
One of the most important questions in astronomy is “when did the first stars and galaxies form?”.
Observations of the most distant galaxies offer one of the greatest possible constraints on structure
formation, allowing models of early galaxy formation and evolution to be tested, refined or refuted.
Over the last decade, considerable manpower and telescope time has been dedicated towards this
goal (see Ellis, 2008; Robertson et al., 2010): galaxies have been robustly identified out to redshift
z ∼ 7, just 750 Myr after the Big Bang (Misawa et al., 2006), a Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) has been
detected even further away, at z ≈ 8.3 (Tanvir et al., 2009), and, even more recently, a galaxy has been
spectroscopically confirmed at z = 8.55 (Lehnert et al., 2010), although at a relatively low signal-to-
noise. The most recent progress (including the galaxy followed-up by Lehnert et al., 2010) is a direct
result of the great success of the recently refurbished HST/WFC3, which truly opened a window to
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the early epochs in galaxy formation, allowing the robust selection of z ∼ 7− 8 very faint candidates
(c.f. Bouwens et al., 2010; McLure et al., 2010; Bunker et al., 2010). The sample of very-high redshift
galaxies is therefore growing rapidly.
events is 0.3. Another possible origin for IOK-2 is a transient object
such as a supernova or active galactic nucleus that happened to
brighten inMarch 2005, but was inconspicuous in broadband images
taken 1–2 years earlier. Counts of variable objects in i 0 band images
from the SDF taken over 1–2 years indicate that the expected number
of variable objects having brightness amplifications large enough to
exceed our detection limit (NB973 ! 24.9) is at most about three.
Those transient objects, if any existed, would not show conspicuous
emission line features in the NB973 waveband.
We note, however, that even for the brighter IOK-1, it was necessary
to combine the eleven 30-min exposures with the highest signal-to-
noise ratio under the best sky conditions selected from the 17 spectra
taken to detect the z ! 6.96 Lyman-a emission shown in Fig. 2 clearly.
Because our spectral detection limit for 3 h did not reach the depth
required to deny the presence of weak Lyman a emission, we retain
IOK-2 as another possible but unconfirmed LAE. Therefore, we
conclude that the detected number of LAEs at z ! 7.0 in our survey
volume is at least one, and possibly could be two at most.
The observed LAE number density is expected to decline beyond
the redshift at which the reionization had completed, because the
increasing fraction of intergalactic neutral hydrogen absorbs the
Lyman-a photons from young galaxies. However, no significant
decline of LAE number densities has been yet observed for
3 , z , 6.6 (ref. 26). Figure 3 shows the volume densities of the
LAE numbers, Lyman-a line luminosity, and star formation rate at
three redshifts6,7,18 down to our detection limit. These physical
parameters are useful for tracing the properties of LAEs in an
environment with an increasing fraction of neutral hydrogen in the
intergalactic medium (IGM). Errors shown in the figure include (1)
Figure 2 |Combined spectrumof z 5 6.96 galaxy, IOK-1. The bottompanel
shows the removed OH sky emission lines. An echelle grism (175 lines per
millimetre, resolution < 1,600) with z 0 filter and 0.8 00 slit was used to obtain
11 spectra of 30-min exposure each, dithered along the slit by ^1 00 . The
Lyman-a emission peak is located at 9,682 Å. This feature was confirmed to
follow the dithered shifts along the slit. The Lyman-a emission has a total
flux of 2.0 £ 10217erg s21 cm22, consistent with the estimate from the
NB973 image (2.7 £ 10217erg s21 cm22), and a full width at half-
maximum of 13 Å. The Lyman-a luminosity is LLya ! 1.1 £ 1043 erg s21,
corresponding to SFRLya ! 10M( yr21. The emission feature is significant
at the 5.5j level. The asymmetric emission line profile matches the
composite template line profile (dashed line) produced from 12 Lyman-a
emitters at z ! 6.6 (ref. 22) normalized and shifted to z ! 6.96. This
emission cannot be unresolved z ! 1.6 [O II] doublet lines with 7.0 Å
separation (3,726 Å, 3,729 Å at rest frame), as finer sky lines (about
5.1–6.2 Å) are clearly resolved. Similarly, the line is not Hb, [O III] 4,959 Å,
[O III] 5,007 Å, Ha, [S II] 6,717 Å or [S II] 6,731 Å, because our spectrum
shows none of the other lines that should accompany any of these lines in the
observed wavelength range. The possibility that OH lines mask other lines
was carefully examined for each case and ruled out. There appears to be an
extremely weak emission at around z ! 7.02 in the 3 h integration spectrum
of IOK-2, but this needs further integration for confirmation.
Figure 3 | Decline of the number density of LAEs between 6.6 < z < 7.0.
The number density n (a), luminosity density rLLya and star-formation-rate
density SFRD (b) derived from Lyman-a line fluxes detected in several
Suprime-Cam LAE surveys are plotted for the three epochs of z ! 5.7
(square6 and triangle18: other survey fields), 6.6 (open circle7: also SDF),
and 7.0 (filled circles: our result) down to our detection limit
LLya ! 9.9 £ 1042 erg s21 calculated from NB973 ! 24.9 (5j). The
volumes probed by these surveys are of a similar order of magnitude
(,2–3 £ 105Mpc3). The large filled circle at z ! 7.0 represents the values
derived for the single LAE discovered in the present study, and the small
filled circle those for two LAEs, including the unconfirmed candidate
IOK-2. All the vertical error bars in both panels include the errors from
both poissonian statistics for small numbers and cosmic variance. The
horizontal error bars indicate the surveyed redshift ranges. Note that
large and small filled circles are shifted slightly horizontally from z ! 7.0
to make them easier to see.
Table 1 | Properties of z < 7 Lyman-a emitter candidates
ID Position (J2000) i 0 (mag) z 0 (mag) NB973 (2 00 ) NB973 (total) LLya (10
43 erg s21) SFRLya (M( yr
21)
IOK-1 a ! 13 h 23min 59.8 s,
d ! "27824 0 55.8 00
.27.84 .27.04 24.60 24.40 1.1 ^ 0.2 10 ^ 2
IOK-2 a ! 13 h 25min 32.9 s,
d ! "27831 0 44.7 00
.27.84 .27.04 25.51 24.74 ,1.1 ^ 0.2 ,10 ^ 2
Magnitudes (SDSS i 0 , z 0 filters and NB973) are in the AB system, measured with a 2 00 aperture. The NB973 total magnitudes integrated over the entire image are also given. The Lyman-a
luminosity LLya of IOK-1 was derived from spectroscopy, while the upper limit of LLya for IOK-2 was evaluated using NB973 total magnitude by assuming that 68% of the NB973 flux is in the
Lyman-a line, on the basis of simulations. Luminosities were then converted into corresponding Lyman-a star-formation rate SFRLya using the relation derived from Kennicutt’s equation
27 with
case B recombination theory. 1j errors are also given for L Lya and SFRLya IOK-1 was spectroscopically identified as a z ! 6.96 Lyman-a emitter. For IOK-2, the photometric estimation of
Lyman-a luminosity should be regarded as an upper limit because we were unable to make a spectroscopic confirmation.
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Figure 1 | Two representations of the spectrumofUDFy-38135539 showing
its significance. a, The spectrum shows a faint emission line detected at 6s
significance at a wavelength of 11,615.6 Å, corresponding to a redshift of
z5 8.55496 0.0020 for Lya. The integrated spectrum was extracted from a
square aperture of 53 5 pixels, corresponding to 0.625993 0.62599, which is
approximately the size of the seeing disk. The measured line full-width at half-
maximum is 9.26 1.2 Å, which is about 1s greater than the instrumental
resolution. The line flux is (6.16 1.0)3 10218 erg cm22 s21, detected at 6s
significance. All of t e line parameters (redshift, width, flux and significance)
were estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation assuming a Gaussian line and
randomly generated Gaussian noise similar to that estimated for the observed
spectrum. We note that the absolute flux calibration may have a significant
sys ematic uncertainty of up to 30–40%, but this does not affect the estimate of
the significance of the line detection. The night sky spectrum, scaled arbitrarily,
is shown in grey. Regions of particularly deviant values in the spectrum
correspond to strong night sky lines. The emission line from the source lies
fortuitously in a region relatively free of night sky c ntamination. We estimate
that the percentage of regions in the night sky with a background as low as that
near the detected line is approximately 50% for 1.15–1.35mm and is generally
lower over the rest of the SINFONI J passband. b, The sky-subtracted two-
dimensional spectrum shows the projection of the spectrum along the spectral
and right-ascension axes of the data cube. It corresponds to a two-dimensional
long-slit spectrum obtained with a slit width of 0.62599 positioned along right
ascension on the sky. The object is indicated by the white circle, the regions
affected by the night sky lines are labelled and the range in the expected position
























Figure 2 | Lya line image of UDFy-38135539. The line image was
constructed by summing the region containing the emission in the wavelength
direction. The inset shows the expected morphology of a point source with the
same signal-to-noise ratio in its centre as that of the source, and the circle shows
the size of the point spread function (PSF). The colour bar shows the
significance relative to the root mean squared noise in the data set. The image
has been smoothed using a Gaussian with the same width as the point spread
function. The size of the line image is consistent with the expected size of an
intrinsically unresolved sourcewhose image is smeared out by the turbulence in
the Earth’s atmosphere and distortions induced by the telescope and
instrument optics.
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Figure 3 | The predicted Lya flux for a given ultraviolet flux density. The
Lya flux, fLya, is predicted assuming a range of characteristics for the stellar
population within UDFy-38135539. The characteristics — age, metallicity and
distribution of stellar masses — determine the relationship between the non-
ionizing ultraviolet continuum at 1,500 Å (with flux density fn) and the ionizing
continuumwith l, 912 Å. We adopted a range of ages from 10 to 300Myr for
a metal-poor stellar population given by a Scalo initial mass function26. Our
other initial mass function is the one that only contains massive stars,
.100M[, which have zero metallicity18. For this top-heavy initial mass
function, w only considered ages of 10 and 100Myr because it is unrealistic for
metal-free star formation to persist after the first supernova explosions, which
are expected after a few to a few tens of megayears. For all the calculations, we
have assumed an escape fraction of ionizing photons of 10%. Estimates of the
escape fraction in the local Universe up to about z< 3.3 suggest modest
fractions of,10% or less27–29. The black circle represents the ultraviolet
continuum flux density and Lya flux of UDFy-38135539. The uncertainties in
this data are shown in the inset (the 1s random uncertainty and the systematic
nc rtainty a ded in quadrature). The uncertainty in the Lya flux is dominated
by the systematic uncertainties, which are included in the error bars. Under our
assumptions, the Lya flux of UDFy-38135539 is greater than that expected if it
alone was responsible for ionizing its local volume. Because the recombination
time is long at z< 8.6,,600Myr, many of the sources responsible for ionizing
this region could have easily faded or may simply be of lower luminosity.
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significance at a wavelength of 11,615.6 Å, corresponding to a redshift of
z5 8.55496 0.0020 for Lya. The integrated spectrum was extracted from a
square aperture of 53 5 pixels, corresponding to 0.625993 0.62599, which is
approximately the size of the seeing disk. The measured line full-width at half-
maximum is 9.26 1.2 Å, which is about 1s greater than the instrumental
resolution. The line flux is (6.16 1.0)3 10218 erg cm22 s21, detected at 6s
significance. All of the line parameters (redshift, width, flux and significance)
were estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation assuming a Gaussian line and
randomly g nerated Gaussian noise similar to that estimated for the observed
spectrum. We note that the absolute flux calibration may have a significant
systematic uncertainty of up to 30–40%, but this does not affect the estimate of
the significance of the line detection. The night sky spectrum, scaled arbitrarily,
is shown in grey. Regions of particularly deviant values in the spectrum
correspond to strong night sky lines. The emission line from the sourc lies
fortuitously in a region relatively free of night sky contamination. We estimate
that the percentage of regions in the night sky with a background as low as that
near the detected line is approximately 50% for 1.15–1.35mm and is generally
lower over the rest of the SINFONI J passband. b, The sky-subtracted two-
dimensional spectrum shows the projection of the spectrum along the spectral
and right-ascension axes of the data cube. It corresponds to a two-dime si nal
long-slit spectrum obtained with a slit width of 0.62599 positioned along right
ascension on the sky. The object is indicated by the white circle, the regions
affected by the night sky lines are labelled and the range in the expected position
























Figure 2 | Lya line image of UDFy-38135539. The line image was
constructed by summing the region containing the emission in the wavelength
direction. The inset shows the expected morphology of a point source with the
same signal-to-noise ratio in its centre as that of the source, and the circle shows
the size of the point spread function (PSF). The colour bar shows the
significance relative to the root mean squared noise in the data set. The image
has been smoothed using a Gaussian with the same width as the point spread
function. The size of the line image is consistent with the expected size of an
intrinsically unresolved sourcewhose image is smeared out by the turbulence in
the Earth’s atmosphere and distortions induced by the telescope and
instrument optics.
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by the system tic uncertainties, which are included in the error bars. Under our
assumptions, the Lya flux of UDFy-38135539 is greater than that expected if it
alone was responsible for ionizing its local volume. Because the recombination
time is long at z< 8.6,,600Myr, many of the sources responsible for ionizing
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Figure 1.3: Spectrum of the most distant galaxies ever detected and confirmed at z=6.96 (IOK-1) taken
from Iye et al. (2006) and z=8.55 taken from Lehnert et al. (2010). The bottom panels show the removed OH
sky emission lines, while top panels show the 2-D and 1-D spectra.
Making the additional step out to redshifts of z ∼ 9 and even rli r epochs is of the upmost
importanc because it not only offers much tighter constraints on the first star formation or AGN
activity of the U iverse, but also allows the re-ionisation epoch of the Universe to be studied. As
the mean fraction of neutral hydrogen in the intergalactic m dium increases, th Lyα mission from
these star-forming galaxies will be strongly atte uated, with dramatic consequences for the shape of
the Lyα luminosity function or the fraction of Lyα emitters (e.g. Stark et al., 2010), although the
precise details may depend upon the level of local ionization of t e intergalactic medium by the star-
forming galaxies (e.g. Haiman and Cen, 2005). Little evolution is seen i the L α lu inosity functio
between z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 6, suggesting that t e Universe was effectiv ly fully ionized by z = 6 (e.g.
Malhotra and Rhoads, 2004; Ouchi et al., 2 08), although hints of evolution have been found at the
bright end of the luminosity function beyond z ∼ 6 (e.g. Kashik wa et al., 2006; Ota et al., 2008;
Ouchi et al., 2010). Still, the re-ionisation epoch is widely believed to occur around z ∼ 9, with this
being supported by several models and observations; the la t results from the Cosmic Microwave
Background (e.g. Dunkley et al., 2009; Komatsu et al., 2009) show that the bulk of the re-ionisation
occurred at z = 11.0 ± 1.4 (1σ). However, it should be noted that the CMB can only provide th
time of re-ionisation assuming it happens through a step-function process; therefore, the best current
me sur ment is likely to be a stimate of the mid- oint of re-i nisation, bu it do s not reve l how
long the process actually lasted.
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Table 1.1: Main Sequence lifetimes and typical masses for O, B, A, F and M stars.
Star M Lifetime Star M Lifetime
O3 60 3 Myr A5 3 0.3 Gyr
O7 30 11 Myr F5 1.5 3 Gyr
B4 10 30 Myr M7 0.1 1 Tyr
1.3 Star formation rate density
Understanding the basic features of galaxy formation and evolution requires measuring the star-
formation rate density, ρSFR; this provides a measurement of how many stars (in units of mass) per
unit volume the Universe was forming at a particular epoch. Understanding its evolution with cosmic
time unveils the star formation history of the Universe and how it assembled its stellar mass all the
way from the first galaxies to the present-day. To achieve this, one needs to detect and quantify
star-formation activity over large volumes and over the bulk of the cosmological time.
1.3.1 Measuring Star formation: Star formation indicators
Most of the baryonic mass in a galaxy is in the interstellar medium. Eventually, this can build clouds
of gas, where structure can form due to turbulence and/or activity of other stars. Random turbulent
processes can then lead to regions which are dense enough to collapse under their own weight; these
can then form stars. In the solar neighborhood, and within our Galaxy, it is possible to observe
the new-born stars and star-forming regions individually, as sufficiently high resolution imaging is
relatively easy to obtain. However, as soon as one “leaves” our own galaxy, and, particularly, the
local group, the distances to new-born stars become so large that it is extremely difficult to probe star
formation, not only on a star-by-star basis, but also in an individual cloud-by-cloud or star-forming
region to region basis. For the bulk of the population of very distant galaxies, the best we one can do
– even with the high-resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope – is to obtain an average star formation
rate across each galaxy using different star formation rate tracers which reveal the signatures of recent
star-formation.
The “current” star formation rate (SFR) of a galaxy is a fundamental parameter for our under-
standing of galaxy evolution. It is possible to find a wide range of signatures of the existence (or
deaths) of very massive stars, and therefore, in practice, there are several ways we can estimate star
formation rates, with these tracers being at different wavelengths. These tracers include: the contin-
uum ultraviolet (UV) radiation, directly radiated by massive stars; major emission lines in the visible
(such as Hα and [OII]), resulting from atoms re-combining after being ionized by the intense UV
radiation; far-infrared emission from dust grains heated by the UV emission; radio emission from the




Figure 1.4: HII regions are associated with intense star-formation. This image shows an HII region within
our galaxy (the Rosette Nebula – NGC 2237-9) with the Hα emission shown in red – this is a result of the
strong ionizing radiation from massive stars. Credit: Robert Gendler.
Ideally, the use of different star formation tracers would provide consistent answers to most of the
questions that remain unanswered. Unfortunately, with different star formation tracers suffering dif-
ferent biases and selection effects, having different sensitivities and probing stars with slightly different
masses (and at different stages of their evolution), significant discrepancies are found. These problems
are also amplified by the effects of cosmic variance in most of the current samples. Another significant
issue is the difficulty in correcting for extinction, especially for UV and optical wavelengths, which can
lead to large systematic uncertainties in the star formation densities derived from measurements in
these wavebands, not only because of the difficulty of correcting for what surveys detect, but especially
for those galaxies that surveys miss.
No single indicator provides a perfect view of the evolution of the star-formation rate density;
each has its biased view, together with advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, because recent star
formation indicators are, in practice, only probing the existence (or recent deaths) of the most massive
stars, estimating the real recent star formation activity requires one to account for all the stars formed,
including the lower-mass stars. The latter is achieved by using the Initial Mass Function.
1.3.2 Initial Mass Function
Probing star formation in distant galaxies and trying to obtain a reliable star-formation rate is not
an easy task. As the following sections describe, the really distinct signature of recent star-formation
activity comes from newly born massive stars (which are short-lived). Can we extrapolate the signature
of those massive stars to lower mass stars and determine the total star formation rate? Yes, if we
12
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know the initial mass function.
Figure 1.5: A comparison between three widely used IMFs: Salpeter (1955), Scalo (1986) Chabrier (2003),
showing that the differences are mostly noticeable at the high and very low masses.
The initial mass function, IMF, is an empirical function that tries to describe the mass distribution
of stars as a function of their theoretical initial mass that led to their formation. It is often represented
by ξ(M) and is frequently written as simple power law:
ξ(M) = cM−(1+x) (1.21)
In general, however, ξ(M) is assumed to extend from a lower to an upper cutoff, normally chosen to
be M1 = 0.1M and M2 = 100M.
There are many different IMFs which are used in the literature; some of the most widely used are
plotted in Figure 1.5. The different slopes of the considered laws produce different spectral energy
distributions. The Scalo (1986) and Miller and Scalo (1979, not shown) relations, for example, are
relatively flat at low masses and less rich of massive stars with respect to the Salpeter (1955) IMF,
as they allow x to vary in different mass ranges. Salpeter (1955), on the other hand, implies a large
number of massive stars, producing an excess of UV flux, whereas the Scalo (1986) law generates too
many solar mass stars, making the spectrum too red to match observed colours. The Chabrier IMF
lies mostly in between Salpeter (1955) and Scalo (1986), predicting less low mass and high mass stars
than Salpeter (1955), but more stars at both ends than Scalo (1986).
Several studies have been done in our galaxy, where we can probe star-forming regions in detail.
These have shown that the IMF remains fairly constant for all the regions studied, i.e., for each star-
forming region, the fraction of stars forming with a given mass as a function of the initial mass of the
cloud does not change considerably. Therefore, for years now, astronomers have assumed a constant
IMF which has been empirically determined.
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Nevertheless, while the constancy of the IMF within our galaxy seems to valid, the same might
not be true for star-forming regions in other galaxies, particularly when one looks at star formation in
very massive or/and very young galaxies at high-redshift. Regardless of that limitation/uncertainty,
star formation rates all rely on assuming a certain IMF to account for low-mass stars produced in star
formation episodes in galaxies.
1.3.3 Ultraviolet Continuum
Massive stars are characterized by a very intense UV light (see Figure 1.6). On the other hand, as
these stars are very short-lived (see Table 3.3, showing that the lifetime scales as ∼M−3), the amount
of UV light can then be used as an “instantaneous” star formation rate (SFR) tracer. In order to
avoid contamination by older stars, the optimal wavelength range is 125-250 nm, longward of the
Lyα forest. These wavelengths are inaccessible from the ground for local galaxies (z<0.5) but one can
easily observe these in the redshift range 1-5. The conversion between UV flux over a given wavelength
interval and the SFR can then be derived using synthesis models. Assuming a constant SFR over
time-scales long enough when compared to the lifetimes of dominant UV emitting population (∼10-50
Myr), and using a Salpeter (1955) IMF with mass limits 0.1 and 100 M yields:
SFR(Myear
−1) = 1.4× 10−28 Lν (ergs.s−1Hz−1). (1.22)
Unfortunately, UV is very sensitive to extinction and to the form of the IMF. Typical extinction
corrections in the integrated UV magnitudes are ≈1-3 mag, but these can be even higher for very
dusty galaxies.
While UV luminosity is commonly used as a SFR indicator, the luminosity at rest-frame u-band
wavelengths (λ ∼ 3600 Å) is similarly dominated (in starburst galaxies) by young stellar populations,
and in the absence of UV measurements it may be used as a SFR indicator. However, using u-band as
a SFR indicator is more problematic than UV; it is harder to assign a simple scaling factor to derive
a SFR due to the strong dependence on the evolutionary timescale. From synthetic galaxy spectra it
can be seen that the u-band luminosity varies from about a factor of 10 lower than the UV luminosity
at the onset of a burst of star formation to almost equivalent on later times.
Given this sensitivity of the u-band luminosity (Lu) to the starburst age and the assumed star
formation history, a more complex calibration is in general likely to be necessary. This may take the
form of a nonlinear dependency on Lu to reflect the rapid change of Lu with respect to LUV during the
first 108 yr of a starburst and to account for the presence of old stellar populations that are likely to
contribute significantly to Lu in less luminous systems. More quiescent or low-luminosity SF systems
have a relatively larger contribution to their u-band luminosity from old stellar populations (they are,
on average, redder than more luminous galaxies), and this causes a linear calibration from luminosity
to SFR to result in an overestimation.
While recent star-formation activity is likely to produce large quantities of energy, initially released
by the massive young stars, a significant portion of that energy is actually absorbed and re-emitted
14
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Figure 1.6: The left panel presents spectra for typical stars with decreasing mass from the top to the bottom
and a comparison with Earth’s spectrum, showing that only the most massive stars contribute significantly
to the UV flux. The right panel presents the spectral energy distribution of an instantaneous burst of star
formation seen at different ages. This evolves strongly at UV wavelengths due to the evolution and death of
the most massive stars, emphasizing that at ∼ 100 − 250 nm the UV emission is completely dominated by
short-lived massive stars.
through a large variety of physical processes, including emission lines. Therefore, while the UV
luminosity is the only truly direct star-formation indicator, the advantages of the following SF tracers
can, in many cases, make them a better choice than UV.
1.3.4 Emission lines: Hα, [OII] and others
As discussed above, UV is very sensitive to extinction and to the form of the IMF, and typical extinc-
tion corrections in the integrated UV magnitudes can easily reach ≈3 (mag). On the other hand, most
of the absorbed UV energy is then re-emitted by several different processes, including recombination
lines. Only stars with masses of > 10 M and lifetimes of < 20 Myrs contribute significantly to the
integrated ionizing flux, so the emission lines provide a nearly instantaneous measure of the SFR, in-
dependent of the previous star formation history. With most of the baryonic matter being in the form
of Hydrogen, this is the element that tends to absorb most of the UV photons and become ionized.
The subsequent recombination of hydrogen atoms then happens through a broad range of processes
(see Figure 1.7). One of the most common ways implies the emission of photons of the Paschen series.
Hα photons are also emitted quite effectively. Hα is a sensitive star formation indicator which can be
calibrated using UV radiation from local galaxies. Despite that, it is still affected by extinction, which
one can account for by measuring the flux of Hβ, for example. This works due to the existence of a
standard Hα to Hβ ratio for photo-ionisation, thus measuring the observed ratio probes the effective
extinction. Nevertheless, this is a hard task, as Hβ is often weak and hard to detect or measure. For
solar abundances and the same Salpeter IMF (0.1 to 100 M), the calibrations of Kennicutt et al.
15
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Figure 1.7: A schematic view on some of the recombination emission lines for hydrogen, with Hα ending up
being one of the strongest.
SFR(Myear
−1) = 7.9× 10−42 LHα (ergs s−1). (1.23)
Large Hα surveys have been published since de 1970’s (Cohen, 1976; Kennicutt and Kent, 1983;
Romanishin, 1990; Gavazzi et al., 1991; Gallego et al., 1995; Yan et al., 1999; Tresse et al., 2002;
Glazebrook et al., 2004; Doherty et al., 2006) up to z∼1.3, using both spectroscopic surveys and also
the technique of narrow-band imaging (see Chapter 2). Hα also permits the mapping of star formation
in nearby galaxies at high resolution, even with smaller telescopes. Nevertheless, it is still sensitive
to uncertainties in the IMF, along with the assumption that all of massive star formation is traced
by ionized gas. Several studies, such as Kennicutt (1983) or Afonso et al. (2000) have used integrated
Hα and radio fluxes of galaxies to derive a mean extinction A(Hα) = 0.8-1.1 mag. Studies of large
samples of individual HII regions in nearby galaxies yield similar results, with typical A(Hα) = 0.5-1.8
mag (Caplan et al., 1996). As mentioned before, Paschen and Brackett lines are also involved in the
recombination process, and thus can potentially be used as SFR tracers. However, they are typically
1-2 orders of magnitude weaker than Hα, thus they can only be used for the brightest emitters.
The Hα line is redshifted out of the visible window for z >0.5, so bluer lines which can trace
SFR can be very important (see Figure 1.8). Unfortunately, the other Balmer lines are poor SFR
diagnostics, as they are both weak and very stellar-absorption dependent, but other elements, such as
oxygen, can play an important role. In fact, one of the strongest emission features in the blue is the
[OII]λλ3727 doublet emission line (forbidden). Luminosities of forbidden lines are not directly coupled
to the ionizing luminosity, and their excitation is sensitive to abundance and the ionization of the gas.
Despite that, the excitation of [OII] is sufficiently well-behaved and it can be empirically calibrated
using Hα as a quantitative SFR tracer. As [OII] falls into the visible window out to redshifts of about
1.6, it can easily be used for large surveys up to that redshift. Only the hottest stars have sufficient
UV flux to ionize oxygen atoms, therefore the [OII] flux is mostly due to O and B stars. Rates of
16
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Figure 1.8: Left: A typical spectrum of a low-redshift starburst galaxy, showing strong Hα, Hβ and [OII]
emission lines. At higher redshifts, these lines move to higher wavelengths and can only be observed in specific
windows (right), with the Hα line being the first to go beyond the K band, at z∼2.5.
star-formation come from folding in the well-known lifetimes of those stars. Adopting the same IMF
and calibrating using Hα emission results in:
SFR(Myear
−1) = (1.4± 0.4)× 10−41 L[OII] (ergs s−1) (1.24)
where the uncertainty indicates the range between blue emission-line galaxies (lower limit) and samples
of more luminous spiral and irregular galaxies (upper limit). Observed luminosities must still be
corrected for extinction, and, due to the way the relation was computed, the extinction that needs to
be applied is that estimated at Hα, and not [OII]. Unfortunately, SFRs derived by this method are
less precise than those using Hα, especially because the line ratio between the two lines varies from
galaxy to galaxy. However, it is very useful, especially for a consistency check on SFRs derived with
other methods.
1.3.5 Far-Infrared Continuum
A large fraction of the bolometric luminosity of a galaxy is absorbed by interstellar dust and re-emitted
in the thermal IR at wavelengths of roughly 10-300µm (see Figure 1.9). The involved cross-section is
strongly peaked in the UV, implying that the far infrared (FIR) emission can be a sensitive tracer of the
young stellar population and SFR. In fact, the efficiency of this method depends on the contribution
of young stars to heating the dust and on the optical depth of the dust in star-forming regions. The
simplest physical situation occurs when young stars dominate the radiation field in the UV-visible
and the dust opacity is high everywhere. In this case, the FIR luminosity measures the bolometric
luminosity of the star-formation burst. In such a limiting case, the FIR luminosity is an excellent
SFR tracer, providing a calorimetric measure of the SFR. Such conditions roughly hold, at least in the
dense circum-nuclear starbursts that power many IR-luminous galaxies, though the physics become
17
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Figure 1.9: The spectral energy distribution of a typical star-forming galaxy. The interstellar dust absorbs
the UV light from young stars and radiates like a blackbody in the mid-infrared, with that radiation being
typically strong enough to be detected and measured.
more complex when dealing with disks of normal galaxies. In fact, the FIR spectra of galaxies contain
both a warm component associated with dust around star-forming regions (∼ λpeak = 60 µm) and
a cooler, infrared cirrus component at longer wavelengths which is associated with more extended
dust heated by the interstellar radiation field. In blue galaxies, both spectral components may be
dominated by young stars. However, for red galaxies, where the composite stellar continuum drops
off steeply in the blue, dust heating from the visible spectra of older stars may be important.
The relation between the global FIR emission and the consequent SFR has been a controversial
subject. On the one hand, it is true that for late-type galaxies, where dust heating from young stars is
expected to dominate the 40 to 120 µm emission, the FIR luminosity correlates well with other SFR
tracers such as the UV continuum and Hα luminosities (Buat and Xu, 1996). On the other hand,
early-type galaxies often exhibit high FIR luminosities, but much cooler, cirrus-dominated emission.
Figure 1.10: The optical versus infrared view of M81 and a star-forming region showing how dust extinction
can alter the view of the exact same objects. Credit:NASA/JPL/ESA.
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Despite the problems one finds when calibrating the FIR as a SFR tracer, the truth is that it
should provide an excellent measure of the SFR in dusty circum-nuclear star-bursts. Calibrations
published by Kennicutt (1998) using the same IMF as before yields the relation:
SFR(Myear
−1) = 4.5× 10−44 LFIR (ergs s−1) (1.25)
where LFIR is obtained by integrating over the full, mid and far-IR spectrum (8 to 1000 µm). Nev-
ertheless, for starbursts, most of the emission will happen in the 10 to 120 µm range. In practice,
obtaining the far-IR integrated spectrum implies SED fitting using the most commonly-used bands,
where the 24 µm (MIPS) and the sub-mm bands are powerful (and essential) tools.
1.3.6 Radio
Long-wavelength SFR estimates are insensitive to dust obscuration, increasing their attraction for
SFR investigations, but they are not without limitations. Radio luminosity can be generated by
AGN as well as star formation processes, and indeed the majority of apparently bright radio sources
are AGNs. By selecting for star formation directly from optical spectroscopic features, however,
one can eliminate this potential source of confusion. The detailed physics involved in the connection
between SF and radio emission is still poorly understood, despite numerous attempts. Still, neglecting
AGN contribution, there are two main components of the radio continuum emission in star-forming
galaxies: thermal bremsstrahlung from ionized hydrogen in HII regions and nonthermal synchrotron
emission from cosmic-ray electrons (from supernovae events) spiraling in the magnetic field of the
galaxy. Thermal radio emission presents a spectrum ∼ ν−0.1, whereas non-thermal emission presents
a steeper spectrum with ∼ ν−0.8.
Because radio is essentially not affected by extinction, it is often regarded as a good SFR tracer
(although not an instantaneous tracer, as it mostly probes supernovae events, and thus it can be
considered a delayed SFR indicator), especially for the most obscured, dusty galaxies (c.f. Condon,
1992). However, it is not very sensitive.
Radio emission is also well correlated with the FIR emission (Dickey and Salpeter, 1984; Helou
et al., 1985; de Jong et al., 1985), even though the broad range of different physical processes involved
would not imply it. In fact, it has proven to be one of the tighter relations in astronomy, and recently,
studies such as Ibar et al. (2008) or Ivison et al. (2010) have shown that it holds up to the ∼highest
redshifts for which it is possible to perform these studies.
1.3.7 Gamma-ray bursts and X-rays
We have seen before that it is possible to infer the formation rate of massive stars from their death
rate, since their lives are short. While it is not possible to detect ordinary core-collapse supernovae
at high redshift, long-duration gamma-ray bursts, which have been shown to be associated with a
special class of core-collapse supernovae, have been detected beyond z ∼ 8. Therefore, assuming that
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it is possible to match the number of these GRBs with an average star-formation rate density at
a particular epoch, one can try to obtain a star-formation history of the Universe based on them.
Nevertheless, while the calibration is not easy to obtain, GRBs are also too rare to provide the same
amount of information as all the other SFR indicators described before.
On the other hand, binary systems with two very massive stars can evolve to form high-mass
X-ray binaries, which are generally more powerful than supernovas and their remnants. There are
actually two types of X-ray binaries: low mass X-Ray binaries (LMXBs), which contain a neutron
star or a black hole as the primary object, together with a star of less than 2.5 M, and high-mass
X-ray binaries (HMXBs) with a secondary object of more than 2.5 M. This results in very different
lifetimes, together with a significant difference in the accretion – stars in HMXBs have strong stellar
winds and thus the primary can accrete mass from this wind alone. Also, as HMBXs present lifetimes
of 105-107 years, they can, in principle, be used as a good recent star formation indicator. The X-ray
emission from HMXBs can penetrate thick columns of gas and dust to give an unobscured view of the
star-formation activity.
However, for distant galaxies, it is not really possible to distinguish between the X-ray contribution
of LMXBs and HMXBs. Still, using some other star-formation indicator to select apparent star-
formation dominated galaxies, and remove AGN contamination, one can in principle assume that
most of the X-ray flux is coming from HMXBs and not from LMXBs (which are related to the mass
of the galaxy) and in some cases obtain an X-ray based star-formation rate.
Figure 1.11: HII regions are associated with intense star-formation. This image shows a HII region within
our galaxy (Image by Steve Mandel).
1.3.8 AGN versus star formation
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are galaxies which host an accreting super-massive black hole in their
nucleus. These emit across the whole electro-magnetic spectrum, and some of them are particularly
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strong in the radio. One can distinguish between various types of AGN. Quasars (Quasi Stellar
Objects) present strong emission lines, some of them broad (as they are produced near the nucleus,
where the gas is moving faster). Seyfert galaxies are fainter, and also present strong emission lines:
Seyfert I presents both broad emission lines (the permitted emission lines) and forbidden (narrow)
emission lines, while Seyfert II present only narrow emission lines. These two classes of Seyferts are
believed to be a single class of objects and can be unified by assuming they are being observed at
different angles (Antonucci, 1993).
While the energy sources of AGN and (pure) star-forming galaxies are very different, without a
careful analysis, the signatures of both sources can easily be mixed up: both AGN and star formation
can produce high UV fluxes, strong emission lines, far-IR and radio emission. Thus, in order to
correctly measure star formation rates, and obtain a good estimation of the number density of star-
forming galaxies, it is necessary to separate AGN-powered from star-forming-powered emission. The
latter can be done by different means, such as emission-line ratios (probing the differences in the
hardness of steepness of the UV), dust temperatures (using mid-infrared colours), looking for very
high radio power or high-luminosity X-ray emission, or fitting the entire spectral energy distribution
to star-forming and AGN-like templates (c.f. Figure 1.12).
Figure 1.12: Top− left: Differences in the SEDs of AGNs and star-forming galaxies can be used to separate
the two populations; such differences can also investigated using mid-infrared colours (top-right and bottom-
left panels; adapted from Garn et al., 2010). Bottom-right: Due to the difference in the slope of the UV
ionizing radiation produced by AGN and star-forming galaxies, ratios of relatively strong emission lines can
also be used to distinguish between AGN and star-forming galaxies (adapted from Rola et al., 1997).
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1.4 The Star Formation History of the Universe
Understanding the basic features of galaxy formation and evolution implies unveiling the volume-
averaged star formation rate as a function of epoch, ρSFR, its distribution function within the galaxy
population, and the variation with environment. At the present, surveys of the star-formation rate as a
function of epoch suggest that the star-formation rate density rises as (1+z)4 out to at least z∼1 (Lilly
et al., 1996; Connolly et al., 1997; Hogg et al., 1998a; Haarsma et al., 2000; Hopkins, 2004; Hopkins
and Beacom, 2006) indicating that most of the stars in galaxies today formed at z > 1 with the peak
occurring around that cosmic time (see Figure 1.13). However, determining the precise redshift where
the star-formation rate peaked is not trivial, especially when different star-formation indicators give
different measures of the integrated star-formation rate density. Nevertheless, the star-formation rate
density seems to flatten at z ∼ 2 and thus it is likely that the majority of stars seen today were formed
between z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 3 (e.g. Madau et al., 1996; Connolly et al., 1997; Hughes et al., 1998; Yan et al.,
1999; Hopkins and Beacom, 2006; Geach et al., 2008; Shim et al., 2009). Indeed, z∼ 2− 2.5 appears
to be an important era in the evolution of many populations, such as Quasi Stellar Objects (QSOs)
and sub-millimeter galaxies, which may be intimately linked to the formation of massive galaxies.
However, it is still not completely certain if the evolution of ρSFR reaches a peak around z ∼ 1.5 and
decreases significantly thereafter (e.g. Madau et al., 1996) or whether it stays flat to much higher
redshifts (e.g. Steidel et al., 1999; Haarsma et al., 2000; Yüksel et al., 2008; Geach et al., 2008).
1.4.1 Comparison of different Star Formation indicators
No single star-formation indicator is ideal to probe all cosmic epochs. Nevertheless, the use of different
star formation tracers ought to present a consistent picture which would allow us to answer most of
the key questions. Unfortunately, when they are combined the result is far from ideal, with a large
scatter in the resultant measurements (e.g. see Hopkins, 2004). These problems are amplified by the
effects of cosmic variance in the current samples, which are normally based on small-field surveys.
Another reason for the uncertainty in the star-formation history and the discrepancy between tracers
seems to be the difficulty in correcting for extinction (especially for UV and optical wavelengths). In
fact, when one does not correct for that, there is a clear discrepancy between values of ρSFR estimated
from radio and FIR and those estimated from Hα and UV. Even when simple extinction corrections
are made, however, systematic differences seem to persist between estimates of SFR or ρSFR made at
differing wavelengths. This can be seen in the distribution of SFRs for individual objects in studies
of local galaxies (e.g. Cram et al., 1998), in a multiwavelength studies (e.g. Sullivan et al., 2001;
Wijesinghe et al., 2011; Kurczynski et al., 2010), or, more globally, in the redshift dependence of
ρSFR (Haarsma et al., 2000). Several efforts have been made to address this concern. A detailed
investigation of some of these issues is presented in Adelberger and Steidel (2000), with particular
emphasis on obscuration at UV wavelengths. Other authors have refined a technique for correcting
UV luminosities for attenuation using rest-frame luminosities alone (e.g. Meurer et al., 1999), with
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Narrow-band Survey for Emission-line Galaxies 2
1. Introduction
The key observables required to understand the basic features of galaxy formation and evolution are the
volume-averaged star formation rate as a function of epoch, its distribution function within the galaxy popu-
lation, and the variation with environment. Surveys of the star-formation rate as a function of epoch suggest
that the star-formation rate density rises as ! (1+z)4 out to at least z! 1 (e.g. Lilly et al. 1996) indicating
that most of the stars in galaxies today formed at z >! 1 and thus the “epoch” of galaxy formation occurs at
z > 1. Determining the precise redshift where the star-formation rate peaked is more di!cult, with di"erent
star-formation indicators giving widely di"erent measures of the integrated star-formation rate density (see
Smail et al. 2002). Nevertheless, there is a general trend for the star-formation rate density to flatten at z! 2
and thus it is likely that the bulk of stars seen in galaxies today were formed between z! 1–3. Indeed, z! 2–2.5
appears to be a critical era in the evolution of many populations such as QSOs and submillimetre galaxies,
which may be intimately linked to the formation of massive galaxies (Boyle et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2005).
Fig. 1. The evolution of the star formation rate density as
traced by current surveys of the H! (taken from Tresse et al.
2002). The figure shows the star formation density estimated
from reddening-corrected H! observations (the point at z! 2
is from Moorwood et al. 2000) and three UV-observations
from Lilly et al. (1996) [small diamonds]. The solid line is
a fit of the form (1+z)4.1, while the dotted line shows the
same relation fit to the UV data points (which are systemat-
ically low). Our proposed survey will improve the reliability
of the measurements at z= 0.8–2.2 by roughly two orders of
magnitude.
Unfortunately, a detailed understanding of the evolution
in the star-formation rate density is restricted by the in-
homogeneous mix of star-formation rate indicators used to
trace the evolution across these redshifts. These problems
are exacerbated by the e"ects of cosmic variance in the cur-
rent samples, which are typically based on small-field sur-
veys. While no single indicator provides an unbiased view
of the evolution of the star-formation rate density (Kewley
et al. 2004), mixing di"erent indicators at di"erent epochs
is not helping our understanding. What we require is a
single star-formation indicator which can be applied from
z = 0 to z! 3, which is relatively immune to dust extinction
and which has su!cient sensitivity that our estimate of the
integrated star-formation rate doesn’t require large extrap-
olations for faint sources below the sensitivity limit. H!
luminosity is arguably the cleanest route to achieve these
goals – it provides a very well-calibrated measurement of
the star-formation rate (Kennicutt 1998; Moustakas et al.
2006), the emission line is relatively una"ected by moderate
dust extinction and moreover it is bright enough that sur-
veys with a sensitivity of ! 10M" yr#1 can be undertaken at
z! 2 with current instrumentation. This contrasts with the
equivalent star formation rate limit at this epoch for other
dust-independent tracers such radio, far-infrared or submil-
limetre surveys of ! 100–1,000M" yr#1 (Ivison et al. 2006).
The H! luminosity function (LF) for H!-selected galaxies
(and their corresponding star-formation rate density) from
spectroscopic and imaging surveys has been measured out
to z! 1.3 by a series of investigators (Gallego et al. 1995; Yan et al. 1999; Glazebrook et al. 2004; Tresse et
al. 2002; Doherty et al. 2006; Chun et al. 2006). These observations support the rapid rise seen by other star-
formation indicators to z! 1 (Fig. 1), but few sensitive surveys have been undertaken at z! 2 (where redshifted
H! begins to approach the thermal infrared) and those that have are hampered by small sample sizes (typically
just ! 10 sources, e.g. Moorwood et al. 2000).
How can we obtain H!-derived star-formation rates for large, robust and representative samples of galaxies
at z >! 1–2, spanning the potential peak era of activity in galaxies and AGN?
Emission-line surveys are a particularly powerful method for tracing the evolution of star formation (and to a
lesser extent AGN activity) as a function of cosmic epoch (Chun et al. 2006). With the advent of large-format
imaging cameras in the optical and more recently in the near-infrared, we can exploit narrow-band filters to
undertake sensitive and unbiased surveys for emission-line objects lying in well-defined large volumes across the
relevant redshift range (out to z! 2.5), and potentially yielding thousands of sources. The main benefits of
such surveys for studies of star formation are that the sources are identified on the strength of their emission
line and thus crudely represent a star-formation rate-selected sample, and that they must lie in a narrow range
in redshift. Hence, using a number of narrow-band filters it is possible to apply a single technique to target H!
emitters across a wide range of redshifts, yielding large and representative samples at each epoch and with a
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ABSTRACT
While the high-z frontier of star formation rate (SFR) studies has advanced rapidly, direct measurements
beyond z ! 4 remain difficult, as shown by significant disagreements among different results. Gamma-ray
bursts, owing to their brightness and association with massive stars, offer hope of clarifying this situation,
provided that the GRB rate can be properly related to the SFR. The Swift GRB data reveal an increasing
evolution in the GRB rate relative to the SFR at intermediate z; taking this into account, we use the highest-
z GRB data to make a new determination of the SFR at z = 4 " 7. Our results exceed the lowest direct
SFR measurements, and imply that no st p drop exists in the SFR up to at least z ! 6.5. We discuss the
implications of our result for cosmic reionization, the efficiency of the universe in producing stellar-mass black
holes, and “GRB feedback” in star-forming hosts.
Subject headings: gamma-rays: bursts — galaxies: evolution — stars: formation
1. INTRODUCTION
The history of star formation in the universe is of intense
interest to many in astrophysics, and it is natural to pursue
pushing the boundary of observations to as early of times as
possible. Our understanding of this history is constantly in-
creasing, with a consistent picture now emerging up to red-
shift z ! 4, as summarized in Fig. 1. The cosmic star
formation rate (SFR) measurements from the compilation of
Hopkins & Beacom (2006) are shown, along with new high-z
measurements based on observations of color-selected Lyman
Break Galaxies (LBG) (Bouwens et al. 2008; Mannucci et al.
2007; Verma et al. 2007) and Ly! Emitters (LAE) (Ota et al.
2008). Much current interest is on this high-z frontier, where
the primeval stars that may be responsible for reionizing the
universe reside. Due to the difficulties of making and in-
terpreting these measurements, different results disagree by
more than their quoted uncertainties.
Instead of inferring the formation rate of massive stars
from their observed populations, one may directly mea-
sure the SFR from their death rate, since their lives are
short. While it is not yet possible to detect ordinary core-
collapse supern vae at high z, long-duration gamma-ray
bursts, which have been shown to be associated wit a spe-
cial class core-collapse supernova (Stanek et al. 2003;
Hjorth et al. 2003), have b en detected to z = 6.3. The
brightness of GRBs across a broad range of wavelengths
seemingly makes them ideal probes of the star formation
history (SFH) (see, e.g., the early works of Totani 1997;
Wijers et al. 1998; Lamb & Reichart 2000; Blain & Natarajan
2000; Porciani & Madau 2001; Bromm & Loeb 2002). In
only the last few years, Swift (Gehrels et al. 2004) has spear-
headed the detection of GRBs over an unprecedentedly-wide
redshift range5, including many bursts at z ! 4. Surprisingly,
examination of the Swift data reveals that GRB observations
are not tracing the SFH directly, i stead implying some kind
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5 See http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/archive/grb table
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FIG. 1.— The cosmic star formation history. The compiled SFR data (light
circles) and fit (dotted line) of Hopkins & Beacom (2006) are shown, as well
as newer high-z data (the LAE points only sample Ly! Emitters). The results
of this work, as inferred using bright Swift gamma-ray bursts, are shown with
dark diamonds. The solid line is our new high-z fit given by Eq. 6.
of additional evolution (Daigne et al. 2006; Le & Dermer
2007; Yüksel & Kistler 2007; Kistler et al. 2008).
GRBs can still reveal the overall amount of star formation
taking place, provided that we know how the GRB rate cou-
ples to the SFR. In this study, we use the portion of the SFH
that is sufficiently well-determined to probe the range beyond
z # 4. We do this by relating the many bursts observed in
z # 1 " 4 to the corresponding SFR measurements, and by
taking into account the possibility of additional evolution of
the GRB rate relative to the SFR. This calibration eliminates
the need for prior knowledge of the absolute conversion factor
between the SFR and the GRB rate and allows us to properly
relate the GRB counts at z # 4 " 7 to the SFR in that range.
Additionally, we make use of the estimated GRB luminosities
to exclude faint low-z GRBs that would not be visible in our
high-z sample, i.e., to compare “apples to apples”.
Our results show that the SFR must be relatively high in
the range z = 4 " 7, when compared to SFR measurements
made using more conventional techniques. While the GRB
statistics at high z are relatively low, they are high enough,
Figure 1.13: Evolution of star formation rate density as traced by present surveys of Hα emitters (Tresse
et al., 2002, left). This shows the star formation density estimated from reddening-corrected Hα observations
(whereas the point at z∼2 is from Moorwood et al., 2000), except for the three small diamonds which are
UV-observations from Lilly et al. (1996). The solid line is a fit ∼ (1 + z)4.1 to the Hα data at z < 1.5, while
the dotted line shows the same relation fit to the UV data points (systematically low). The right figure shows
the evolution of star formation rate density as traced by present surveys using several SF tracers, including
estimates from gamma-ray bursts (from Yüksel et al., 2008).
the method being based on an observed correlation between the FIR-UV flux ratio and the UV
sp ctral slope. More recently, and using a sample of local galaxies, Kennicutt et al. (2009) show that
combining Hα with far-infrared fluxes provides much more reliable mea urements than any of the
ind vidual indicators on their own.
1.4.2 What i driving the Star formation History?
Knowing the global average star formation rate is not enough to fully understand the nature and
distribution of star-forming galaxies at high redshifts. In fact, recent results are showing that star
formation in the most massive galaxies is happening earlier than in lower mass galaxies, a process
known as downsizing (Cowie et al., 1996). In addition to that, star formation rates of galaxies are
probably highly influenced by the environment in which they reside (e.g. Dressler, 1980; Butcher
and Oemler, 1984). In the local Universe, many studies have now demonstrated in detail that star
formation is strongly dependent on the environment (e.g. Lewis et al., 2002; Gómez et al., 2003).
While clusters of galaxies seem to be primarily populated by passively-evolving galaxies, star-forming
galaxies are mainly found in less dense environments. Furthermore, there is a natural connection
between mass and environment: higher density environments will tend to have more massive galaxies,
and, therefore, to which extent are mass-downsizing and the environmental trends related? Using
the very large samples now available in the local Universe, studies such as Peng et al. (2010) have
now clearly showed that both mass and environment seem to play important and separable roles
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in quenching star-formation (see Figure 1.14), and thus neither seems to be truly fundamental and
driving the other.
How important is the build-up of stellar mass, and of galaxies into groups and clusters for the
decline in cosmic star formation rate since z∼1 until the present? How do these environmental and
mass dependencies change with cosmic time? When did they start to be noticeable, and how do they
affect the evolution of galaxies, clusters and the star formation rate density of the Universe as a whole?
How much of the evolution of the cosmic star formation rate density is associated with the evolution
of (isolated) star-forming galaxies and how much is driven by galaxy merger activity?
In order to properly answer such questions it is mandatory to conduct observational surveys at
high redshift, which can then be used to test theoretical models of galaxy evolution. However, such
surveys can only be carried out provided that we have the right tools for both selecting significant
samples of star-forming galaxies, and measuring how much star-formation is on-going in each of those.
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Figure 5. Observed values of the relative mass quenching efficiency, !m, as a function of environment for different galaxy masses (top) in units of log solar mass, and
of the relative environment-quenching efficiency, !" , as a function of mass for different environments (bottom) in units of log (1 + #). The fact that these are essentially
flat shows that the differential effects of mass and environment are separable in SDSS. The model curves are for the simple parameterizations given in the text and
Table 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The clear separability of the effects of environment and mass,
when parameterized in this way, suggests that there are two
distinct processes at work. We will henceforth refer to these
as “environment quenching” and “mass quenching” to reflect
their (independent) effects on fred across the (", m)-plane. These
two quenching processes will be governed by rates (i.e., the
probability of being quenched per galaxy per unit time) of $"
and $m, respectively.
The distinction between the two effects will be even more
clearly seen when we consider how, observationally, !m and !"
depend on cosmic epoch. For this we turn to our zCOSMOS
sample in the next section.
4.3. How does Environment Quenching Operate?
4.3.1. The Empirical Signature of Environment Quenching
Figure 7 shows the equivalent plots of !m and !" from the
zCOSMOS-10k data for 0.3 <z < 0.6. Although the zCOSMOS
data are inevitably noisier, a good degree of separation between
the effects of mass and environment is again discernable
in zCOSMOS. The horizontal lines again show the fits to
functions of the form of Equation (5), with the values given in
Table 2.
Figure 8 then compares the form of !m(m) and !"("), derived
from zCOSMOS in three redshift bins, using a fitting function
of the form of Equation (5), with the values given in Table 2.
We omit the lowest redshift bin (0.1 < z < 0.35) because it
suffers from both a small overall volume and more severe edge
corrections to the densities, and is dominated by a few large
structures (see Figure 9 below). It is clear that the environmental
efficiency curve !" does not vary significantly with redshift,
neither within the zCOSMOS data set, nor between zCOSMOS
and the local SDSS sample. Evidently, the differential effects of
the environment, at fixed over-density, are independent of both
stellar mass and cosmic time.
It is important to appreciate that the redshift independence of
our environmental quenching efficiency parameter !"(") does
not imply that the effect of the environment on the galaxy
population is unchanging, since the environments of almost all
galaxies will be migrating to higher over-densities as large-
scale structure develops through gravitational instability, since
almost all galaxies occupy regions with # > 0. This growth of
structure is seen in Figure 9, where we split the zCOSMOS
galaxy population into quartiles of density and plot the median
density of the highest and lowest quartiles as a function of
redshift. The median over-density of a given quartile increases
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density of the highest and lowest quartiles as a function of
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Figure 1.14: Observed values of the relative mass-quenching efficiency (fraction of galaxies at a given mass
which would be forming stars in a reference environment, but which are progressively quenched, i.e., red, in
denser environments; c.f. Peng et al., 2010) as a function of environment for different galaxy masses (left)
and of the relative environment-quenching efficiency as a function of mass for different environments (right;
fraction of galaxies residing in a given environment which would be forming stars in a reference mass, but
which are progressively quenched, i.e., red, at higher masses; c.f. Peng t al., 2010). The fact that these are
essentially flat reveals that mass and environmental trends are separable and both important, at least locally.
Figure from Pe g et al. (2010).
1.5 An Answer: narr w-band surv ys + Hα
As seen before, no single indicator provides a “perfect” view of the evolution of the star-formation
rate density (e.g. Kewley et al., 2004), but using different tracers is not the solution either. Thus,
what one ideally requires is a st r-formation indicator that can be applied from the present to z∼3,
selecting large samples, relatively immune to dust extinction and with sufficient sensitivity. The
last of these is important to ensure that the derived star-formation rate distribution doesn’t require
la ge extrap lations for faint sources below the se sitivity limit. Hα luminosity is probably the best
candidate to ac ieve these goals and it is bright enough that surveys with a sensitivity of about
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(or below) 10 Myr
−1 can be done with current instrumentation, even at z∼2. This contrasts with
the equivalent star formation rate limit for dust-independent tracers such radio, far-infrared or sub-
millimeter surveys which vary from 100 to 1000 Myr
−1 at the same redshift. A summary of the Hα
star-formation history is presented in Figure 1.13, taken from Tresse et al. (2002).
Narrow-band emission-line surveys are very effective for obtaining Hα-derived star-formation rates
for large and robust samples of galaxies. Moreover, with the “rise” of large-format imaging cameras in
the optical and in the near-infrared, narrow-band filters can be used to undertake deep and unbiased
surveys for emission-line objects in large volumes at the most important redshifts (out to z∼2.5).
The surveys identify the sources on the basis of the strength of their emission line and thus represent
(broadly) a star-formation rate-selected sample, while they also select very narrow redshift slices.
Hence, by using a set of narrow-band filters, it is possible to apply a single technique to target Hα
emitters across a wide range of redshifts, gathering representative samples at each epoch with a
uniform selection. Those samples are powerful tools for tracing the evolution in the star-formation
rate density across the expected peak of star-formation in the history of the Universe.
Recently, several attempts to find Hα emission at high redshift have been made using near-infrared
narrowband surveys, but these have been done in small areas. At the typical limit, FHα ∼ 10−16
erg s−1 cm−2, only a few z ∼ 2 galaxies have been found. Villar et al. (2008) have presented results
of ∼ 100 Hα emitters at z ∼ 0.84, using narrow-band J imaging. However, many detections are not
robust enough to claim any major and robust improvement for determining the SFR at that epoch,
as ∼ 50 % of the detections are below the 3 σ level. Furthermore, the survey only probes a total
area of 0.2 square degrees and thus the effect of cosmic variance cannot be ignored. In this thesis I
will present an improvement over previous studies (such as Villar et al., 2008) by taking advantage of
the large area coverage of the Wide Field Camera (Casali et al., 2007) on the 3.8-m United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) and two excellent fields for conducting this study in a large and deep
area: COSMOS and UKIDSS UDS (for further details regarding these fields see Chapter 2).
Large Hα surveys covering z = 0 − 3 can also provide a powerful tool for measuring the growing
influence of environment on star-forming galaxies, and determine how the characteristic stellar mass
of star-forming galaxies changes with epoch. Such observations would also provide key tests of current
galaxy formation models (e.g. Baugh et al., 1998; Benson et al., 2000; Baugh et al., 2005).
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in the following way: Chapter 2 presents the general WFCAM characteris-
tics and the HiZELS survey, its goals and the data-reduction pipeline. Chapter 2 also presents the
observations and the basics of data reduction and the narrow-band technique for selecting potential
emission-line galaxies. Chapter 3 presents the sample of over 700 Hα emitters at z = 0.84 in two
fields, and uses the large sample to compute the Hα luminosity function and investigate its evolution
from z = 2.23. Chapter 3 also details the morphological nature of these star-forming galaxies and
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presents morphology-Hα luminosity relations. Chapter 4 presents a detailed clustering analysis of
the sample, including the dependence of the clustering on Hα luminosity and other galaxy proper-
ties, and investigates the evolution of the clustering properties of Hα emitters over the last 11 Gyrs.
Chapter 5 investigates the detailed roles of mass and environment at z ∼ 1 and reconciles previous
contradictory results in the literature. Chapter 6 presents the results from a double narrow-band
emission-line survey for both Hα and [OII] emission lines at z = 1.47, comparing the evolution seen in
both lines/luminosity functions, investigating [OII]/Hα line ratios as a function of galaxy properties
and looking for redshift evolution. Chapter 7 describes the widest-area search for z ∼ 9 Lyα emitters.





2.1 Overview and Goals
HiZELS is a panoramic extragalactic survey using the WFCAM instrument on the 3.8-m UK Infrared
Telescope (UKIRT), having been allocated over 50 nights on UKIRT during 2007–2012. The survey
uses a set of existing and custom-made narrow-band filters in the J , H and K bands to detect emission
line galaxies at z = 1-9 over ∼ 7 square degrees of extragalactic sky, mostly in the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) Deep Extragalactic Survey (DXS) regions. Strong emission line galaxies
include both star-forming galaxies and systems where Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) contribute to
significant line emission. The H2(S1) narrow-band filter is used to target Hα emitting galaxies at
z=2.23. In addition, custom narrow-band filters have been made. The J and H narrow-band filters
target the [OII] emission line at 3727Å and the [OIII] line at 5007Å, in galaxies at the same redshift
as the z = 2.23 Hα survey, and, even more importantly, they deliver identically-selected Hα samples
at z = 0.84 and z = 1.47, respectively. The comparisons between the luminosity function, the
clustering and variation with environment of these Hα-selected samples across z=0.8-2.2 will yield
unique constraints on the evolution of star-forming galaxies. More speculatively, the J-band filter is
sensitive to Lyα emission from galaxies at z=8.90 and could detect a few such sources if some of the
current theoretical predictions are correct.
The primary HiZELS’ goals are to:
• Measure the cosmic star formation history of the Universe using a single well-understood star
formation indicator out to beyond the expected peak in the star formation history at z∼2.
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• Determine the clustering of star forming galaxies, and investigate any evolution in the shape or
normalization of the Hα luminosity function with environment and morphology.
• Study the host galaxy properties of star forming galaxies across a wide range of redshifts to
investigate how the star formation history of a galaxy depends upon its mass and environment.
• Identify the highest redshift known galaxies in the Universe, and use these to study the epoch
of re-ionization.
• Compare the star formation properties of the Hα-selected galaxies with those selected in other
multi-wavelength data-sets.
2.2 WFCAM: Filters and General Characteristics
The Wide Field Infrared Camera (WFCAM; Figures 2.1 and 2.2 Casali et al., 2007) is a near-IR
wide-field camera for UKIRT. It consists of four 2048x2048 detectors with a pixel scale of 0.4 ′′ and
so covers a sky area of nearly 0.2 square degrees in a single pointing. The detectors are separated by
nearly a full detector width, such that with four macro-stepped pointings a contiguous sky area of
about 0.8 square degrees can be observed (see Figure 2.2). It has been designed specifically to carry
out large-scale survey observations. Most of WFCAM observing is devoted to the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al., 2007) and to four large Campaign Projects, of which
HiZELS is one.
Date Filter Field ID RA (hh mm ss) DEC (º ‘ ‘‘) Exp. Time (s) FWHM (arcsec)
October 2007 NbK (H2S1) UDS-SXDF NE 02 18 29 - 04 52 20 18.2 x 103 < 1
October 2007 NbK (H2S1) UDS-SXDF NW 02 17 36 - 04 52 40 18.2 x 103 < 1
October 2007 NbK (H2S1) UDS-SXDF SE 02 18 29 - 05 05 53 18.2 x 103 < 1
October 2007 NbK (H2S1) UDS-SXDF SW 02 17 38 - 05 05 53 18.2 x 103 < 1
Though all the observations are important for the overall aims  of the HiZELS project, I will concentrate on the 
ones which I’ve carried out myself, i.e., the observing runs of October 2007 (19th - 24th) and March (5th-10th). 
Apart from doing our project, UKIRT queue system means  that other projects  were also done, specially on the 
nights  which were not entirely attributed to our project (CMP/3). Thus, on the October 2007 run several other 
projects were done, such as  a search for planetary transits  in a great variety of fields (University of Hawaii, done 
at the beginning of the night, when the seeing was still poor for all the other projects), UKIDSS (specially on the 
last 2 nights of each obs rving run), two gamma ray bursts follow-u  (October 2007 and March 2008) and oth r 
projects such as CMP/2 and PATT roll projects. Both observing runs were done with very good weather 
conditions. In fact, it was dry and stable throughout all nights, with photometric conditions  for more than 90%  of 
the time (there was  only some cirrus on one night in October 2007). The seeing was  consistently below 1.0’’ and 
0.8 in average (taking only into account the time used for CMP/3). Several focus  were run throughout all nights, 
and ellipticity as  measured on-site and on the raw frames  was consistently below 0.1, though it varied from 
camera to camera, just like the read-noise.
  
Fig. - (A) Observing at UKIRT and (B) a close look at UKIRT dome’s interior       
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Figure 2.1: Left Observing at UKIRT, with the 4 monitors displaying raw frames coming out of the 4
different WFCAM cameras. Right A view of UKIRT inside the dome.
A typical observing night at UKIRT with WFCAM produces around 200 GB of data. A quick
data processing at the telescope provides near real-time data quality assessment and initial science
results, though the raw data is transfered to CASU at Cambridge for full off-line processing, and from
there to the WFCAM Science Archive at the WFAU in Edinburgh. The WFCAM Science Archive is
the primary data source for both UKIDSS results and PATT project data. Nevertheless, in our case,
we do our own reduction (see reduction sections below), as CASU data reductions were optimised
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Figure 2.2: WFCAM schematic representation of its focal plane with the 4 cameras. Each paw-print probes
an area of about 0.2 square degrees.
for broad-band data-sets (the vast majority of non-HiZELS observations) and performed relatively
badly for narrow-band data-sets (although one should note that the CASU performance in reducing
narrow-band imaging has improved greatly since 2007-08).
2.3 Observation Techniques
Observations conducted with WFCAM on UKIRT follow a basic procedure, in order to maximize its
scientific use. However, some steps are specific to each Science program.
When conducting infra-red observations from the ground, one needs to be aware of the brightness
of the sky. Obviously, sky subtraction is fundamental to obtain the data, but it is particularly difficult
(when compared to the visible), as sky emission is both strong (orders of magnitude brighter than
typical sources) and highly variable.
In order to be able to build flat frames, to perform a good sky subtraction, minimize artifacts
and the effect of cosmic rays, many short exposures of the same sky region are obtained, and these
are jittered (i.e. they cover slightly different regions of the sky, with small offsets). This jittering
procedure (one can think of many different ways of doing this, from a simple A-B-A-B to many (∼ 10
or more) different positions in the sky with a ∼few arcsec offsets in both X and Y) for conducting
near-IR imaging is very effective in minimizing most of the problems one has to deal with imaging,
and particularly in the near-IR.
Specific to HiZELS is the need to obtain imaging in two filters per band: a broad- and a narrow-
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Figure 2.3: Total filter transmissions of the z, J , H and K broad band filters on WFCAM, UKIRT and
total filter transmissions of the NB921 (see Chapter 6), J , H and K narrow-band filters used to look for
emission-line sources.
band filter (see Figure 2.3), in order to be able to detect emission-lines and obtain reliable fluxes
by subtracting the continuum that is still picked up by the narrow-band filter. While the broad and
narrow filters have relatively similar central wavelengths (but not the same, and therefore small colour
corrections are needed – see Section 2.9), their FWHMs are typically in the ratio 10:1, and therefore
it is necessary to adjust the exposure times to take this into account. In practice, for HiZELS, broad
band imaging is obtained with single 10 s exposures and narrow-band imaging with 100 s exposures,
jittered with the same jitter pattern (small offsets in X and Y over 14 different positions).
2.4 Reduction Summary
Dark frames were median combined for each observing night and the individual science frames were
then dark subtracted. Secondly, frames were median combined in each jitter sequence without cor-
recting for the applied small offsets, to produce a rough first pass flat-field frame. The latter is then
used to produce a badpixel mask for that particular sequence of frames. Each frame is then flattened,
and a badpixel mask is produced for each frame, by searching for read-out problems and adding those
to the more general badpixel mask.
Although the sky dominates the signal, objects which are too faint to detect on the raw frames still
contribute and mean that the first pass flat field has slightly higher values at their locations. In order
to produce better flats (so that the contribution from sources becomes negligible), SExtractor (Bertin
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and Arnouts, 1996) was used to produce source masks, using the flattened combined frames from the
first pass. These masks were used to filter out pixels significantly contaminated by sources, and, by
combining masked frames for a given sequence, ultimately used to produce improved flat fields. The
latter flats are used to flatten the data.
A world coordinate system is fitted to each frame by querying the USNO A2.0 catalogue. This fits,
on average, ∼ 100 objects and rotates images appropriately, for each WFCAM camera. Frames are
then de-jittered and co-added with SWarp (Bertin, 1998), which performs a background mesh-based
sky subtraction optimized for our data. It should be pointed out that WFCAM frames suffer from
significant cross-talk artifacts, which manifest themselves as toroidal features at regular (every 128)
pixel intervals from sources, in the read-out direction. Furthermore, as these are linked to a “physical”
location, they can only be removed from the source catalogue.
Narrow band and broad band images are photometrically calibrated by matching 11 < mJ(mH) <
16 stars from the 2MASS All-Sky catalogue of Point Sources (Cutri et al., 2003) which are unsaturated
in narrow-band frames. As the custom filter lies in the J (or H) band, it is possible to check the
zero-point offsets to be applied to the narrowband frames directly from the broadband calibration,
taking into account the relative widths of the filters, such that the offset between the zeropoints is
−2.5log ∆λBB×∆tBB∆λNB×∆tNB , where BB and NB refer to the broad and narrow band frames. On the other
hand, it is easy to confirm that BB-NB ∼ 0 as expected, using the photometry of bright stars. Based
on the photometric calibration, the magnitude calibration should be good to < 3% (from the scatter),
when compared to 2MASS. For convenience, narrow and broad band images are then leveled (in flux),
leading to the same zero-points in both.
2.5 The Data Reduction Pipeline: PfHiZELS
The Pipeline for HiZELS (PfHiZELS) is a top level python script written by me which calls all the other
necessary scripts in order to implement a complete reduction for our WFCAM data. Also, it allows the
user to run a selection of tasks for certain dates or fields. It has been built upon a rudimentary set of
scripts developed by Jim Geach in Durham (see below for a complete description of the improvements
and for a description of what was completely new; key: ** new, * major modifications, () little or
no changes), which were improved, optimised and linked so that they can be run either in a general
sequence, a user-selected sequence, or still just on their own. Apart from that, many new tasks
and scripts were written and developed, including several science-analysis tools such as removing the
frames regions with very poor signal, aligning narrow-band frames with the broad-band frames, flux
leveling, and an automated way to run SExtractor, producing a complete catalogue of the sources for
the entire field(s).
The pipeline is mostly written in Python, taking advantage of packages such as numpy, pyfits, and
numarray (along other general packages). It also uses separate software packages such as SExtractor





The latest version of the pipeline implements the following reduction steps (chosen by the user; **
new, * major modifications, () little or no changes):
Book-keeping
• Adjust to computer, set paths and directories **
• Data download from the raw WFCAM archive to a specific directory **
• Decompress and organize the downloaded data *
• Reset astrometry in headers
• List observations **
First-pass
• Find dark frames, median combine them, dark subtract the raw frames *
• Separate the frames by field within each night **
• Combine frames in each calculated jitter pattern to make first pass flat fields *
• Flatten the frames *
• Use first pass flat field to make a bad pixel mask together with an individual bad-pixel mask for
each frame (looking for read-out effects) *
Masking and Second-pass
• Use flattened frames to make a mask for each frame using SExtractor *
• Make a second pass flat using unmasked pixels only **
• Flatten the raw frames **
Astrometry, Sky Subtraction and Co-adding
• Run WCStools to get good astrometry in each frame
• Sort frames according to object, filter and exposure time in appropriate folders **
• Mask bad pixels from frames **
• Make an exposure map **
• Median combine frames using SWarp after sky subtraction **
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Photometry and Catalogue Production
• Calculate Zero Point and level broad and narrow band images using 2MASS *
• Extract sources and produce a final catalogue removing cross-talk artifacts *
It should be noted that the pipeline was designed to be able to run all the tasks in a row, without
any human intervention (the last tasks being the exception, as they must be checked and confirmed due
to their importance for the production of good results), though it can be run by tasks, separately. Also,
the individual scripts that the top-level script calls can all be used for other purposes, individually.
One of the main aims of having a fully functional pipeline is to provide completely systematic
and repeatable reductions for different datasets reduced in different locations. However, doing that
can be quite problematic. Because each computer/operating system/location has its own definitions,
paths and software, incompatibilities arise very often. Thus, having a simple and working solution
for dealing with those problems is very important. With this in mind, the very first book-keeping
step was introduced in the general pipeline. It can set most of the parameters, paths and directories
for the user, to assure that the remaining scripts will run without major problems. This zero-script
will run on any machine with any version of python, and will will output notices regarding the best
versions of the software called by the pipeline. The user is then free to follow the recommendations,
or just try to use the local versions of all software.
2.7 Cross-check of pipeline performance
When writing a pipeline for dealing with such a large amount of data as we did, it is important to
check whether the automated reduction is producing results with the quality needed for our science
goals. Thus, a thorough look into each tasks’ products was done, together with a direct comparison
with a detailed IRAF reduction in one field (COSMOS).
When comparing the final results with the IRAF-based reduction, we find that the pipeline is at
least comparable, and in some aspects even better, whilst it is also much less time-consuming (to
a factor of 10 less), and completely automated. A detailed visual inspection of both final reduction
products reveals that there were no major differences across most of the images. However, the pipeline
reduction was able to reduce cross-talk issues, and to deal better with very bright objects which
saturate on the individual frames.
Source extraction and catalogue production (see Section 2.8) was done for both sets of data. The
aim was to compare how similar the photometry would be for the different reduction methods and
how that would affect the final results. In the end, it was easy to conclude that the average change
in magnitude was lower than ∼ 0.01 mag, with a small standard deviation (∼ 0.06 mag) at the faint
end. Moreover, the selection of potential line emitters also yielded very similar results, with over 95
% of sources common to both data-sets and the same photometric redshift distribution.
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Figure 2.4: Two narrow-band excess objects selected from the NBJ imaging with different colour significances
(upper panels), and a strong isolated emitter (lower panels). Images are ∼ 20′′ × 20′′.
2.8 Catalogue Production
Sources were extracted using SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996). Optimal parameters were
found by running a large number of different extractions which converged to a set of parameters that
allowed the extraction of all obvious sources down to the 3-σ limit in each frame and minimized the
extraction of noise/artifact features. The extraction included an optimized sky subtraction, and fixed
photometry apertures of 3′′ (diameter) were used. Several tests were done using SExtractor in dual
mode (using frames in one band to detect the sources and measuring on the other band) and single
mode. The first option was used for fields where data were taken in both bands and so the frames
were extremely well-registered, while for fields where UKIDSS data were used for the broad-band, the
extraction was done on both bands independently, followed by a match using a simple 2.0′′ criteria. In
the small number of cases where there was more than one match, a careful local astrometry solution
was calculated based on nearby sources clearly identified in both bands and the correct source was
then clear in all cases (the correct match was always the original closest). Furthermore, tests were
run on COSMOS frames (a field where HiZELS data were taken in both bands) to show that both
options produce comparable samples, and so this is not likely to produce any significant difference
between the extraction in different fields. Narrowband sources with no clear broad-band detection were
retained but there are few of these as the broad-band coverage is generally significantly deeper than
the narrow-band. As the observations often have slightly different FHWMs, different total exposure
times, and because each WFCAM chip has slightly different properties, objects were extracted down
to each chip’s limit and the analysis is done on a chip-by-chip basis.
In order to clean spurious sources from the catalogue (essential to remove cross-talk artifacts), the
frames were visually inspected showing that sources brighter than ∼ 12 mag are surrounded by large
numbers of artifacts detected within “bright halos”, as well as cross-talk, while fainter sources (up
to 16 mag) show only cross-talk features. Sources fainter than 16 mag do not produce any detectable
cross-talk at the typical depth of the observations. Cross-talk sources and detections in the halo
regions were removed from the catalogue separately for each frame, which greatly simplifies their
identification (Geach et al. 2008).
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When combining the catalogues from each individual WFCAM chip into a global catalogue for
each field, sources detected in regions with less than 85% of the total integration time were removed;
this still ensures a complete overlap between frames. When a source was catalogued in more than one
final image, the catalogue entry with a higher exposure time was selected.
2.9 Narrowband excess selection
Emission line systems are initially selected according to the significance of their (BB−NB) colour,
as they will have (BB−NB) > 0. However, true emitters need to be distinguished from those with
positive colours due to scatter in the magnitude measurements and this is done by quantifying the
significance of the narrowband excess. The parameter Σ quantifies the excess compared to the random
scatter expected for a source with zero colour (Bunker et al., 1995). In other words, a source can be
considered to have a genuine narrow-band excess if:
cNB − cBB > Σδ (2.1)
where cNB and cBB are the (normalized) counts for the NB and BB bands (see Section 2.4), respec-






where r is the radius of the apertures used and σNB and σBB are the standard deviation per pixel
(in normalized counts per pixel) measured in the NB and BB individual images, respectively. The
approach is similar to a standard signal-to-noise selection. Colour and Σ significances are related by:
BB −NB = −2.5 log(1− Σδ10−0.4(ZP−NB)), (2.3)
where ZP is the zeropoint of both frames, assuming that the sky variation is the dominant feature
contributing to the errors in photometry. This has been tested by measuring counts in randomly
placed apertures (∼ 10000 for each frame), confirming the hypothesis.
As the NB filter does not generally fall at the centre of the BB filter, objects with different colours
may have non-zero BB-NB colours due to differential contribution of their continuum emission. This
will affect the selection of emission line objects, but can be corrected for by considering the broad-band
colours of each source; these will be discussed for each BB+NB filter combination separately in the
relevant chapters.












Figure 2.5: Example of the narrow-band emitters selection, showing > 3σ detections in the NBJ image. The
curves represent Σ significances of 5, 3, 2.5 and 2, respectively, as defined in the text (for an average depth).
The dashed line represents an equivalent width cut of 50Å. Candidate narrow-band emitters are plotted in
black. Emitters with no clear J-band detection are assigned a 3-σ upper limit.
where ∆λNB and ∆λBB are the widths of the broad and narrow-band filters, and fNB and fBB are
the flux densities measured for each band. EWline is simply the ratio of the line flux and continuum
flux density.
The selection of emission-line candidates is done imposing two conditions. Firstly, the NB sources
are considered candidate emitters if they present a colour excess significance of Σ > 2.5. Secondly,
only NB detections with a sufficiently high EW are selected (see Figure 2.5). This is done to avoid
including bright foreground objects with a large significance and a steep continuum across the BB
(e.g. van der Werf et al., 2000), and was chosen to reflect the general scatter around the zero colour
a bright magnitudes. A comparison with spectroscopic data (see Section 3.6) indicates that these
criteria maximise the completeness of the sample without introducing a significant number of false
emitters. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a colour-magnitude diagram with the selection criteria.
Figure 2.4 presents two examples of emitters.
2.10 Fields
Chosing the best targets is essential towards achieving the survey goals, especially because we intend
to complement our observations with deep multi-wavelength data. This allows us to either confirm
redshifts or estimate them photometrically. Most importantly, these high-quality data allow us to pro-
vide very good estimates of fundamental galaxy properties such as masses, colours and morphologies,
at the same time that they allow us to select and study underlying populations. For those reasons,
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COSMOS (Scoville et al., 2007; Capak et al., 2007) and UKIDSS-UDS (Lawrence et al., 2007) were
the primary two fields targeted by HiZELS, and all data in this thesis were taken in those fields.
2.10.1 UKIDSS UDS
The UDS is a 0.8 square degree field centered on the Subaru-XMM Deep Survey (J0218-05), with
a wealth of multiwavelength data (see Figure 2.6). The current UKIRT data release for the ESO
community is DR8, released in October 2010. Data Release 3 was made World public in July 2009,
and is used for the bulk of this thesis. The latest release (near-infrared data taken on UKIRT) reaches
25 mag in both J and H, and 24.5 in K (5σ in AB). Depth estimations are based on noise measurements
within randomly placed 2” apertures across the entire field.
The field has deep Subaru imaging data with 5σ (AB) limiting magnitudes of 27.5 (B), 26.7 (V),
27.0 (R), 26.8 (i), 26.9 (z). These data have been obtained using 5 separate Suprime-cam pointings
which largely overlap the UKIDSS field between them (see Figure 2.6). The field has also been
targeted by a wide range of telescopes and instruments, which is briefly presented now (from short
to long wavelengths). X-ray data, as part of the SXDS, is available from the XMM-Newton Survey
Science Centre in the 2XMM. There are 7 contiguous fields with a total exposure of 400 ks covering
most of the area. U-band data from CFHT Megacam have also been obtained. Further data include
Spitzer observations as part of SWIRE. Much deeper data has recently been obtained from a Spitzer
Legacy survey, with 292 hours of observation using IRAC and MIPS, reaching 24 mag (AB) at 3.6
and 4.5 µm (5σ). Submillimetre data are also available from the SHADES survey of the central region
of the UDS field and the field is the location of the SCUBA2 cosmology Legacy Survey. There are
also VLA radio data at 1.4 GHz to a depth of 12-20 µJy per beam. Finally, a large redshift survey is
currently underway at the VLT (an ESO Large Programme) to obtain redshifts for a representative
sample of 4500 galaxies at z > 1 using the VIMOS and FORS2 spectrographs.
2.10.2 COSMOS
COSMOS is a Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Treasury Project which covers a 2 square degree equa-
torial field with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). It is the largest survey that HST has ever
done, utilizing 10% (640 orbits) of its observing time over the course of two years (HST Cycles 12
and 13). The COSMOS field has now been targeted by a wide range of telescopes and instruments
and data have been obtained in more than 30 bands, from the shortest (X-rays) to the longest (radio)
wavelengths, clearly making this field the best well-studied ∼ 1− 2 deg2 field.
The field has been observed in 20 Suprime-cam (on the Subaru telescope) broad-, medium- and
narrow-bands. The 5σ (AB) limiting magnitudes of the broad-band imaging are: 27.4 (B), 27.2 (V),
26.9 (R), 26.9 (i), 26.3 (z), and the imaging data cover the full HST coverage. The COSMOS field also
has very deep u band data, obtained with Megacam on the CFHT, reaching a 5σ depth of 26.5 AB; it









Figure 2.6: UDS Coverage and comparison with other fields.
Near-infrared data is available from WFCAM on UKIRT (J∼ 23.7, 5σ, AB) and from WIRCAM (H
and K ∼ 24, 5σ, AB). The field has deep IRAC data in the four bands, reaching ∼ 24 AB in the
3.6µm band. X-ray, radio and submillimetre data has also been obtained in the field, together with
a very large spectroscopic survey (zCOSMOS, Lilly et al. 2009), targeting over 20 000 galaxies.
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Chapter 3
The nature of star-forming galaxies at
z = 0.84
This Chapter presents the results of deep narrow-band imaging using the NBJ filter at λ = 1.211µm,
as part of HiZELS, over ∼ 0.7 deg2 of the SXDF Subaru-XMM–UKIDSS Ultra Deep Survey (Lawrence
et al., 2007) field (UDS), and ∼ 0.8 deg2 in the Cosmological Evolution Survey (Scoville et al., 2007;
Koekemoer et al., 2007) field (COSMOS). This corresponds to an area coverage which is ∼ 8 times
larger and twice the depth of the survey by Villar et al. (2008), the best previous emission-line survey
at z ∼ 1. The results presented in this Chapter are published in Sobral et al. (2009a).
3.1 Observations
Both fields were observed with WFCAM on UKIRT using a set of custom narrow-band J filters
(λ = 1.211µm, ∆λ = 0.014µm), during 2007 January 13–17 and February 13,14 & 16 for the COSMOS
field and October 19–24 for UKIDSS UDS. WFCAM’s standard “paw-print” configuration of four
2048×2048 0.4′′ pixel−1 detectors offset by ∼ 20′ can be macrostepped four times to cover a contiguous
region of ∼ 55′ × 55′ (Casali et al., 2007). For each field (COSMOS and UDS) 4 paw-prints, or
∼ 0.8 deg2 were mapped with narrowband exposures of ∼ 21 ks pixel−1. The seeing varied between
0.8–1.0′′ during the observing nights, and conditions were photometric. The NDR (Non Destructive
Read) mode was used for all narrow-band observations to minimise the effects of cosmic rays in long
exposures. The observations were obtained following a 14-point jitter pattern for UDS (to match
the UKIDSS observing strategy) and a 9-point jitter sequence for COSMOS. Broad-band J-band
observations were also obtained in the COSMOS field, but were not necessary for the UDS due to the
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availability of UKIDSS data. A summary of the observations is given in Table 3.1.
Data reduction was done using PfHiZELS (see Chapter 2).
3.1.1 Source Extraction and Survey Limits
The survey is made up of a mosaic of eight WFCAM pointings (4 each for UDS and COSMOS), i.e.,
8 × 4 × 13.7′ × 13.7′ tiles. The UKIDSS UDS J-band image does not overlap entirely with the full
narrow-band image, leading to a total overlapping area of 0.70 deg2, while for COSMOS the overlap
is 0.78 deg2.
Sources were extracted using SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996) in dual mode (see Chapter
2), for the COSMOS field (where data were taken in both bands and so the frames were extremely
well registered), and single mode for UDS (where UKIDSS data was used for the J band), followed
by a match using a simple 2.0′′ criteria. In 11 cases there was more than one match; for these, a
careful local astrometry solution was calculated based on nearby sources clearly identified in both
bands and the correct source was then clear in all cases (the correct match was always the original
closest). Objects were extracted down to each chip’s limit, which was then confirmed using Monte
Carlo simulations (see Chapter 2 and Section 7.5). Cross-talk sources and detections in the halo
regions were removed from the catalogue separately for each frame, which greatly simplifies their
identification (see Chapter 2). Catalogue sources detected in regions with less than 85% of the total
integration time were removed and when a source was catalogued in more than one final image, the
catalogue entry with a higher exposure time was selected.
The average 3-σ depth of the entire set of NBJ frames is 21.6 mag, with J depths being J =
23.4 mag (UKIDSS UDS DR3) and J = 22.7 mag (COSMOS). The narrow-band imaging detects a
total of 21773 objects in COSMOS across 0.76 deg2 and 15449 in UDS across 0.68 deg2. These areas
include the removal of regions in which cross-talk and other artifacts caused by bright objects are
located; see Chapter 2.
3.2 Selection
Emission line systems are initially selected according to the significance of their (J−NBJ) colour,
as they will have (J−NBJ) > 0. However, true emitters need to be distinguished from those with
positive colours due to scatter in the magnitude measurements and this is done by quantifying the
significance of the narrowband excess (see Chapter 2).
As the NBJ filter does not fall at the centre of the J-band, objects with redder colours will tend
to have a negative (J−NBJ) colour, while bluer sources will have (J−NBJ) > 0. This will affect the
selection of emission line objects, but can be corrected for by considering the broad-band colours of
each source. To do this, (J−NBJ) was plotted as a function of (z−J) (COSMOS) or (J −K) (UDS)
colour and a linear fit was derived, determining trends with a slope of (J−NBJ) ∼ 0.06(J −K) for
UDS and (J−NBJ) ∼ 0.11(z−J) for COSMOS. This was then used to correct the J magnitudes and
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Figure 3.1: Colour-magnitude plots for COSMOS (left panel) and UDS (right panel) showing all > 3σ
detections in the NBJ image. The curves represent Σ significances of 5, 3, 2.5 and 2, respectively, as defined
in the text (for an average depth). The dashed line represents an equivalent width cut of 50Å. All selected
narrow-band emitters are plotted in black, while candidate Hα emitters (selected using photometric redshifts
from Mobasher et al. 2007 for COSMOS and Cirasuolo et al. 2008 for UDS) are plotted in red. Emitters with
no clear J-band detection are assigned a 3-σ upper limit.
thus the resultant (J−NBJ) colours. Sources with no z or K data – either because they are too bright
or too faint – were corrected assuming a median colour (based on sources at similar magnitudes).
The selection of emission-line candidates is done imposing two conditions. Firstly, the NBJ sources
are considered candidate emitters if they present a colour excess significance of Σ > 2.5. Secondly,
only NBJ detections with EWline > 50Å (corresponding to (J−NBJ) > 0.3) are selected. This is
done to avoid including bright foreground objects with a large significance and a steep continuum
across the J band (e.g. van der Werf et al., 2000), and was chosen to reflect the general scatter
around the zero colour a bright magnitudes. A comparison with spectroscopic data (see Section 3.6)
indicates that these criteria maximise the completeness of the sample without introducing a significant
number of false emitters. Figure 3.1 shows the colour-magnitude diagrams with the selection criteria
for COSMOS and UDS, respectively. Figure 2.4 presents two examples of emitters.
3.3 Complete sample
Narrow-band detections below the 3-σ threshold were not considered. When there was no > 3σ J-
band detection, a 3-σ upper limit for the (J−NBJ) colour was computed, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The average 3-σ line flux limit over both fields is 8 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2. The complete sample has
1517 excess sources out of all 37222 NBJ detections in the entire area, with 824 being detected in
COSMOS (corresponding to 1084 emitters per deg2) and 693 in UDS (1020 emitters per deg2). The
potential emitters were all visually inspected in both J-band (when detected) and NBJ , and 48 were
removed from the sample as they were flagged as spurious. The majority of these (34) correspond
to artifacts caused by bright stars that are on the edges of two or more frames simultaneously. The
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Table 3.1: Observation log for the NBJ and J observations of the COSMOS and UKIDSS UDS fields.
Field Filter R.A. Dec. Int. time FHWM Dates mlim
(J2000) (J2000) (ks) (′′) (2007) (3σ)
COSMOS 1 NBJ 10 00 00 +02 10 30 19.7 1.0 14–16 Jan 21.7
COSMOS 2 NBJ 10 00 52 +02 10 30 21.6 1.0 13, 14 Jan 21.6
COSMOS 3 NBJ 10 00 00 +02 23 44 19.0 0.9 15–17 Jan 21.7
COSMOS 4 NBJ 10 00 53 +02 23 44 17.2 0.9 15, 17 Jan, 13–16 Feb 21.6
COSMOS 1 J 10 00 00 +02 10 30 5.7 0.9 14–16 Jan 22.8
COSMOS 2 J 10 00 52 +02 10 30 6.9 1.0 13, 14 Jan 22.8
COSMOS 3 J 10 00 00 +02 23 44 5.7 0.9 15–17 Jan 22.8
COSMOS 4 J 10 00 53 +02 23 44 5.1 0.9 15, 17 Jan, 13–16 Feb 22.6
UDS NE NBJ 02 18 29 −04 52 20 21.2 1.0 18, 20 Oct 21.6
UDS NW NBJ 02 17 36 −04 52 20 22.6 1.0 19, 21 Oct 21.7
UDS SE NBJ 02 18 29 −05 05 53 20.0 1.0 19 Oct 21.5
UDS SW NBJ 02 17 38 −05 05 34 22.5 1.0 20, 21 Oct 21.6
remaining 14 sources removed were low S/N detections in noisy regions of the NBJ image.
3.4 Photometric redshift analysis
In order to select Hα emitters at z = 0.84, one needs to separate them from other line emitters at
different redshifts. The detection of Hβ and [Oiii] 5007 emitters at z ∼ 1.4–1.5 is expected, together
with [Oii] 3727 at z = 2.23 and other emission lines. Multi-wavelength data, photometric and spec-
troscopic redshifts available for both COSMOS (Mobasher et al., 2007; Lilly et al., 2009) and UDS
(Cirasuolo et al., 2010) are therefore used to distinguish between different emission lines and also to
evaluate how robust the emitter selection criteria are. In order to do this, photometric redshifts for the
emission line candidates were taken from the photometric redshift catalogues for COSMOS and UDS
(Mobasher et al., 2007; Cirasuolo et al., 2010). For UDS, the overlap with the photometric redshift
catalogues reduces the area coverage to 0.54 deg2 due to the required overlap with Subaru optical
data and further masking around bright stars: 133 sources are “lost” as they are in the excluded
area. In addition, for 14 sources photometric redshifts are not available in the catalogues due to i/Ks
magnitude limits (3 in COSMOS, 11 in UDS): while these appear to be real sources (although there is
a chance they are spurious), they are likely to be at redshifts higher than z = 0.84 and so are excluded
from this analysis of Hα emitters. The photometric redshift matches result in a final sample of 1370
excess sources (821 in COSMOS, 549 in UDS) meeting all of the selection criteria across a total of
1.30 deg2.
The photometric redshifts in COSMOS are particularly good for selecting Hα emitters at z = 0.84
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Figure 3.2: The left panel shows the photometric redshift distribution (peak of the probability function for
each source) for the selected excess sources for COSMOS and UDS. Both distributions peak at z ∼ 0.85, as
expected, thus implying that the great majority of the selected sources are Hα emitters. The right panel
shows the best photometric redshifts plotted against the spectroscopic redshifts for the emitters with accurate
redshifts (reliability > 95%) measured in the z-COSMOS DR2 dataset. Dash-dotted lines indicate the redshifts
at which emission lines are matched with the NBJ filter and these are the same in both figures (the width of
the lines scales with the fraction of confirmed emitters; see Table 3.2 for more details). The great majority of
potential emitters is confirmed to be real and only a small fraction (∼ 6%) was not confirmed.
as the available data are ideal to probe the 4000Å break at that redshift. The deeper near-infrared
data used in the UDS photometric redshifts provide better accuracy for higher redshift sources, and
are accurate enough to probe the proportion of z ∼ 1.4–1.5 [Oiii] 5007 and Hβ emitters. Photometric
redshifts for COSMOS present σ(∆z) = 0.03, where ∆z = (zphot − zspec)/(1 + zspec). The fraction of
outliers, defined as sources with ∆z > 3σ(∆z), is lower than 3%, based on results from z-COSMOS
(see Section 3.6). For UDS, the photometric redshifts have σ(∆z) = 0.04, with 2% of outliers.
Figure 3.2 shows the photometric redshift distribution for the selected narrow-band emitters in
COSMOS and UDS, demonstrating very good agreement between the two fields, despite the completely
different photometric analyses – done with different codes, bands and by completely independent
teams. Both samples peak at z ∼ 0.85, implying that the majority of the narrow-band excess sources
are indeed Hα emitters. In addition to this, there is another peak at z ∼ 1.4–1.5 in UDS and the same
– but at a slightly higher photo-z – in COSMOS. This is interpreted as a significant population of
[Oiii] 5007 emitters at z ∼ 1.4 and/or Hβ emitters at z ∼ 1.5. However, the photometric redshifts are
not accurate enough to clearly distinguish between these two populations, and thus the slight difference
between UDS and COSMOS might be just caused by the use of different bands and methods giving
different performance at z > 1.
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Figure 3.3: The left panel shows the photometric redshift distribution (peak of the probability function for
each source) for the selected Hα emitters (see Section 3.5) and the remaining emitters, with the spectroscopi-
cally confirmed lines plotted as in the left panel of Figure 3.2. The right panel presents a BRIK colour-colour
diagram, clearly distinguishing the high-redshift emitters from the low-redshift emitters, and also the Hα
emitters from these two populations. Overlaid on the plot are evolutionary tracks for different galaxy models,
drawn from Poggianti (1997); small symbols on the tracks mark steps of 0.5 in redshift from 0 to 2.5, whilst
the larger symbol indicates z=0.84. The observed colours for the H-alpha emitters are consistent with them
being mostly star-forming galaxies at z=0.84, whilst the colours of the other emitters also lie in the expected
regions.
3.5 Selecting Hα emitters at z = 0.84
The sample of candidate Hα emitters at z = 0.84 is derived by considering not only the best-fit
photometric-redshift for each source, but also more extensive information contained within the pho-
tometric redshift probability distribution. In particular, the Hα candidates are defined to be those
sources with zmin < 0.845 < zmax (where zmin and zmax are the 1-σ redshift limits of the principle
peak in the photometric redshift probability distribution). For COSMOS, the photometric redshift
selection produces a sample of 477 potential Hα emitters, while for UDS the same procedure yields
270 sources (see Section 3.4 for details).
While it is true that this selection can potentially introduce some biases, a careful comparison
of the selected Hα emitters and the remaining emitters shows no evidence for such an effect. The
emission line equivalent width distributions of the selected Hα and non-Hα emitters are statistically
indistinguishable. The sample of non-selected emitters does contain objects which have slightly fainter
magnitudes (and correspondingly fainter emission lines) than the selected Hα emitters, but the colours
of these fainter galaxies are clearly consistent with them simply being at higher redshift (e.g. [OIII],
Hβ or [OII] emitters): they are typically detected at a ∼20-30 σ (or higher) level in the optical images,
and thus it should not be any inaccuracy in the photometric redshifts which affects their selection.
One can also see that the photometric redshift distribution in Figure 3.3 (left panel) is clearly different
between the selected Hα emitters and the remaining emitters, revealing both a population of lower and
higher redshift. The right panel of Figure 3.3 also reveals that the Hα selected emitters present colours
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which clearly distinguish them from the low-z and higher-z samples of emitters – they also occupy a
region in the colour-colour diagram where one expects to find star-forming galaxies at z=0.84. Finally,
as examined below, spectroscopic redshifts for ∼ 25% of the sample in COSMOS show that only a
negligible fraction of the Hα emitters are being missed by the photometric redshift selection.
3.6 Spectroscopic redshifts and selection robustness
Both COSMOS and UDS have large spectroscopic surveys underway, but only a limited fraction of
those spectroscopic redshifts is currently available. Nevertheless, for the z-COSMOS survey (Lilly
et al., 2009) Data Release 2 (DR2), the match with the sources detected on the NBJ frames yields
4600 sources (using a 1.0′′ match criteria), of which 138 (each matching only one z-COSMOS source)
have been selected as excess sources and hence potential emitters. Twelve of these have unreliable
or non-existent redshift determinations. Of the remaining 126, the vast majority (119) have redshifts
which place an emission line within the NBJ filter (see Table 3.2 for the detailed list of emitters),
confirming the narrow-band excess as an emission line. For the other 7 sources, it was not possible to
identify any emission line falling into the NBJ filter. Spectra for these sources were analysed in order
to look for potential errors in the redshift determination. In fact, while redshifts for 5 of them are
very robust, one source, identified as z ∼ 0.4, seems better fitted by being at z = 0.85 (with [Oii] 3727
being detected, while the fit at lower redshift assumes an emission line where fringing starts to become
an issue in the spectrum). The remaining source contains one emission line (identified as [Oii] 3727)
but with a low signal to noise (S/N< 2.0). These 7 sources all have a colour excess significance
Σ = 2.5–3.0, and at least the 5 robust cases represent the galaxies expected to be randomly scattered
into the candidate emitter list at these low Σ values. All of the candidate emitters with Σ > 3.0 were
confirmed to be real. It is also worth noticing that z-COSMOS DR2 is highly biased towards z < 1
sources, which means that its completeness for potential interlopers (which are more likely to be in this
redshift range) is very high, while at the same time it misses most of the emitters at higher redshift.
Therefore, the contamination rate within the sample of emitters (i.e., the fraction of non-emitters) is
likely to be lower than ∼ 6%, even down to Σ = 2.5.
Tests regarding the selection criteria used were also done by selecting samples with different colour
significances and different equivalent width cuts, and comparing the matches for each selection criteria
with z-COSMOS DR2. As expected, the number of potential interlopers declines rapidly with an
increasing colour significance threshold, but so does the sample size. The sample with the largest
number of real emitters whilst returning a low ratio between potential interlopers and real emitters is
obtained using Σ ∼ 2.5 and an equivalent width cut of ∼ 50Å, therefore indicating that the selection
criteria used are producing reliable results.
Table 3.2 compares the spectroscopic selection of line emitters with the selection from the photo-
metric redshift catalogue. It can be seen that 88 of the 93 Hα emitters are correctly identified (∼ 95%
completeness). On the other hand, 2 non-Hα emitters (with fluxes which do not deviate significantly
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Table 3.2: Spectroscopic redshifts matches (from z-COSMOS DR2) for the narrow-band excess objects. The
first column of the table indicates the emission line producing the narrow-band excess, based on the accurate
spectroscopic redshifts which place such lines within the narrow-band filter. The remaining columns present
the mean redshift, the number of emitters and the number of those selected as Hα using the photometric
redshift selection (see Section 3.4).
Emission Line λ (Å) < z > Number Selected as Hα
Hα 6563 0.845 93 88
Hβ 4861 1.49 2 0
[Oiii] 5003 1.42 4 1
Hei 5876 1.04 1 0
[Oi] 6363 0.89 4 0
[Sii] 6717 0.79 2 1
[Ariii] 7135 0.70 3 0
[Oii] 7325 0.63 1 0
Heii 8237 0.47 1 0
Ci 9830 0.22 1 0
Unidentified 7 0
from the median) were found in the photometric redshift selected sample (implying a ∼ 98% relia-
bility), with one of those being a [Sii] 6731 emitter. Because this line is very close to Hα it is very
difficult to completely distinguish these emitters with photometric redshifts alone. However, as seen
by the sample which has been presented, the total contamination by these will be very small (< 2%).
The spectroscopic data were used to improve the Hα catalogue, removing the 2 non-Hα emitters and
including those 5 which had not been selected by the photometric redshifts. These few sources present
mean and median fluxes slightly higher than the rest of the sample, suggesting that some bright Hα
emitters could be lost by a photometric redshift selection, due to the emission line contribution to the
broad-band fluxes. However, as the brighter Hα emitters are likely to contain strong emission lines
in the visible ([Oii] 3727, Hβ and [Oiii] 5007), these targets should have a very high completeness in
z-COSMOS, so this can be interpreted as an upper limit. As these emitters are introduced into the
sample, no further specific correction was applied.
While 93 Hα emitters are confirmed using z-COSMOS, there are 72 z-COSMOS galaxies with a
spectroscopic redshift which should place the Hα line in the NBJ filter. The failure to select these as
narrow-band excess sources means that they have a weak or absent Hα emission line. These present a
mean colour (J−NBJ) = 0.1 corresponding to a mean measured Hα flux lower than the survey limit
(3 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 and a mean EW of 20Å). The brightest source has J = 19 mag. These are
likely to be very faint emitters for which a completeness correction is applied later (see Section 7.5).
The [Oii] 3727 line fluxes from z-COSMOS galaxies confirms this: where they are detected they yield
similar line fluxes to the ones that would be estimated for Hα. On the other hand, some of these
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sources have a negative (J−NBJ) colour. By applying similar selection criteria used for emitters, it
seems that at least 2 Hα absorbers would be selected.
3.6.1 Narrowband-K and H matches
By design, the custom-built narrow-band filters make it possible to look for line detections in multiple
bands to refine redshift estimates. Currently, data are available in H2S1 for COSMOS (Geach et al.
2008) and NBH and H2S1 for UDS (see Chapter 6)
For COSMOS, it was possible to match 3 sources between excess sources catalogs (J and K),
confirming a z = 2.23 redshift for those emitters. This shows that the line being detected in NBJ is
[Oii] 3727.
For UDS, 18 sources were matched between the NBH and NBJ . These have photometric redshifts
consistent with either being Hα emitters at z ∼ 1.5 or Hα emitters at z = 2.23, thus meaning that the
line detected in the J band is Hβ or [Oii] 3727 (respectively) for these emitters. At least 2 of these
are also selected as emitters in the NBK filter, which confirms z = 2.23 for them. In addition, there
are another 6 matches between the K and the J narrow-band filters, indicating that those sources are
at z = 2.23 as well. Four of these 24 matched sources were found in the photometric redshift-derived
Hα catalog and were thus removed as the evidence points towards these being at higher redshift.
3.7 Results
A total of 743 candidate z = 0.84 Hα emitters are detected over 1.30 deg2 down to an average observed
line flux limit of 8× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2. This sample will now be used to evaluate the Hα luminosity
function and estimate the star formation rate density at z = 0.84. The morphological mix of these Hα
emitters in the COSMOS field will then be investigated, together with their evolution as a function
of luminosity and redshift, and their contribution to the total luminosity function and star formation
rate density.
3.8 Hα luminosity function at z = 0.84





where DL is the luminosity distance, 5367 Mpc at z = 0.84.
The estimate of the source density in a luminosity bin of width ∆(logL) centered on logLc is given
by the sum of the inverse volumes of all the sources in that bin. Therefore, the value of the source
density in that bin is
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Here, i refers to sources and c to the center of each bin. The volume probed is calculated taking into
account the survey area and the narrow-band filter width (initially assumed to be a top-hat function
across 1.2037–1.2185µm; see Section 3.8.4 for a refined approach), resulting in a co-moving volume of
7.4 × 104 Mpc3 (UDS) and 1.04 × 105 Mpc3 (COSMOS). As detailed before, this takes into account
the removed area due to the presence of bright stars and consequent artifacts, along with noisy areas.
The luminosity functions presented here are fitted with a Schechter function defined by the three
parameters: α, φ∗ and L∗:
φ(L)dL = φ∗(L/L∗)α exp(−L/L∗)d(L/L∗). (3.3)
3.8.1 [NII] flux contamination correction
When computing line fluxes and equivalent widths for the Hα line, one must note that the adjacent
[Nii] lines at 6548 and 6583Å will also contribute to both quantities, increasing them both. In order
to account for this, the relation between the flux ratio F[NII]/FHα and the total measured equivalent
width EW(Hα+[Nii]) derived by Villar et al. (2008) is used. This shows that the fractional [Nii]
flux contribution decreases with increasing EW. The relation between y = log( F[NII]/FHα) and x =
log( EW(Hα + [Nii])) can be approximated by y = −5.78 + 7.63x − 3.37x2 + 0.42x3 for EW> 50Å.
This results in a correction lower than the conservative 33% used by some authors (e.g. Geach et al.
2008), with the median being 25% for this sample with EW> 50Å.
3.8.2 Completeness correction
Fainter sources and those with weak emission lines might be missed and thus not included in the sam-
ple; this will result in the underestimation of the number of emitters, especially at lower luminosities.
Furthermore, the completeness rate is highly affected by the selection criteria (Σ > 2.5, EW> 50Å,
σ > 3). To address this problem, a series of simulations was conducted. First, the recovery rate has
been studied as a function of magnitude for objects in the same frame, using a Monte Carlo method.
For this, 10 different galaxies (both real – taken from the narrow-band images in UDS and COSMOS –
and simulated) were used. These were introduced (20 for each run, in any given image) with different
input magnitudes into the science frames and then detected using the same extraction parameters as
the main catalogues. The recovery rate and the recovered magnitude were then studied. The latter
follows the input magnitude reasonably well down to the 3-σ limit. The recovery rate, while varying
slightly with the type of galaxy used (the artificial and point-like objects, for example, showed a much
higher recovery rate at fainter levels than real galaxies), falls off sharply fainter than NBJ ∼ 21.
Similar simulations were also done for the J band images.
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Figure 3.4: The total completeness function used for COSMOS and UDS resulting from several simulations
to address the effects of selection and detection. This confirms a ∼ 30% completeness at a flux limit of
∼ 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2.
This information alone cannot be used to correct the luminosity function, as faint narrow-band
sources don’t necessarily have faint Hα lines and vice-versa. To address this, a second series of
simulations were performed to investigate the selection completeness of faint emission lines within
detected galaxies. For this, narrow-band detections not classified as emitters were considered not to
have any emission line. For each of those sources (∼ 21000 for COSMOS and ∼ 15000 for UDS) a
line flux (in steps of 5×10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 up to 5×10−15 erg s−1 cm−2) was added to both NBJ and
J-band magnitudes, and the selection criteria were applied to the revised magnitudes for each line flux
to study the recovery rate. This outputs a colour selection completeness for each line flux. Finally,
a combined completeness correction was done combining both simulations described. The combined
completeness function, which is used to correct the luminosity function on a bin to bin basis, is shown
in Figure 3.4. Slightly higher completeness rates at the same flux level have been claimed in Villar
et al. (2008), for shallower data, but it should be pointed out that these authors use a combination of
selection criteria which is significantly different from those used in this study. Furthermore, they only
consider the colour-selection completeness, neglecting the detection completeness, and on the other
hand, they use sources detected down to just 0.8σ in NBJ (instead of the 3-σ limit used in this work),
and with a lower EW (∼ 15Å) cut; therefore, the results presented here are likely to be more reliable
than those by Villar et al. (2008).
3.8.3 Extinction Correction
It is well-known that the Hα emission line is not immune to dust extinction, although it is considerably
less affected than Lyα or the UV continuum. Measuring the extinction for each source can in principle
be done by several methods, ranging from spectroscopic analysis of Balmer decrements to a comparison
between Hα and far-infrared determined SFRs. For now, however, a conservative AHα = 1 mag is
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Table 3.3: The Hα luminosity function. Superscript numbers in the column titles indicate the corrections
made in each stated value: 1 – extinction correction (AHα = 1 mag) and [Nii] correction as a function of total
measured EW; 2 – completeness correction; 3 – filter profiles biases correction.
log(LHα) # Sources
1 log(Φ)1 log(Φ)1,2 log(Φ) final1,2,3 ∆log(Φ)1,2,3
(erg s−1) (Mpc−3) (Mpc−3) (Mpc−3) (Mpc−3)
41.7 (41.65–41.75) 101 −2.25 −1.77 −1.77 0.14
41.8 (41.75–41.85) 133 −2.13 −1.78 −1.74 0.10
41.9 (41.85–41.95) 132 −2.13 −1.88 −1.83 0.10
42.0 (41.95–42.05) 110 −2.20 −2.04 −1.96 0.10
42.1 (42.05–42.15) 79 −2.35 −2.23 −2.12 0.11
42.2 (42.15–42.25) 69 −2.41 −2.32 −2.24 0.11
42.3 (42.25–42.35) 39 −2.66 −2.59 −2.48 0.14
42.4 (42.35–42.45) 24 −2.87 −2.81 −2.68 0.18
42.5 (42.45–42.55) 14 −3.10 −3.06 −2.92 0.22
42.6 (42.55–42.65) 9 −3.30 −3.26 −3.11 0.27
42.7 (42.65–42.75) 8 −3.50 −3.45 −3.35 0.28
42.9 (42.75–43.05) 6 −4.05 −4.04 −4.02 0.37
used, which is the same correction adopted in most of the similar studies done before (e.g. Fujita
et al., 2003; Ly et al., 2007; Geach et al., 2008). This same correction is also applied to all other
datasets being compared here, when possible, in order to give consistency between all studies and
search for evolution. Section 3.9.1 shows that this correction should not be too far from the actual
mean extinction for the entire sample.
3.8.4 Filter profile corrections
The narrow-band filter transmission function is not a perfect top-hat (as assumed earlier), and thus
the real volume probed varies as a function of intrinsic luminosity: luminous Hα emitters will be
detected over a larger volume than the fainter ones because they can be detected in the wings of the
filters (although they will be detected as fainter sources in these cases). Low luminosity sources will
only be detected in the central regions of the filter and thus the effective volume will be smaller.
In order to correct for this when deriving the Hα luminosity function, a further set of simulations
was run. Firstly, the luminosity function was computed with the corrections described above and
the best fit was assigned. This was then assumed to be the true luminosity function, allowing the
generation of a set of ∼ 105 Hα emitters with a flux distribution given by the measured luminosity
function, but spread evenly over the redshift range z = 0.81–0.87 (assuming no cosmic structure
variation or evolution of the luminosity function over this narrow redshift range). The top-hat filter
model was then confirmed to recover the input luminosity function perfectly. Next, the true filter
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profiles were used to study the recovered luminosity function. These simulations showed that the
number of brighter sources is underestimated relative to the fainter sources. A mean correction factor
between the input luminosity function and the one recovered (as a function of luminosity) was then
used to correct each bin. The simulation was run again with the new luminosity function, confirming
that the recovered luminosity function is very similar to the input luminosity function.
The filter profiles were also checked against the spectroscopic redshift distribution from z-COSMOS
DR2. By distributing the artificial Hα emitters to reproduce the luminosity function, one can predict
the redshift distribution of observed sources for each filter. Those matched well the redshift distribu-
tion of the z-COSMOS emission line sample, although this sample only contains ∼ 100 emitters at
the moment.
3.8.5 Fully corrected luminosity function
The final z = 0.84 Hα luminosity function is presented in Figure 3.5 and in Table 3.3. The raw
luminosity function, without correcting for incompleteness and filter profile biases (correcting only
for [Nii] contamination and AHα = 1 mag of extinction), is also shown. The errors are Poissonian in
each bin, combined with an uncertainty on the correction factor assumed to be 10% of the applied
correction. Luminosity functions are also computed separately for the two observed fields (Figure 3.5)
with these being compared with the combined luminosity function. Both luminosity functions are
generally consistent within the errors, although there seems to be a slightly higher density at z = 0.84
in COSMOS. The on-sky distribution of the Hα emitters in the COSMOS and UDS fields is far from
homogeneous: they are highly clustered and several high-density regions can be found (a detailed
clustering analysis is presented in Chapter 4). Assuming a standard angular correlation function
for the Hα emitters, parameterised as w(θ) = Aθ−0.8 (with θ in arcsec), then for a value of A ≈ 1
(typical for galaxies like these), and following Peebles (1975), the cosmic variance in the number of
emitters expected in a 1.3 deg2 sky area due to clustering is estimated to be roughly double the pure
Poissonian errors. This leads to (1σ)uncertainties of ∼ 12% on the total number of detected Hα
emitters; the corresponding uncertainties for the individual fields are ∼15% for UDS and ∼13% for
COSMOS. These are fully consistent with the actual differences in number densities found. Even for
an extremely clustered population, with A ∼ 10− 15, the source count variations would not be larger
than ∼ 20% on fields of this size. Given this, and the consistency between the COSMOS and UDS
fields (and also the results of Villar et al 2008), it is safe to say that the results derived are largely
robust against cosmic variance.
Also plotted in Figure 3.5 are other published Hα luminosity functions at different redshift; these
demonstrate a significant evolution with redshift, linked to an increase of the number density of both
faint and bright emitters at least up to z ∼ 1. To quantify this evolution a Schechter function is fitted to
the combined z = 0.84 luminosity function, which yields: φ∗ = 10−2.28±0.10 Mpc−3, α = −1.65± 0.15
and L∗ = 1042.26±0.05 erg s−1. These parameters, and a comparison with the best fits for COSMOS
and UDS separately, can be found in Table 3.5. The best fit parameters indicate a steeper faint end
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Figure 3.5: The left panel shows the Hα luminosity function (corrected for [Nii] contamination, completeness,
extinction and filter profile biases) with the best fit Schechter function given by φ∗ = 10−2.28±0.10 Mpc−3,
α = −1.65± 0.15 and L∗ = 1042.26±0.05 erg s−1. Small black dots present the derived luminosity function with
corrections for [Nii] and extinction (AHα = 1 mag) only. Other luminosity functions (corrected for AHα = 1,
except for z = 0.08 and z = 0.24 where the extinction corrections from the authors were used) from narrow-
band surveys of Hα emitters at different redshifts are presented for comparison, showing a clear evolution
with cosmic time up to at least z ∼ 1. The derived Hα luminosity function for each separate field (COSMOS
and UKIDSS UDS) is presented in the right-hand panel, with a comparison with data points from Villar et
al. (2008) – assuming the same dust extinction as applied in the present study. There seems to be a slightly
higher density of sources in COSMOS, but both luminosity functions agree well with the combined fit (dashed
line).
slope at z = 0.84 than the canonical α = −1.35 usually assumed; similarly steep faint-end slopes
for the luminosity function of star-forming galaxies have recently been found from UV studies (e.g.
Bouwens et al., 2008). These authors have argued for an increase in the faint-end slope of star-forming
galaxies with redshift. However, evidence for a steep faint-end slope in the Hα luminosity function
(α ∼ −1.6) has been found even at z = 0.08 by Ly et al. (2007) as well as in other Hα studies at higher
redshifts, z ∼ 0.2–1.3 (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2000; Fujita et al., 2003; Dale et al., 2008). Figure 3.6 shows
the best-fit α for Hα luminosity functions derived at z = 0.02–1.3. This reveals no clear evidence of
evolution of the faint-end slope with cosmic time; indeed, rather than having a random distribution,
the values of α seem to cluster into two groups with α ∼ −1.6 or α ∼ −1.3. The origin of these
discrepant results is unclear, but cosmic variance may play an important role.
Figure 3.6 also shows the variation of L∗ and φ∗ of the Hα luminosity function out to z ∼ 2. To
derive these values, only LFs of Hα surveys which were fitted with the “canonical” α=−1.35 or that
had their data points published (those were then refitted by fixing α=−1.35) were used, in order to
reduce degeneracies and allow a direct comparison between results. It should be noted that some
degeneracy will still remain between L∗ and φ∗ values. Figure 3.6 shows a strong evolution in L∗,
increasing by at least an order of magnitude from the local Universe (Gallego et al. 1995) to z = 2.23
(Geach et al. 2008). The evolution of φ∗ is somewhat different: while it appears to increase from
z = 0 up to z = 0.84 (this work and Villar et al. 2008) by one order of magnitude, it would then
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Figure 3.6: The evolution of the best-fit Schechter function parameters of the Hα luminosity function for
Hα surveys. The left panel presents the best-fit values for the faint end slope, α, which appear to fall into two
distinct groups with α ∼ −1.6 and α ∼ −1.3, with little evidence for any redshift evolution. The middle and
right-hand panels show the evolution of L∗ and φ∗ as calculated by fixing α = −1.35. L∗ appears to evolve
strongly with redshift out to z > 2, whereas φ∗ might peak at z ∼ 1 and then decline. Fixing the faint-end
slope at α = −1.65 yields a similar result.
need to fall at z > 1 to be consistent with the higher redshift data of Yan et al. (1999) and Geach et
al. (2008). Note that the increased value of φ∗ at z = 0.84 does not arise just due to the degeneracy
between φ∗ and L∗: a value of φ∗ = 10−2.9 Mpc−3 for the current data-set can be strongly rejected,
having a probability < 10−6. The evolution of L∗ and φ∗ is therefore revealing important details
of the evolution of the Hα luminosity function: from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 1 it seems to be driven by an
increase in the number density of both bright and faint emitters, with an increasing population of
bright emitters at higher redshift then being responsible for a stronger evolution in L∗. These results
are also consistent with studies done using 24 µm data (e.g. Caputi et al., 2007). The evolutionary
trends do not change if α is fixed at a higher value (α = −1.65 for example).
3.9 The star formation rate density at z = 0.84
3.9.1 AGN contamination
The Hα luminosity function previously derived used all the Hα emitters from the survey, and while
most of such sources are likely to be star-forming galaxies, some of these can also be AGN. Spectra
from z-COSMOS DR2 were used to explored this. A visual inspection of the 93 available spectra was
done to confirm additional emission lines ([Oii] 3727, [Oiii] 5007 and Hβ) and the assigned redshift.
The line fluxes were then measured using an idl script. Although the comparison of those lines with
the Hα line fluxes is influenced by many factors (e.g. Hα/[Nii] ratio, exact location of the Hα line
within the filter profile, fraction of emission line light falling into z-COSMOS slit) it is noteworthy
that both the mean ratio of Hα/[Oii] 3727 = 2.27 and the ratio of Hα/Hβ = 4.16 are consistent with
an Hα extinction of ∼ 1 mag or slightly higher.
In order to estimate the AGN contamination, the [Oii] 3727/Hβ and [Oiii] 5007/Hβ line ratios
were used; these have been widely used to separate AGN from star-forming galaxies (e.g. Rola et al.,
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Figure 3.7: Line ratios from the z-COSMOS spectra of the z = 0.845 Hα sample. These show that the great
majority of the sample is composed of star-forming galaxies (82%), as expected, with 11% showing evidence
for being AGN contaminants and 7% being unclassified. The red curves represent the maximum line ratios for
a star-forming galaxy (from OB stars with effective temperatures of 60000 K (solid line) and 50000 K (dashed
line)).
1997). Only spectra with all lines being detected at S/N> 3.0 were used, which results in a sample
of 28 galaxies, mainly due to the low S/N at longer wavelengths where [Oiii] 5007 and Hβ are found.
Figure 3.7 shows data-points for the line ratios, while the curves represent maximum line ratios for
a star-forming galaxy (from OB stars with effective temperatures of 60000 K and 50000 K). From the
sample of 28 Hα emitters, 23 seem to be clear star-forming galaxies, while 3 are likely to be AGN
contaminants. A ∼ 15% AGN contamination is thus estimated, consistent with that found in other
Hα studies. The AGN are found to have Hα fluxes typical of the rest of the sample.
3.9.2 Star formation rate density
The observed Hα luminosity function can be used to estimate the average star formation rate density,
ρSFR, at z = 0.84. To do this, the standard calibration of Kennicutt (1998) is used to convert the
extinction-corrected Hα luminosity to a star formation rate:
SFR(Myear
−1) = 7.9× 10−42 LHα (ergs−1). (3.4)
This assumes continuous star formation, Case B recombination at Te = 10
4 K and a Salpeter initial
mass function ranging from 0.1–100 M. All measurements of ρSFR include a correction of 15%
for AGN contamination and an extinction correction AHα = 1 mag, except where the authors only
presented their own extinction corrected luminosity function.
In Section 3.8.5 a significant evolution in the observed Hα luminosity function was observed. The
left panel of Figure 3.8 shows how this translates into an evolution in ρSFR as a function of redshift, for
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Figure 3.8: The evolution of the star formation rate density as a function of redshift based on Hα – down to
the limit of this survey (left panel) and by integrating the entire luminosity function (right panel). The right
panel also includes data from all other star-formation tracers, as detailed in the Hopkins (2004) compilation.
Both panels show a clear rise in ρSFR up to at least z ∼ 0.9–1.0, slightly steeper than the canonical (1 + z)4
rise, followed by a flattening out to at least z ∼ 2.2. Hα data points refer to (in order of increasing mean
redshift) Gallego et al. (1995; z = 0.02), Pérez-González et al. (2003; z = 0.02), Ly et al. (2007; z = 0.08),
Sullivan et al. (2000; z = 0.15), Dale et al. (2008; z = 0.16), Tresse & Maddox (1998; z = 0.20), Shioya et al.
(2008; z = 0.24), Fujita et al. (2003; z = 0.24), Dale et al. (2008; z = 0.24), Morioka et al. (2008; z = 0.24),
Ly et al. (2007; z = 0.24), Ly et al. (2007; z = 0.4), Tresse et al. (2002; z = 0.7), Villar et al. (2008; z = 0.84,
1 mag extinction – higher ρSFR – and author’s extinction correction), this study (z = 0.845), Hopkins et al.
(2000; z = 1.25), Yan et al. (1999; z = 1.3), Geach et al. (2008; z = 2.23).
luminosity functions which have been integrated down to LHα > 10
41.5erg s−1 (the limit of this survey).
The measurement at z = 0.84 presented in this study (0.07 ± 0.02 M yr−1 Mpc−3) demonstrates a
strong rise in ρSFR, when compared to the local Universe (Gallego et al., 1995; Pérez-González et al.,
2003; Ly et al., 2007) and low redshift measurements (e.g. Tresse and Maddox, 1998; Sullivan et al.,
2001; Dale et al., 2008; Morioka et al., 2008; Westra and Jones, 2008; Shioya et al., 2008; Sumiyoshi
et al., 2009), as suggested by other smaller surveys done at similar redshifts (e.g. Tresse et al., 2002;
Villar et al., 2008). This rise seems to be slightly steeper than ρSFR ∼ (1 + z)4. When compared
to higher redshift (e.g. Geach et al. 2008), the observations also support a flattening in ρSFR around
z ∼ 1, up to at least z = 2.23. A rise and subsequent flattening of the star formation rate density
out to z ∼ 2 has therefore been accurately measured using a single star formation tracer. Cosmic
evolution of dust reddening corrections may alter the results slightly but would have to be very strong
to change the overall conclusions.
Figure 3.8 also presents the same evolution, but now integrating the entire luminosity function.
Caution should be used in interpreting this figure as it involves extrapolating all the luminosity
functions and it is critically dependent on the assumed faint-end slope (see Chapter 6). For this
study, for example, ρSFR = 0.17± 0.11 M yr−1 Mpc−3 using the measured value of α = −1.65, but if
one adopts α = −1.35, ρSFR is reduced to 0.11± 0.06 M yr−1 Mpc−3. Measurements obtained from
a set of other star-formation indicators compiled by Hopkins (2004) are also shown for comparison
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Figure 3.9: HST imaging of examples of the sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.84 in the COSMOS field,
organized into the visual morphological classes described in Section 3.10.3. These include large and small
spirals, mergers and irregulars. The thumbnails are all 6′′× 6′′ corresponding to 47× 47 kpc at z = 0.84.
(corrected by a common extinction factor consistent with the Hα extinction correction applied here).
This confirms the same rise seen using only Hα and the possible flattening at z ∼ 1.
3.10 The morphology of Hα emitters
3.10.1 Morphology with HST imaging
The COSMOS field has sensitive Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ACS F814W coverage which provides
detailed morphological information on the Hα sample. These data are used to study the morphologies
of the selected star-forming galaxies. This morphological information can be greatly enriched with
colour information, and thus the ACS images are combined with deep Subaru data in Brz bands
to produce a pseudo-true colour image. The Subaru images are first registered and transformed to
match the HST images using iraf and Python scripts. The HST image is then used to define the
luminance of the true colour image. In this way colour and morphological information were derived
on ∼ 500 Hα emitters with sufficient detail that a visual morphology analysis could be undertaken.
Figure 3.9 presents some examples of these.
All of the galaxies within the sample were visually classified. In order to compare those results with
morphologies obtained in an automated way (by zest, kindly supplied by Claudia Scarlata, Scarlata
et al. (2007)), 4 morphological classes were used: 1) Early-types, 2) Disks/spirals, 3) Irregulars, and
4) Unclassified. Table 3.4 shows the comparison between zest and the visual classification, while
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Figure 3.10: Morphological class fractions (left panel) and merger fractions (right panel) as a function of
Hα luminosity at z = 0.84. These show clear Hα luminosity dependences, with the fraction of irregulars and
mergers rising with increasing luminosity. The vertical line indicates the value of L∗ derived from the best
total Schechter function fit with α = −1.65.
Figure 3.9 shows examples of each morphological type. In general, a very good agreement between
the visual classifications and zest was obtained. The main difference is that visual classification
was able to reduce the number of unclassified galaxies. Also, visually, it was possible to improve
the distinction between disks and irregulars by using the colour information – distinguishing between
multiple bulges and bright spiral arms – which resulted in a sightly lower fraction of irregulars in the
visual classification.
Due to a considerable number of sources showing evidence of merging activity, the sample was also
classified independently into merger classes. A source is classified as a merger when: 1) it presents
a clearly disturbed morphology or disturbed disk which is inconsistent with being that of a normal
disk galaxy; or 2) the source presents more than 1 bright point-like source and the colour information
is inconsistent with one of those being a spiral arm; or 3) there are two or more galaxies which
are very close (< 15 kpc). By applying these criteria, a visual classification was done, where each
source was classified at least twice. In the end, 3 merger classes where used to classify all sources:
the consistent non-mergers (non-mergers); those galaxies classified at least once as probable mergers
(potential mergers); and galaxies always classified as mergers (mergers). The distribution of mergers
within the previous morphological classifications and the total numbers can be found in Table 3.4 and
examples of classified galaxies can also be found in Figure 3.9.
From a total of 477 Hα emitters, 381 are disks (80%), with 68 being classified as irregulars (14%),
14 are early-types (3%) and a total of 14 (3%) are unclassified as these are too faint. Furthermore, 24%
of the sample seems to be populated by clear mergers, with the total merger fraction being estimated
as 28± 4%; almost all irregulars fall into this class.
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Figure 3.11: The computed luminosity functions and the best fits for different visual morphologies. The
dash-dotted line refers to the z = 0.08 LF (Ly et al. 2007), with the solid line being that at z = 0.24 (Shioya
et al. 2008), and the dashed line is the best fit for the combined UDS+COSMOS luminosity function at
z = 0.84. The brightest bin for both irregulars and potential mergers seems much higher than in the combined
luminosity function due to the COSMOS field having a higher space density of bright sources (c.f. Figure 3.5).
Table 3.4: Visual morphology classifications compared to the automated classifications obtained by zest
(Scarlata et al. 2007) for the Hα emitters at z=0.84. The two agree very well. Differences arise mostly from
using colour information for the visual classifications, while zest only uses the HST F814W imaging. The
final rows of the table give the distribution of visual morphologies for different merger classes.
Visual ZEST ZEST ZEST ZEST Visual Visual Visual
Class Early Disks Irregulars Unclassified Total N-mergers Mergers
Early 7 3 0 4 14 (3%) 12 2
Disks 2 301 15 63 381 (80%) 297 84
Irregulars 0 10 44 14 68 (14%) 1 67
Unclassified 0 2 0 12 14 (3%) 0 0
Total 9 (2%) 316 (67%) 59 (12%) 93 (19%) 477 (100%) 310 (67%) 153 (33%)
3.10.2 Morphology–Hα luminosity relations
The left panel of Figure 3.10 presents the fraction of galaxies classified into each morphology as a
function of Hα luminosity. There is a clear evolution of morphological type with increasing Hα lumi-
nosity. While at low star-formation rates, disks dominate the sample completely (> 85%), at higher
Hα luminosities (L > L∗) irregulars become more significant, reaching 100% in the highest luminosity
bin. With the large sample presented in this work it is possible to derive independent luminosity
functions for each of those morphological classes. Those can be seen in Figure 3.11 with the best fit
Schechter function parameters tabulated in Table 3.5. They illustrate well the different contributions
to the total Hα luminosity function by disks and irregulars. Irregulars present a remarkably flat lu-
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Table 3.5: The Hα Luminosity function and ρSFR for different subsets of the data. ρSFR >41.5 results from
integrating the Hα luminosity function down to 1041.5 erg s−1. A 15% AGN correction is made to all ρSFR
measurements.
Sample logφ∗ logL∗ α ρSFR >41.5
(Mpc−3) (erg s−1) (M yr
−1 Mpc−3)
Total: COSMOS+UDS −2.28±0.10 42.26±0.05 −1.65±0.15 0.07±0.01
UDS −2.34±0.16 42.25±0.10 −1.70±0.22 0.06±0.02
COSMOS −2.26±0.12 42.28±0.07 −1.68±0.18 0.08±0.02
COSMOS: Disks −2.17±0.13 42.12±0.06 −1.65±0.22 0.055±0.020
COSMOS: Irregulars −3.26±0.23 42.58±0.14 −1.27±0.21 0.015±0.008
COSMOS: Non-mergers −2.32±0.14 42.16±0.09 −1.71±0.21 0.05±0.02
COSMOS: Potential Mergers −2.99±0.13 42.50±0.10 −1.47±0.20 0.03±0.01
minosity function, only falling at the highest luminosities, while disks demonstrate a steeper faint end
and a much lower space density at the bright end. Overall disks are the dominant contributors to the
total ρSFR, with a large number of galaxies producing stars at rates < 10 M yr
−1.
As mentioned before, almost all of the irregulars show clear evidence of merging activity. In fact,
separating non-mergers from likely mergers (mergers, together with potential mergers weighted by 0.5),
a very similar behaviour is found (Figure 3.10). While non-mergers dominate at faint luminosities,
the contributions from the two populations cross over at L ∼ L∗, with mergers dominating the bright-
end of the luminosity function. The luminosity functions for non-mergers and potential mergers are
presented in Figure 3.11. This reveals that non-mergers present the typical disk luminosity function
found before, but mergers have a steeper luminosity function than the irregulars. This means that
while irregulars on their own are only important in the bright end of the LF, mergers seem to play
a dominant role at the bright end (accounting for∼ 60% of the ρSFR there) together with a non-
negligible contribution even at the faintest luminosities. Overall, mergers account for ∼ 20% of the
total ρSFR at z = 0.84.
The relations which have been presented were found to be very robust, with the same results being
obtained regardless of the use of the visual or zest classifications, and independently of the [Nii]
correction – a constant correction also produces the same dependences.
3.10.3 Redshift evolution of the morphology relations
One can compare the morphological mix for the Hα sample at z = 0.84 with that found at lower
redshifts. In the local Universe, the morphologies of the Hα emitters seem to be somewhat different,
with visual morphologies from Vitores et al. (1996) indicating that disks are 88% of the sample, while
early-type galaxies increase their importance (9%) and irregulars drop to only 3%. At z = 0.24 the
narrow-band Hα emitters of Shioya et al. (2008) in the COSMOS field can be more directly compared
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Figure 3.12: Morphology class fractions as a function of Hα luminosity for z = 0.24 (Shioya et al. 2008) and
this study. These results find the same morphological dependence at both epochs consistent with an evolution
in L∗ (log(L) ∼ 0.4). Morphologies were obtained in an automated way by zest (Scarlata et al. 2007) for
both samples.
to the z = 0.84 sample, using zest morphologies for both (although noting that the rest-frame
wavelength of the images is different between the two studies – rest-frame B band at z = 0.84 and
rest-frame R band at z = 0.24 – which could introduce a small bias). In the zest classifications at
z = 0.24, disks are still dominant (89%), ∼10% of the galaxies have an irregular morphology, and
elliptical galaxies account for only 1% of the sample. These results seem to show that while disks are
always the dominant population (> 80%) up to z ∼ 1, there is a significant increase in the irregular
fraction from 3% at z = 0 to 10% at z = 0.24 and 15% at z = 0.84.
The zest classifications for the Shioya et al. (2008) sample can also be compared with those for
the z = 0.84 sample to see if there is any evolution in the morphology–Hα luminosity relations. Thus
Figure 3.12 presents the comparison between z = 0.24 and z = 0.84 with the luminosities scaled
by L∗. A very similar variation in morphological mix with Hα luminosity is found at z = 0.24,
with the irregular fraction increasing from ∼ 10% to ∼ 35% with increasing luminosity and with
the disk fraction having the opposite behaviour, decreasing from ∼ 90% to ∼ 60%. The relatively
good agreement between the data at these two different redshifts and the fact that the switch-over
luminosity appears to be at the same L/L∗ at both redshifts seems to point towards a rather simple L∗
evolution driving the morphology–Hα luminosity relation. However, the Shioya et al. (2008) sample
is not able to probe the brightest sources and thus there are no low redshift data to directly compare
the complete dominance of irregulars at L > 3L∗.
The disk fraction at z = 0.24 appears to be slightly lower than the disk fraction at z = 0.84 (for
the bins which can be directly compared). Curiously, this is due to an apparent rise in the fraction
of early-types. However, this might be simply reflecting classification errors between the two epochs.
At least some of the very faint galaxies which have been unclassified at z = 0.84 (even after visual
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classification) are likely to be early-types which are just too faint to be seen at z = 0.84, but sufficiently
bright at z = 0.24 to be classified.
3.11 Summary and Conclusions
Deep near-infrared narrow-band imaging has been obtained, allowing the selection of line emitting
galaxies down to an effective flux limit of FHα ∼ 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2. This has resulted in the largest
and deepest survey of emission line selected star forming galaxies at z ∼ 1, detecting 1517 potential
line emitters over an area of ∼ 1.4 deg2 in the COSMOS and UDS fields, with 1370 having quality
multi-wavelength data available in a region of 1.3 deg2. For Hα emission line objects this survey probes
a co-moving volume of ∼ 1.8 × 105 Mpc3 at z = 0.84 down to a star formation rate of ∼ 3 M yr−1
(with an AHα = 1 mag extinction correction).
Photometric redshifts for COSMOS and UKIDSS UDS (Mobasher et al. 2007; Cirasuolo et al.
2008) clearly show that the majority of the selected emitters are Hα emitters at z ∼ 0.84 with a
secondary population of [Oiii] 5007/Hβ emitters at z ∼ 1.4–1.5. Almost 120 emitters were confirmed
spectroscopically, from which 93 are Hα at z = 0.84. The contamination within the sample of emitters
is estimated to be lower than ∼ 6%, and the contamination within the Hα sample is much lower (∼ 0%)
based on the current samples. A total of 743 Hα selected emitters (based on their photometric and
spectroscopic redshifts) was obtained in the two fields. These were used to calculate the luminosity
function after correcting for [Nii] flux contamination, extinction, incompleteness and filter profile
biases. The morphologies of these emitters were also investigated. The main conclusions of this work
are:
• The Hα luminosity function at z = 0.84 found is well fitted by a Schechter function with
φ∗ = 10−2.28±0.10 Mpc−3, α = −1.65± 0.15 and L∗ = 1042.26±0.05 erg s−1. This demonstrates a
strong evolution in the Hα luminosity function compared to lower redshifts and agrees reasonably
well with previous smaller studies at z ∼ 1.
• The evolution of the Hα luminosity function can be described by an increase in φ∗ and L∗, at
least out to z ∼ 1, with L∗ then continuing to rise up to z ∼ 2 but φ∗ peaking around z ∼ 1 and
then decreasing at higher redshifts.
• The integrated luminosity function is used to estimate the cosmic star formation rate density,
(ρSFR) at z = 0.84: 0.07 ± 0.02 M yr−1 Mpc−3 (corrected for 15% AGN contamination and
integrated down to 2.5 M yr
−1).
• An accurate determination of the cosmic evolution of ρSFR has been made using a single star
formation tracer (Hα) from z = 0 to z = 2.23. This shows a strong rise up to z ∼ 1 followed by
a flattening out to z ∼ 2.2.
• Hα emitters at z = 0.84 are mostly morphologically classed as disks in the rest-frame B-band
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(82±3%). Irregulars account for 15±2% of the sample and early-type galaxies are only 3±1%.
Apparent mergers are a significant fraction of the sample (28± 4%).
• A strong morphology–Hα luminosity relation is found at z=0.84, with the fraction of irregulars
rising steadily with luminosity and the fraction of disks falling. Mergers/non-mergers present the
same behaviour, and L∗ (from the total sample) seems to define a critical switch-over luminosity
between the two populations.
• Mergers dominate the bright end of the total Hα luminosity function at z = 0.84 and ∼ 20% of
the total ρSFR is due to their activity.
• A similar morphology–Hα luminosity relation is found at lower redshift (z = 0.24), consistent
with a simple L∗ evolution.
These results suggest that the evolution of both the Hα luminosity function and ρSFR change
significantly in nature beyond z ∼ 1, and that it is entirely plausible that this is driven by the
different evolutionary behaviour of two different populations of star forming galaxies. Out to z ∼ 1,
the integrated ρSFR at each redshift is produced predominantly by disk galaxies; it is therefore the
evolution of these disk galaxies, rather than that of major mergers, which drives the strong decrease in
the cosmic star formation rate density from redshift one to the current epoch – this is in line with other
recent results (e.g. Lotz et al., 2008). At these redshifts, the evolution in ρSFR arises predominantly
from an evolution in the characteristic space density of the Hα luminosity function (φ∗; which seem
to evolve by a factor of a few between z = 0 and z = 0.84), rather than a strong evolution in L∗.
With their relatively quiescent star formation activity, the disk galaxies dominate the Hα luminosity
function at low luminosities, and are thus responsible both for the φ∗ evolution and for setting the
faint-end slope of the luminosity function.
In contrast, irregular and merging galaxies appear to dominate the Hα luminosity function above
L∗, at z = 0.84 (and also at z = 0.24), being responsible for more than 50% of the non-extrapolated
ρSFR (integrated down to 2.5 M yr
−1). The evolution of these systems controls the bright end of
luminosity function, and thus the cosmic evolution of L∗. The continued strong evolution of L∗
between z = 0.84 and z = 2.23, and the decrease in φ∗, suggests an increasing importance of merger-
driven star formation activity beyond z ∼ 1, especially as the irregular Hα luminosity function seems
to be very similar to the one found at z = 2.23 by Geach et al. (2008) when taking into account an
L∗ evolution. This is consistent with recent results such as Shi et al. (2009a). The completed HiZELS
survey will provide statistically significant samples of Hα emitters at z = 1.47 and z = 2.23 and so
provide a direct test of this suggestion.
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Chapter 4
The clustering and evolution of Hα
emitters at z ∼ 1
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
While measuring ρSFR as a function of cosmic time is fundamental for our understanding of galaxy
formation and evolution, there are other aspects of the nature and evolution of star-forming galaxies
– such as the clustering and environment properties – which can only be unveiled if one goes beyond
such quantity. Fortunately, large-scale narrow-band imaging surveys can also be explored to measure
the clustering properties of large samples of galaxies and its evolution with cosmic time, along with
possible dependences such as luminosity, morphology, star-formation rate and/or stellar mass.
In a Universe dominated by cold dark matter, galaxies are found in dark matter halos with a
structure determined by universal scaling relations (e.g. Navarro et al., 1996). Since baryons trace
the underlying distribution of dark matter, measurements of the clustering of baryonic matter can
be used to extract typical dark-matter halo masses (Mo and White, 1996; Sheth et al., 2001) and to
suggest links between populations found at different epochs.
Wide surveys of the nearby Universe (e.g. 2dF, SDSS; Colless et al., 2001; York et al., 2000) have
now assembled extremely large samples of galaxies which can be explored to study their clustering
properties in great detail. Using those data, several studies have found that the amplitude of the
two-point correlation function rises continuously with galaxy luminosity (e.g. Norberg et al., 2001;
Zehavi et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006). They also reveal that the most rapid increase occurs above the
characteristic luminosity, L∗. Red galaxies are found to be more clustered than blue galaxies, but
the correlation amplitude of the latter population also increases continuously with blue or infrared
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luminosities (e.g. Zehavi et al., 2005). This seems to indicate that both star-formation rate (SFR,
traced by ultraviolet/blue light) and stellar mass (traced by near-infrared light) are important for
determining the clustering of different populations of galaxies. Other studies have used morphological
classifications. Skibba et al. (2009), for example, took advantage of the largest sample of visually
classified morphologies to date (from SDSS) to clearly reveal that although early-type galaxies cluster
more strongly than discs, once the analysis is done at a fixed colour and luminosity no significant
difference is found; this confirms previous results (e.g. Beisbart and Kerscher, 2000; Ball et al., 2008)
for the nearby Universe.
Understanding when these trends were created and how they evolved with cosmic time is a key
input to galaxy formation models and to our general understanding of how galaxies formed and
evolved. The first clustering studies of different populations of galaxies beyond the local Universe
(e.g. Efstathiou et al., 1991; Fisher et al., 1994; Brainerd et al., 1995; Le Févre et al., 1996), although
pioneering, were mostly limited by the lack of information on the redshifts for their samples. Fortu-
nately, those problems are now starting to be effectively tackled by larger and deeper surveys. Such
surveys have recently led to robust clustering studies of specific populations of sources at moderate
and high redshift such as AGN (e.g. da Ângela et al., 2008), sub-mm galaxies (e.g. Blain et al., 2004;
Weiß et al., 2009), luminous red and massive galaxies (e.g. Wake et al., 2008), or star-forming galaxies
such as Hα emitters, Lyman-break galaxies or Lyman-α emitters (e.g. Geach et al., 2008; McLure
et al., 2009; Shioya et al., 2009). A dependence of the clustering on galaxy luminosity has also been
identified beyond the local Universe (e.g. Giavalisco and Dickinson, 2001). In particular, Kong et al.
(2006), Hayashi et al. (2010) and, more recently, Hartley et al. (2008) found a clear dependence of
the clustering amplitude on near-infrared luminosity for z ∼ 1− 2 “BzK” selected galaxies, indicating
that already in the young Universe the most massive galaxies were much more clustered than the
least massive ones. These results mean that although different studies have been combined to suggest
links between the same population at different redshifts, or between different populations at differ-
ent epochs, interpreting these requires a great deal of care, since luminosity limits typically increase
significantly with redshift and are different for different populations.
Narrow-band surveys have a great potential for determining the clustering properties of large sam-
ples of galaxies and their evolution with cosmic time. Such surveys probe remarkably thin redshift
slices (∆z ≈ 0.02), which not only provides an undeniable advantage over photometric surveys that
can be significantly affected by systematic uncertainties, but also allows the study of very well-defined
cosmic epochs. Additionally, the selection function is well-understood and easy to model in detail, a
feature that contrasts deeply with that of current large high-redshift spectroscopic redshift surveys.
Narrow-band surveys also populate the redshift slices they probe with high completeness down to a
known flux limit, in contrast to spectroscopic surveys which are typically very incomplete at any single
redshift and present the typical pencil-beam distribution problems. Finally, narrow-band surveys can
select equivalent populations at different redshifts, making it possible to really understand the evolu-
tion with cosmic time, avoiding the biases arising from comparing potentially different populations.
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Figure 4.1: The on-sky distribution of the Hα emitters found at z = 0.84 in the UDS (left panel) and
COSMOS (right panel) fields, together with a photometric redshift selected sample at the same redshift. Both
panels/boxes cover the same angular/physical area, corresponding to ≈ 29 × 29 Mpc at z = 0.84. The Hα
emitters are plotted in 3 different symbols corresponding to different star-formation rates (see key in left
panel).
This Chapter presents a detailed clustering study of the sample of narrow-band selected Hα emit-
ters at z ∼ 1 (c.f. Chapter 3); the results have also been published in Sobral et al. (2010).
4.2 Data and Samples
4.2.1 The sample of Hα emitters from HiZELS
This Chapter uses the HiZELS large sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.845 presented in Chapter 3, but
uses improved photometric redshifts for COSMOS and UDS. Those incorporate a higher number of
bands, deeper data and accounting for possible emission-line flux contamination of the broad-bands
(c.f. Cirasuolo et al., 2010; Ilbert et al., 2009, Cirasuolo et al. in prep.); these further confirm the
robustness and completeness of the selection done in the previous Chapter. The Hα sample used
for the analysis in this Chapter is slightly modified on the basis of the new photometric redshifts.
In particular, the sample in UDS now contains 257 Hα emitters over 0.52 deg2. The very small
reduction in area simply results from the overlap with deep mid-infrared data used for deriving the
new improved photometric redshifts – this reduction places 3 sources from the initial sample outside
the coverage. The remaining 6 sources excluded from the sample were removed on the basis that
the new photometric redshifts clearly place those sources at z ≈ 2.2 (2) and z ≈ 1.45 (4) (they are
therefore identified as candidate [Oii] 3727 and [Oiii] 5007/Hβ emitters, respectively). For COSMOS,
the sample of Hα emitters is the same (477 emitters over 0.76 deg2), since the new photometric
redshifts do not change any of the classifications (noting that spectroscopic data had already been
used to produce a cleaner sample).
As the samples were obtained in two of the best studied square degree areas, a wealth of multi-
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wavelength data are available. These include deep broad-band imaging from the ultra-violet (UV) to
the infrared (IR) – including deep Spitzer data. These data make it possible to compute rest-frame
luminosities for the sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.84. Here, rest-frame B luminosities (MB) are
estimated by using i+-band data (probing 4152.6 Å at z = 0.84) obtained with the Subaru telescope in
both UDS and COSMOS. This is obtained by applying an aperture correction of -0.097 mag (to recover
the total flux for magnitudes measured in 3 arcsec apertures) and a galactic extinction correction of
-0.037 to i+ magnitudes (Capak et al., 2007). It is assumed that all sources are at a luminosity
distance of 5367 Mpc (z = 0.845); this yields a distance modulus of 43.649. Rest-frame K luminosities
(MK) are computed following Cirasuolo et al. (2010) by assuming the same luminosity distance and
interpolating using deep 3.6µm and 4.5µm Spitzer data.
Furthermore, the COSMOS field has been imaged by acs/hst, and the sample of Hα emitters
has been morphologically classified both automatically, with zest (Scarlata et al., 2007), and visually,
as detailed in Chapter 3. The sample has also been investigated for AGN contamination, using
emission-line diagnostics, and in Garn et al. (2010) making use of a wide variety of techniques.
Figure 5.2 presents the distribution of the Hα emitters at z = 0.84 for the UDS and COSMOS fields.
The panels visually indicate how these emitters cluster across these two regions of the sky relative to
a simple photometric redshift selected population at the same redshift, selected with 0.82 < zphoto <
0.87.
4.2.2 The random sample
Random catalogues are essential for robust clustering analysis and an over- or under-estimation of
the clustering amplitude can easily be obtained if one fails to produce accurate random catalogues.
These are produced by generating samples with 100 times more sources than the real data and by
distributing those galaxies randomly over the geometry corresponding to the survey’s field-of-view.
This takes into account both the geometry of the fields and the removal of masked areas (due to bright
stars/artefacts) – see discussion of masked regions in Chapter 3 for more details.
While the survey is fairly homogeneous in depth, there are some small variations from chip to chip
and field to field reaching a maximum of ∼ 0.2 mag (NBJ of 21.5 to 21.7 mag). This corresponds to a
maximum variation in luminosity [in log10(L)] of ∼ 0.1. The observed luminosity function presented
in Chapter 3 shows that going deeper by 0.1 in log10(L) increases the number count by ∼ 20 per cent.
This can have an effect on estimating the clustering although simulations indicate that this is smaller
than the measured errors. The final random catalogues were created reproducing source densities
varying in accordance with the measured depths and the number counts.
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4.3 The Clustering Properties of Hα emitters
4.3.1 The two-point ω(θ) correlation function at z = 0.84
In order to evaluate the two-point angular correlation function, the minimum variance estimator
suggested by Landy and Szalay (1993) is used:












where DD(θ) is the number of pairs of real data galaxies within (θ, θ + δθ), DR(θ) is the number of
data-random pairs and RR(θ) is the number of random-random pairs. NR and ND are the number






The angular correlation function is computed for the entire sample of Hα emitters1, as well as for
COSMOS and UDS separately, and it is found to be very well-fitted by a power law with the form Aθβ
with θ in arcsec. The power-law fit is obtained by determining ω(θ) 2000 times using different random
samples and a range of bin widths (∆ log θ = 0.1− 0.3, randomly picked for each determination) and
by performing a χ2 fit to each of these (over 5 < θ < 600 arcsec, corresponding to 38.2 kpc to 4.5 Mpc
at z = 0.845; these correspond to angular separations for which fitting ω(θ) with one single power-law
is appropriate; see details in Section 4.3.4). The results are shown in Figure 4.2 and presented in Table
4.1; they imply A = 14.1± 3.9 and β = −0.79± 0.06 for the entire sample (the errors present the 1σ
deviation from the average). This reveals a very good agreement with the fiducial value, β = −0.8.
Recent studies (e.g. Ouchi et al., 2005) have found a transition between small and large-scale
clustering (corresponding to one and two-halo clustering, respectively) at high redshift, manifested as
a clear deviation from the power-law at small scales (smaller than ≈ 50 kpc for Lyman-break galaxies
at z ∼ 4, for example). While there is no definitive evidence for the one-halo term for the Hα sample
presented here (especially for separations larger than ∼ 5′′ – corresponding to 38 kpc), for smaller
separations the results are consistent with a departure from the power-law, but only at ≈ 1σ level.
Therefore, a larger sample is required to reliably determine ω(θ) down to the smallest scales and
constrain the contribution of the one-halo term.
The best power-law fit seen in Figure 4.2 also reveals a good agreement both at small and larger
scales between the COSMOS and UDS fields (see also Table 4.1); the UDS field presents a slightly
higher clustering amplitude, but consistent within 1σ (fixing β = −0.8). Note that the Hα luminosity
function derived in Chapter 3 for each field also revealed a good agreement between the two fields.
1Due to the finite area probed, the measured clustering amplitude will be underestimated by an amount C (known
as the integral constrain; c.f. Roche et al., 2002) which depends on the assumed true power-law and the probed area.
This is estimated as C = 0.0023 for the entire survey area and it only represents ≈ 0.01 per cent change in A, but it is
still included, since this becomes significant for obtaining ω(θ) at large separations; c.f. Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2: The two-point angular correlation function for the entire sample and for the COSMOS and UDS
fields separately for angular separations up to 600 arcsec, and the 1σ , 2σ and 3σ co-variance contours when
fitting both A and β for the entire sample compared to the results of each field. These results show a very
good agreement between COSMOS and UDS, revealing that Hα emitters in completely different regions of
the sky cluster with comparable amplitude and power law-slope. The results also show that there is no clear
departure from the power-law for this sample of Hα emitters down to 5′′, implying that the 2-halo contribution
to ω(θ) seems to be dominant for scales larger than ∼50 kpc, but there is tentative evidence of a significant
1-halo contribution to ω(θ) for smaller scales.
These results are consistent with ∼ 0.6−0.8 deg2 fields being sufficient to overcome most of the effects
of cosmic variance when conducting clustering analysis with narrow-band surveys at z ∼ 1 – although
the agreement could be caused by chance.
4.3.2 Robust error estimation and the effect of cosmic variance
The survey covers 1.3 deg2 in two completely independent fields; this is a fundamental advantage
over smaller surveys which only probe one single field, as it allows, in principle, a reliable estimate of
possible errors due to cosmic variance. In order to achieve this, ω(θ) is estimated over randomly picked
square areas of different sizes (from 0.05 deg2, corresponding to the area probed by one WFCAM chip,
up to 0.5 deg2) in COSMOS and UDS. The minimum number of emitters ranges from 15 to 65 within
the smaller areas used (0.05 deg2). Either 100 or 1000 randomly chosen regions are considered for
each area (100 for 0.3-0.5 deg2 and 1000 for smaller areas) and a power law is fitted to each ω(θ)
determination by fixing β = −0.8. For each area, the standard deviation on the amplitude A is used
to quantify the uncertainty. The results are shown in Figure 4.3 and demonstrate that the measured
standard deviation is effectively reduced with area. The error in A (per cent) can be approximated by
a power law of the form 20× θ−0.35 with θ in deg2; extrapolating this suggests an error slightly lower
than ∼ 20 per cent for the total area of the survey, and also agrees with the small difference found
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Table 4.1: The power-law fit parameters which best describe ω(θ) for Hα emitters at z = 0.845, resulting
from computing ω(θ) 2000 times. These were obtained over 5 < θ < 600 arcsec, corresponding to 38 kpc to
4.5 Mpc at z = 0.845, avoiding both the possible one-halo clustering contribution (at the smallest scales) and
the break of the Limber’s approximation (at the largest scales). Note the degeneracy between A and β in
Figure 4.2. Aβ=−0.8 is obtained by fixing β = −0.8, the fiducial value and in excellent agreement with what
has been found for the entire sample with or without possible/likely AGN contamination. An error of 20 per
cent is added in quadrature to the random error in ∆Aβ=−0.8 to account for cosmic variance for the entire
sample (or 25 per cent when considering just one sub-field – COSMOS or UDS, c.f. Section 4.3.2).
Sample Number A β Aβ=−0.8
(z = 0.84) # (θ in arcsec) (θ in arcsec)
All Emitters 734 14.1± 3.9 −0.79± 0.06 14.2± 3.1
No AGN 660 13.6± 4.4 −0.78± 0.07 14.1± 3.0
No likely AGN 700 15.4± 4.0 −0.81± 0.06 14.6± 3.2
COSMOS 477 11.1± 3.0 −0.75± 0.08 13.8± 3.7
UDS 257 19.2± 8.9 −0.84± 0.15 18.4± 5.5
Figure 4.3: The uncertainty in A (per cent; ∆A = σ/A × 100, with β = −0.8) derived from 100-1000 ω(θ)
measurements on sub-samples spanning different areas within the complete 1.3 deg2 (up to 0.5 deg2) – which
is considered to be mostly due to cosmic variance. This reveals that ∆A decreases with increasing area and
this trend is very well fitted by a simple power-law (20× θ−0.35 per cent, with θ in deg2, shown by the dashed
line). The simple standard deviation between results from COSMOS and UDS is also shown for comparison.
The error estimated from the bootstrap analysis and that given by extrapolating the fitted power-law are also
shown for the full area.
between COSMOS and UDS (see Figure 4.3). Furthermore, this suggests that one requires areas of
∼ 7 deg2 (the HiZELS survey target) or more to reduce the effects of cosmic variance to less than 10
per cent.
These estimates could still slightly underestimate the errors, mostly because at larger areas the
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number of approximately independent areas is strongly reduced. An alternative estimate of the
clustering uncertainty can be derived using a bootstrap analysis. Since this often leads to a slight
over-estimation of the errors, it can be combined with the previous analysis to give an approximate
range for the expected error. The analysis is done by naturally dividing the complete sample into
26 regions of ∼0.05 deg2 each (these are the minimum individual probed areas as these are covered
by one WFCAM chip) and computing ω(θ) with 26 randomly picked regions each time for 10000
times. Fitting all realizations with a power law (fixing β = −0.8) results in a distribution with a
standard deviation of 23 per cent in the clustering amplitude, A. When compared and combined with
the previous estimation (≈ 18 per cent error), it suggests an error of ∼ 20 per cent in the clustering
amplitude; this will be added in quadrature to the directly calculated errors in A.
4.3.3 AGN contamination
Some of the Hα emitters are likely to contain an AGN. By using emission-line ratio diagnostics for a
small subset of emitters in zCOSMOS, one can estimate a contamination of ∼15 per cent AGN in the
sample. More recently, Garn et al. (2010) performed an extended search for AGN within the sample
using several methods for identifying those sources, such as radio, X-rays and mid-infrared colours.
This resulted in the identification of a maximum of 74 AGN (40 in COSMOS and 34 in UDS). From
these, 34 are classified as likely AGN and the remaining 40 as possible AGN – this corresponds to an
estimated ∼5-11 per cent AGN contamination within the sample.
The AGN may well have different clustering properties from the star-forming population. However,
the nature of these potential AGN contaminants is very unclear, particularly the origin of the detected
Hα emission. For example, they are mostly morphologically classified as irregulars and mergers and
they span the entire luminosity range; it thus seems that although some of them might have their
Hα emission powered by the AGN, they may well be undergoing significant star-formation. Indeed,
recently, Shi et al. (2009b) presented a study of unambiguous AGN at z ∼ 1, showing that at least
half of the sample shows clear signatures of intense star-formation.
In order to understand how AGN contaminants might affect the clustering measurements, the
angular correlation function was calculated after removing all the potential AGN contaminants. This
results in no statistical change in either A or β for the entire sample (see Table 4.1). Removing only
the likely AGN leads to an identical result. However, the true AGN contaminants (and the possible
bias they may introduce) might well have a larger effect on the results when studying the clustering as
a function of host galaxy properties (presented in Section 4.4), since for certain host galaxy properties
the AGN contamination may be significantly higher than in the sample as a whole.
To ensure that the analysis is really tackling the AGN contamination and to robustly determine the
clustering properties of each sample being studied (and test trends), all the clustering properties in this
Chapter (for the z = 0.84 sample and sub-samples) are derived from a combination of measurements
from samples with and without possible AGN contaminants. In practice, ω(θ) is computed 500 times
each using i) all the emitters in the sample, ii) removing likely AGN, and iii) removing all (likely
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plus possible) AGN. χ2 fits are obtained for each realization of each sample and the total resulting
distribution is used for the analysis. This also allows to carefully confirm that there is a good degree
of consistency between the 3 different distributions and in no case is the difference between samples
with and without AGN larger than the 1σ errors. This mostly results in estimating larger errors
than those which would be obtained from either simply excluding all AGN or not dealing with AGN
contamination, and therefore represents a conservative approach.
4.3.4 Real-space correlation
First order approximation: Limber’s equation
The real-space correlation, r0, is a very useful description of the physical clustering of galaxies when
the spatial correlation function is well-described by ξ = (r/r0)
γ . The inverse Limber transformation
(Peebles, 1980) can be easily used to obtain an approximation of the spatial correlation function2
from the angular correlation function, provided the redshift distribution is known. For narrow-band
surveys, the expected redshift distribution depends solely on the shape of the narrow-band filter
profile; this can be well approximated by a Gaussian3, which, for the Hα emission-line, corresponds to
a redshift distribution centered at z = 0.845 with σ = 0.0075. This can be compared with the redshift
distribution from Hα emitters confirmed by zCOSMOS (93 sources) which has a mean redshift of
0.844 and σ = 0.0076; the excellent agreement reveals that the real redshift distribution should be
very close to the one assumed.
In order to calculate the real space correlation length, r0, and when performing the de-projection
analysis, it is assumed that the redshifts are drawn from this Gaussian distribution and that the real-
space correlation function is independent of redshift [c.f. Geach et al. (2008) or Kovač et al. (2007)]
over the redshift range probed; this is a very good approximation, since the redshift distribution is
extremely narrow. Contamination by sources which are not Hα emitters at z = 0.84 could have a
significant effect on r0, since the real redshift distribution will be different from the one assumed.
Nevertheless, in Chapter 3 the sample was studied to find that only 2 out of 90 sources with spectro-
scopic redshifts that had been photometrically selected as Hα emitters were not real Hα emitters (one
[Sii]6717 emitter at z = 0.79 and a [Oiii] 5007 emitter at z = 1.42, which were then removed from the
sample). This conclusion is drawn from the analysis of limited spectroscopic data (∼ 20 per cent of
the HiZELS sample in COSMOS), but contamination at that level will only lead to underestimating
r0 by a maximum of 6 per cent
4. Throughout this Chapter, a 5 per cent correction is applied when
2Limber’s equation is an approximation that breaks down for large angular separations when one uses a narrow filter,
but can still be used to obtain at least a first approximation of r0 within ≈ 15 per cent for the NBJ filter used; see
Section 4.3.2 for details.
3A simpler way to model the narrow-band filter is to assume it is a top-hat; this results in a Hα redshift distribution:
0.845 ± 0.015. The two approaches produce results for different r0 determinations which are consistent within 5 per
cent.
4Assuming that contaminants will not cluster significantly, the contamination fraction of f will result in a maximum
underestimation of A given by (1-f)2, and an underestimation of r0 given by ∼ (1-f)2/|γ|.
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Figure 4.4: The two-point angular correlation function for the entire sample, compared with the simple
power-law fit expected from the Limber’s approximation. These are compared with the best (from a χ2 fit
– shown in the figure) exact angular correlation function obtained with the narrow-band filter profile for a
spatial correlation function given by the power-law ξ = (r/r0)
γ , with γ = −1.8 and r0 = 2.61± 0.13 h−1 Mpc
(not corrected for contamination; errors directly from χ2), revealing an excellent agreement with the data.
This also reveals the regime for which the Limber’s approximation breaks for this particular case (∼ 600 arcsec
for a ∼ 15 per cent difference; c.f. Simon 2007 for a general analysis of the typical separation at which Limber’s
approximation breaks down).
computing r0 to account for the expected contamination.
Computing r0 for each realization of ω(θ) fitted with a power-law with β = −0.8 results in r0 =
2.5 ± 0.3 h−1 Mpc for the entire sample, or r0 = 2.6 ± 0.3 h−1 Mpc when accounting for 5 per cent
contamination. Note that the 20 per cent error in A due to cosmic variance results in an error of 11
per cent in r0, and this is added in quadrature. However, as mentioned before, Limber’s equation is
only an approximation which can potentially result in significant errors for narrow-band surveys at
high redshift. Section 4.3.4 describes how r0 is robustly calculated by fully de-projecting ω(θ).
Accurate determination of r0 for narrow-band surveys
The errors introduced by the Limber’s approximation are tackled by numerically integrating the
exact equation connecting the spatial and angular correlation functions (following Simon, 2007). This
relation implies that spatial correlation functions described by ξ = (r/r0)
γ are projected as angular
correlation functions with slopes β = γ + 1 for small scales and β = γ for large angular separations
when using a narrow filter – see full discussion in Simon (2007).
Here, it is assumed that the spatial correlation function is given by the power-law ξ = (r/r0)
γ
(as this is able to reproduce the observed ω(θ) very well with γ = −1.8), and that the narrow-band
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filter profile is described by a Gaussian as detailed in Section 4.3.4. The following is then numerically
integrated for the same angular separations as for the data and a χ2 fit is done for ω(θ) around the











where ψ = 1+cos θ, φ = 1−cos θ, ∆ =
√
(R2 − 2s2φ)/(2ψ) and fS is the profile of the filter being used
in co-moving distance (assumed to be a Gaussian distributed value with an average of 2036.3 h−1 Mpc
and σ = 14.0 h−1 Mpc). The χ2 fitting results in a much more robust estimate of r0 and allows the use
of ω(θ) up to larger angular separations than 600 arcsec, a regime for which a single power-law starts to
become inadequate (as β changes from γ+1 to γ, c.f. Figure 4.4). For the entire sample, however, this
leads to little change: r0 = 2.7± 0.3 h−1 Mpc (this includes a 5 per cent correction for contamination,
while the errors also include cosmic variance – this error estimation has been discussed in Section
4.3.2). Indeed, whilst Limber’s equation breaks down for large galaxy separations, it is shown to do
well as long as only smaller angular distances are considered. Note that real-space correlations for
different samples (see Table 4.2) are computed in the following sections using the same procedure
described here.
The dependence of the z distribution on limiting line luminosity for NB surveys
Since the narrow-band filter profile is not a perfect top-hat, emitters with different Hα luminosities
are detected over a slightly different range of redshifts. As the exact relation between ξ(r) and
ω(θ) depends on the redshift distribution (given by the filter profile), assuming the same redshift
distribution for different luminosity limits can lead to biases, especially when looking at a possible
relationship between the clustering amplitude and Hα luminosity.
This potential bias is studied by performing the same simulations described in Chapter 3. Briefly,
the Hα luminosity function presented in Chapter 3 is used to generate a fake population of emitters
equally distributed over a wider range of redshifts than those probed by the narrow-band filter and this
is used to look at the recovered redshift distribution of sources as a function of measured luminosity.
The redshift distribution is found to become continuously narrower with increasing Hα luminosity
limit5, although all the distributions can be equally well-fitted by a Gaussian. The variation can be
written as a function of observed Hα flux as:
σ = −η × (logFHα(limit) − logF0) + σ0, (4.4)
where F0 is a flux limit at which the redshift distribution is relatively well understood and σ0 is the
width of the redshift distribution at that flux limit; for the NBJ filter, η = 0.00117, as derived from
simulations.
5Although intrinsically more luminous sources are detectable over a wider redshift range, their detection in the wings
of the filter leads to an under-estimation of their luminosity; galaxies are only measured to be luminous in Hα when
the emission line is being detected near the peak of the filter profile.
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Over the luminosity range of the sample (and for the assumed luminosity function and the real
filter profile), neglecting this effect results in a maximum over-estimation of 8 per cent; this is only
found when computing r0 for a sample containing the brightest 5 per cent emitters (the ≈ 40 brightest
emitters, for which σ ≈ 0.0065). Nevertheless, narrow-band surveys which span a much wider lumi-
nosity range will be much more sensitive to this and line-luminosity trends could naturally arise from
this bias.
This luminosity dependence is fully taken into account when computing r0 for sub-samples defined
by different Hα luminosity/SFR limits. For the analysis of other sub-samples, if the Hα luminosity dis-
tribution does not present any clear offset from that of the entire survey, it is assumed that the redshift
distribution of those sub-samples is very well approximated by the complete redshift distribution.
4.4 The clustering dependences on galaxy properties
As discussed in the introduction, in the local Universe the clustering has been shown to depend on
several host galaxy properties. At z = 0.24, Shioya et al. (2008) have shown that the clustering of Hα
emitters seems to be stronger for the most Hα luminous sources, but so far testing and quantifying
that clustering dependence at higher redshifts for Hα emitters has not been possible, as surveys have
lacked area and sample size. The HiZELS sample is large enough to achieve this.
The complete sample is divided into several sub-samples in order to investigate the clustering as a
function of fundamental observable host galaxy properties. These include i) Hα luminosity corrected
for extinction as in Chapter 3 (1 mag), ii) rest-frame K luminosity (MK), iii) rest-frame B luminosity
(MB) and iv) morphological class (discs, irregulars; non-mergers, mergers). The ω(θ) correlation
function is computed for each sub-sample (a single example is shown in Figure 4.5, presenting ω(θ) for
the brightest and faintest halves of the sample with respect to Hα luminosity). The approach detailed
in the previous sections is then used by firstly computing r0 using Limber’s approximation power-law
fit to ω(θ) (fixing β = −0.8 and restricting the analysis to 5 < θ < 600 arcsec), and then using
the exact relation between the space and angular correlation functions to improve the r0 estimation
determined. This analysis also accounts for the potential AGN contamination in the sample, following
the procedures described at the end of Section 4.3.1 (computing ω(θ) with and without the possible
AGN contaminants and using the obtained distribution). The results obtained when splitting the
sample into different sub-samples are presented in Table 4.2, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. For sub-
samples obtained from the complete survey area, an error of 11 per cent in r0 is added in quadrature
to the 1 σ errors (see Section 4.3.1), while for sub-samples derived based on morphology an extra 14
per cent error is added in ∆r0 (for the COSMOS field only).
4.4.1 Hα luminosity/ Star-formation rate
Following previous studies, such as Shioya et al. (2008), one can do a simple splitting of the sample
in two halves with the same number of emitters (367 with 41.95 < log LHα < 43.18 erg s
−1 and equal
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Figure 4.5: The two-point angular correlation function for sub-samples obtained by splitting the sample in
2 halves based on Hα luminosity/SFR. These clearly show that the clustering amplitude is higher for galaxies
with higher Hα luminosities, implying that the most active star-forming galaxies are more clustered than the
least active. Lines show the best χ2 to the exact relation between ξ(r) and ω(θ) by fixing γ = −1.8, which
(after applying all corrections already detailed) result in r0 = 4.84 ± 0.58 h−1 Mpc for the brightest emitters
and 2.52± 0.41 h−1 Mpc for the faintest half (in Hα luminosity) of the sample.
Figure 4.6: The dependence of the clustering length, r0, with Hα luminosity at z = 0.84. This clearly reveals
that galaxies presenting higher Hα luminosities/SFRs are more clustered, and that galaxies above the break
in the Hα luminosity function (L∗Hα) are much more clustered than those below. This dependence is not a
result of the known correlation between SFR (Hα luminosity) and stellar mass (MK), as r0 correlates as well
with Hα luminosity for sub-samples with the same MK .
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Table 4.2: The correlation length (fixing γ = −1.8 and corrected by 5 per cent for contamination) for Hα
emitters at z = 0.84. Samples with fixed MK have −24.44 < MK < −22.68 (AB) and those with fixed log LHα
have 41.71 < log LHα < 42.44 (erg s
−1). Hα luminosities are given in erg s−1, MK and MB are AB rest-frame
luminosities. Unclassified sources or those with no data available were not considered. Errors include cosmic
variance (11 per cent of r0 for the entire sample and 14 per cent of r0 for samples of each individual field).
Sub-sample Number r0
(Hα z = 0.845) # (h−1 Mpc)
All Emitters 734 2.74± 0.29
Pure Star-forming 660 2.61± 0.28
COSMOS 477 2.67± 0.37
UDS 257 3.13± 0.52
41.95 < log LHα < 43.18 erg s
−1 367 4.84± 0.58
41.61 < log LHα < 41.95 erg s
−1 367 2.52± 0.41
42.40 < log LHα < 42.80 46 5.24± 1.01
42.25 < log LHα < 42.40 55 5.03± 0.96
42.10 < log LHα < 42.25 92 4.55± 0.72
41.88 < log LHα < 42.10 243 2.50± 0.45
41.75 < log LHα < 41.88 173 2.26± 0.42
41.62 < log LHα < 41.75 125 2.13± 0.55
42.20 < log LHα < 42.44 (fixed MK) 56 4.20± 0.86
41.98 < log LHα < 42.20 (fixed MK) 117 3.87± 0.58
41.83 < log LHα < 41.98 (fixed MK) 125 2.84± 0.55
41.71 < log LHα < 41.83 (fixed MK) 117 1.70± 0.51
−26.1 < MK < −24.5 82 3.74± 0.69
−24.5 < MK < −24.0 116 4.24± 0.63
−24.0 < MK < −23.5 145 3.08± 0.51
−23.5 < MK < −23.0 145 2.72± 0.43
−23.0 < MK < −22.5 117 2.65± 0.54
−22.5 < MK < −20.5 116 2.31± 0.49
−24.44 < MK < −24.02 (fixed log LHα) 90 3.85± 0.72
−24.02 < MK < −23.62 (fixed log LHα) 104 3.33± 0.60
−23.62 < MK < −23.16 (fixed log LHα) 119 2.25± 0.59
−23.16 < MK < −22.69 (fixed log LHα) 99 3.08± 0.62
−23.23 < MB < −21.61 96 4.47± 0.77
−21.61 < MB < −21.11 186 2.97± 0.44
−21.11 < MB < −20.61 246 2.25± 0.30
−20.61 < MB < −20.11 145 3.92± 0.63
−20.11 < MB < −18.71 59 2.54± 0.92
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Table 4.3: The correlation length (fixing γ = −1.8 and corrected by 5 per cent for contamination) for different
morphological classes of Hα emitters at z = 0.84. Samples with fixed MK have −24.44 < MK < −22.68 (AB)
and those with fixed log LHα have 41.71 < log LHα < 42.44 (erg s
−1). Hα luminosities are given in erg s−1 and
errors include cosmic variance (11 per cent of r0 for the entire sample and 14 per cent of r0 for samples of each
individual field).
Sub-sample Number r0
(Hα z = 0.845) # (h−1 Mpc)
Discs (COSMOS) 363 2.52± 0.32
Irregulars (COSMOS) 68 5.12± 0.88
Discs (SFR & MK match) 109 2.59± 0.45
Irregulars (SFR & MK match) 46 2.96± 0.80
Non-mergers (COSMOS) 298 2.30± 0.31
Mergers (COSMOS) 111 3.75± 0.50
Non-mergers (SFR & MK match) 128 2.35± 0.42
Mergers (SFR & MK match) 100 2.87± 0.56
Bulge-dominated discs (COSMOS) 97 2.72± 0.54
Disc-dominated discs (COSMOS) 204 2.51± 0.39
number with 41.61 < log LHα < 41.95 erg s
−1), and study the clustering properties of each of those
samples. Figure 4.5 presents the angular correlation function obtained for the brightest and faintest
halves of the sample, revealing that the brightest Hα emitters are much more clustered than the
faintest ones. This is also very clear when one compares the spatial correlations obtained for each
sample: while the brightest emitters present r0 = 4.84 ± 0.58 h−1 Mpc, for the faintest emitters one
finds 2.52± 0.41 h−1 Mpc. It should also be noted that because γ is fixed, the significant difference in
r0 for the two samples can not be a result from the degeneracy between γ and r0 (see Figure 4.2 for a
similar degeneracy between β and A), contrarily to studies such as Shioya et al. (2008), which allow
for both γ and r0 to vary; such note is valid throughout this Chapter.
With the large sample of Hα emitters obtained by HiZELS at z = 0.84, it is possible to perform
a much more detailed investigation into the relation between r0 and Hα luminosity by separating the
emitters into a larger number of sub-samples. Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2 show that r0 increases by a
factor of almost 3 from the faintest Hα galaxies to the most active star-forming galaxies found above
the break in the Hα luminosity function, L∗Hα (10
42.2 erg s−1).
Whilst the increase of r0 with LHα can be reasonably well-described by a straight-line fit (χ
2
= 1.4 ), there are hints that there might be a stronger increase in r0 around L
∗
Hα. This provides a
quantitative description which is in line with previous studies, but provides an unprecedented degree of
detail of the relation between r0 and Hα luminosity/star-formation rate. Moreover, the robustness of
these results is also increased by including the small correction for the fact that samples with different
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Figure 4.7: The real-space correlation length as a function of rest-frame K luminosity (left panel), rest-
frame B luminosity (middle panel) and visual morphology (right panel). These results show that star-forming
galaxies cluster more with increasing rest-frame K luminosity (which traces stellar mass), with this trend
being maintained (but slightly weakened) even when one uses sub-samples that have the same Hα luminosity
distribution. No statistically significant correlation between r0 and rest-frame B luminosity is found. Morpho-
logically classified irregulars and mergers cluster more strongly than discs and non-mergers, but this is due to
a different Hα luminosity and MK distribution within each population; matching these distributions results
in a similar r0.
luminosity limits will present a different redshift distribution just from considering the filter profile.
Recently, Orsi et al. (2008) made predictions for the clustering properties of Hα emitters using two
different versions of the galform galaxy formation model. At z = 0.84 and for the flux limit obtained
in Chapter 3, Orsi et al. (2008) predicts r0 ≈ 4−5 h−1 Mpc. This shows that the disagreement between
the data and the models found at z = 0.24 and z = 0.4 in Orsi et al. (2008) is also found at z = 0.84.
The model predictions would be consistent with the data for flux limits 2 times higher due to the
strong clustering dependence with Hα luminosity at z = 0.84; however, none of the models is able to
fully reproduce this r0-LHα relation at the moment.
4.4.2 Rest-frame continuum luminosity
Hα emitters presenting the highest rest-frameK band luminosities (MK < −24) are strongly clustered,
and a general trend of an increasing r0 with K band luminosity is found (see left panel of Figure 4.7),
similarly to what has been found for other populations of galaxies at different redshifts. This suggests
that this correlation must be valid regardless of the population being observed – at least for the range
of luminosities probed – and seems to simply imply that galaxies with the highest stellar masses (as
these are expected to correlate very closely with K luminosity, although the contribution from the
thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) phase of stellar evolution can lead to some
scatter in the MK versus stellar mass relation; c.f. Maraston et al., 2006) reside in the most massive
haloes. However, it is also clear that the increase of r0 with rest-frame K luminosity, whilst continuous,
is not as pronounced as the increase with star-formation rate.
In the local Universe, galaxies with higher B band luminosities (MB) are more clustered than
fainter galaxies. However, studying the clustering properties of Hα emitters at z = 0.845 as a function
of rest-frame B luminosity reveals no statistically significant trend (< 1σ) (see middle panel of Figure
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4.7). These results are in reasonable agreement with recent studies (e.g. Meneux et al., 2009), which
did not find any significant dependence of galaxy clustering on B luminosity for a similar redshift
range.
4.4.3 Morphological class
By splitting the sample into morphological classes (only for the COSMOS field [c.f. Chapter 3]), one
finds that galaxies classified as irregulars are more clustered than those classified as discs; mergers
have a measured r0 which lies between these populations, but significantly above the non-mergers (see
Table 4.3 and right panel of Figure 4.7 – open circles). However, Chapter 3 shows that irregulars
and mergers are typically brighter in Hα and rest-frame K magnitude than discs (which completely
dominate the faint-end of the Hα luminosity function at z ∼ 1). Therefore, in order to understand
if the clustering really does depend on the morphological class or if this is simply a secondary effect
driven by star-formation rate and stellar mass dependencies, one needs to compare samples which are
matched in log LHα and MK . This is done by using the distribution of Hα emitters in the log LHα-
MK plane and matching irregulars with discs and mergers with non-mergers. A ∆ log LHα < 0.02
& ∆MK < 0.02 criteria is used: these values were chosen to ensure that the samples are very well-
matched in both Hα luminosity and MK while still retaining the sample sizes required for the analysis.
The population match used still results in a severe reduction of the larger disc and non-merger samples
(along with a smaller reduction of the number of irregulars and mergers), but by matching these on
the basis of MK and log LHα distribution, it is then possible to directly compare these populations
on the basis of the morphological class only.
There is no significant difference in r0 for the matched samples of irregulars and discs (see Figure
4.7 – filled circles) within 1σ. The r0 difference between mergers and non-mergers is also greatly
reduced, although mergers are still found to be slightly more clustered than non-mergers at ∼ 1σ
level.
The sample of Hα emitters with disc morphologies has also been classified according to how much
disc/bulge dominated each galaxy is (with zest; Scarlata et al., 2007). By computing the correlation
length for disc dominated discs and bulge dominated discs, one finds that they present reasonably the
same r0 (2.7 ± 0.5 h−1 Mpc for disc dominated and 2.5 ± 0.4 h−1 Mpc for bulge dominated galaxies).
Therefore, the bulge-disk ratio of the studied star-forming disc galaxies does not have any significant
effect on how these galaxies cluster at z ∼ 1.
These results show that Hα luminosity and MK (probing stellar mass) are the key host galaxy
properties driving the clustering of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 and morphology is unimportant for
the clustering of galaxies at high redshift, just as has been found in the local Universe (e.g. Skibba
et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.8: The complete 2-D MK-log LHα space, showing the correlation between rest-frame K luminosity
and Hα luminosity, compared to the regions used to select sub-samples with the same MK or LHα distributions.
This clearly shows that without using sub-regions of this 2-D space, samples defined only on either LHα or
MK will present different MK and LHα distributions, respectively, since these quantities are correlated.
4.4.4 Hα luminosity versus rest-frame K luminosity
It has been shown that r0 is very well correlated with both Hα luminosity (or star-formation rate)
and rest-frame K luminosity (tracing stellar mass). On the other hand, star-forming galaxies both
in the local Universe and at high redshift reveal a correlation between both, with star-formation rate
typically being higher for galaxies with higher stellar masses (see Figure 4.8). Thus, how much is the
correlation between r0 and Hα luminosity driven by different rest-frame K luminosity distributions,
and vice-versa?
In order to clearly test if both relations hold – or whether they are a result of a single strong relation
between r0 and either Hα luminosity of rest-frame K luminosity – new sub-samples are derived. To
do this, two sub-regions are defined in the 2-D LHα–MK space (see Figure 4.8). To test the r0-LHα
correlation at a fixed MK , the region −24.44 < MK < −22.68 (AB) and 41.71 < log LHα < 42.44
erg s−1 (corresponding to 4.1 < SFR < 21.8 M yr
−1) is considered (see Figure 4.8). This region
contains 409 Hα emitters, which can be divided into 4 sub-samples on the basis of Hα luminosities
with the same distribution of MK (means of −23.6, −23.7, −23.6 and −23.7 with standard deviations
of 0.5 in all instances; ordered from highest to lowest in respect to Hα luminosity). Similarly, in order
to test the r0-MK correlation, the sample is restricted to Hα emitters within the region defined by
−24.96 < MK < −21.81 (AB) and 41.76 < log LHα < 42.22 erg s−1 (see Figure 4.8) in which sub-
samples split on the basis of their MK have the same LHα distributions (means of 41.97, 41.95, 41.95
and 41.97 and standard deviations of 0.12 in all instances; ordered from highest to lowest in MK) –
c.f. Table 4.2. The angular correlation functions of these matched sub-samples are then computed
and values of r0 derived as fully described before.
The results are presented in Table 4.2 and in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. These reveal that both Hα
luminosity and rest-frame K luminosity are relevant for the clustering of star-forming galaxies, since
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for a fixed distribution of one of these, a variation in the other one leads to a change in r0. However,
it should be noted that the correlation between r0 and Hα luminosity (for a fixed MK distribution)
is maintained as highly statistically significant, while the statistical significance of the correlation
between r0 and MK at a fixed LHα distribution is slightly reduced.
4.5 The Clustering of Hα emitters across cosmic time
The clustering properties of the Hα emitters at z = 0.84 can be compared with those of the HiZELS
sample at z = 2.23 (Geach et al. 2008) and with results derived from lower redshift surveys of Hα
emitters at z = 0.24 and z = 0.4 (Shioya et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2008). This can then be
interpreted in the context of the ΛCDM cosmological model.
4.5.1 The clustering of Hα emitters at z = 0.24
With the motivation of reliably comparing the clustering measurements at different redshifts, and since
the Shioya et al. (2008) sample is publicly available, ω(θ) is carefully re-computed for this sample.
Shioya et al. (2008) used galaxy colours to identify ∼ 1000 candidate z = 0.24 Hα emitters within
their narrow-band excess sample. For this analysis, the sample is restricted to 492 sources by limiting it
to a very robust completeness limit (LHα> 10
39.8 erg s−1, corresponding to SFR > 0.05 M yr
−1). The
robustness of this sample can be tested and improved taking advantage of a large set of spectroscopic
data recently made available in the COSMOS field by the zCOSMOS project. There are 75 Hα
candidates with a spectroscopic redshift available from zCOSMOS and 69 are identified as Hα emitters
at 0.236 < z < 0.252. The remaining 6 sources are identified as [Sii] 6717 emitters at 0.229 < z < 0.231
(contamination by Sii emitters is even more significant at lower line fluxes, as pointed out recently by
Westra et al., 2010). With the robust luminosity cut used here, this corresponds to a contamination
of 8 per cent, and by removing the 6 confirmed contaminants from the sample of Hα emitters, the
contamination is estimated to be 7 per cent for the remaining sample of 486 emitters. This results in
underestimating r0 by a maximum of 8.4 per cent and r0 will be corrected by 7 per cent to account
for contamination in the sample at z = 0.24; this is 80 per cent of the maximum correction, consistent
with the approach used for z = 0.84.
Finally, in order to obtain r0 (following the same procedures as for the z = 0.84 sample, except AGN
contamination), two redshift distributions are considered: the one assumed in Shioya et al. (2008; a
top-hat characterized by z = 0.242± 0.009), and a redshift distribution derived from the distribution
of the 69 spectroscopically confirmed Hα emitters, which can be well-described by a Gaussian with
an average of z = 0.245 and a standard deviation of σ = 0.006. In practice, the values derived from
both distributions agree well, but for consistency in determining r0, the Gaussian distribution will be
assumed.
The correlation length results in r0 = 1.8 ± 0.2 h−1 Mpc, with the error including random errors
(from the standard deviation obtained after 1000 measurements of ω(θ)) and cosmic variance (assumed
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Figure 4.9: Left: The clustering length (r0) as a function of redshift for Hα emitters selected by narrow-band
surveys. This reveals that the Hα emitters at z = 0.84 studied by HiZELS reside in typical dark matter haloes
of Mmin≈ 1012 M, consistent with being the progenitors of Milky-Way type galaxies. The lower luminosity
Hα emitters found in smaller volumes at z = 0.24 and z = 0.4 reside in less massive haloes; however, the most
luminous Hα emitters at z = 0.24 cluster more strongly, and seem to reside in Mmin≈ 1012 M, while Hα
emitters at z = 2.23 reside in haloes just slightly less massive. Right: The minimum mass of host dark matter
haloes as a function of Hα luminosity; this reveals that more luminous emitters reside in more massive haloes,
at any given cosmic time, but it also shows that the relation between halo mass and Hα luminosity/SFR
evolves across cosmic time, with Mmin≈ 1012 M being much more effective (in respect to SFRs) at z ∼ 2
than at z < 1.
to affect r0 by 11 per cent for this area). Only separations of 5 < θ < 800 arcsec are used when
obtaining a power-law fit: angular separations lower than 5 arcsec are not used as ω(θ) becomes
steeper, deviating from the power law; this is simply interpreted as the transition between the two-
halo and one-halo clustering, happening at ≈ 20 kpc. It should also be noted that the Limber equation
works well for this case, with the differences between using such approximation and integrating the
full relation between ω(θ) and ξ(r) being lower than 5 per cent for θ < 800 arcsec.
4.5.2 The clustering of Hα emitters at z = 2.23
It has been mentioned that Limber’s equation breaks down for large angular separations and for
very narrow filters. Indeed, at z = 2.23 the co-moving space width of the filter is extremely narrow,
presenting σ = 7.3 h−1 Mpc, and representing only ≈ 0.2 per cent of the total co-moving distance
to z = 2.23; this means that if the spatial correlation function of the Hα emitters is a power-law
ξ = (r/r0)
−1.8, then ω(θ), measured at 5 < θ < 1000 arcsec can not be fitted by a power-law with
β = −0.8, since this regime is probing the exact change between β = γ + 1 and β = γ.
The correlation length r0 is therefore re-computed. This is done by using the ω(θ) data points
presented in Geach et al. (2008) and by doing a χ2 fit to the obtained ω(θ) from Equation 3.
This assumes that the spatial correlation function is a power-law with γ = −1.8 (which is shown
to reproduce the data very well) and only r0 is allowed to vary. This procedure results in r0 =
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2.6 ± 0.5 h−1 Mpc, with the error being derived directly from the χ2 fit. Note that this implies a
best fit ω(θ) with β ≈ −1 (for γ = −1.8) over the separations studied, agreeing well with the Geach
et al. (2008) best β fit to ω(θ) of β = −1. The value of r0 is notably lower than the value of
r0 = 3.6 ± 0.4 h−1 Mpc derived by Geach et al. (2008) from using the Limber approximation and
their fitted values for A and β. A further correction is applied to account for a 15 per cent known
contamination (the confirmed contaminants are all at different redshifts; this results in underestimating
r0 by 20 per cent) based on limited spectroscopic data available at the moment (J. Geach et al. in
prep.); this finally results in r0 = 3.1± 0.7 h−1 Mpc (this also assumes a 14 per cent error in r0 due to
cosmic variance based on the area of the survey, but such uncertainty is likely to be under-estimated).
4.5.3 The clustering evolution of Hα emitters since z = 2.23
Figure 4.9 presents r0 as a function of redshift for Hα emitters; this is the first combination of
self-consistent clustering measurements for Hα emitters spanning more than half of the history of
the Universe (≈ 8 Gyrs) whilst probing 4 different well-defined epochs. For comparison, the r0(z)
predictions for dark matter haloes with a fixed minimum mass of Mmin > 10
11−13 M (Matarrese
et al., 1997; Moscardini et al., 1998) are also shown. A ΛCDM cosmology is assumed, together with
an evolving bias model b(z) from Moscardini et al. (1998) and the values from that study are used for
various fixed minimum mass haloes (c.f. Geach et al. 2008).
The results show that Hα emitters found in the HiZELS survey at z = 0.84 (SFRs> 3M yr
−1)
reside in Milky-Way type haloes of M≈ 1012 M – the typical haloes where L∗Hα galaxies in the local
Universe reside. This contrasts with the low-Hα-luminosity galaxies for the samples at z = 0.24 and
z = 0.4 (presenting SFRs> 0.05M yr
−1). These seem to reside in much less massive haloes (Mmin≈
1011 M). These low redshift emitters also present very low stellar masses and low luminosities in all
available bands and are therefore likely to be small, young, dwarf-like galaxies, very different from the
already much more massive and active star-forming galaxies found at z = 0.84.
Nevertheless, motivated by the correlation between r0 and LHα found both at z = 0.24 and
z = 0.84, it is found that if one considers only the ≈ 5 per cent highest Hα-luminosity emitters at
z = 0.24 (a rough match in LHα to the z = 0.84 sample), then these are much more clustered than the
complete sample, presenting r0 ≈ 2.4 h−1 Mpc; this is consistent with these emitters residing in dark
matter haloes of Mmin≈ 1012 M. These emitters also present stellar masses closer to those presented
by the z = 0.84 Hα-selected population, suggesting that the brightest z = 0.24 Hα emitters and part
of the sample at z = 0.84 might be related.
At higher redshift (z = 2.23), one finds Hα emitters residing in the dark matter haloes around
Mmin≈ 1012 M, and it is therefore possible that at least a fraction of the very actively star-forming
Hα emitters found at z = 2.23 (SFRs > 70 M yr
−1) by Geach et al. (2008) with HiZELS will turn
into the typical Hα emitters at z = 0.84 with a strong L∗Hα decrease.
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break in the Hα luminosity function, shown to evolve greatly from the local Universe up to z = 2.23 – see
Chapter 3 for more details). This reveals a good agreement between the data at 3 very distinct epochs of the
history of the Universe. This shows that luminous Hα emitters reside in more massive haloes, but also that
across 8 billion years, emitters at the same fraction of L∗Hα seem to reside in haloes of typically the same mass.
4.5.4 The dark matter host halo-L∗Hα relation
The right panel of Figure 4.9 presents how the minimum mass of the host dark matter halo changes
with measured Hα luminosity (all luminosities are derived assuming a constant 1 mag of extinction,
as in Chapter 3). This shows that while the host halo mass increases with luminosity at any given
redshift, there seems to be a different relation for each redshift/epoch. For a given dark matter halo
mass, one finds that star-formation is tremendously more effective at high-redshift than at lower-
redshift; this difference is especially pronounced from z = 0.84 to z = 2.23. On the other hand,
Chapter 3 demonstrates that there is a clear evolution in the Hα luminosity function, showing that
the characteristic luminosity, L∗Hα, evolves by a factor of 20 from the local Universe to z = 2.23; the
L∗Hα evolution is also most pronounced from z = 0.84 to z = 2.23. This suggests that there could be
a relation between the host dark matter halo and L∗Hα found at different epochs.
In order to investigate this, the results from the right panel of Figure 4.9 are shown in Figure
4.10 after scaling the measured luminosities by L∗Hα found at each individual redshift
6. Remarkably,
this scaling reveals a clear relation between the typical dark matter halo host of Hα emitters and the
6The best-fit values for L∗Hα are taken from Shioya et al. (2008) at z = 0.24, from Chapter 3 at z = 0.84, and from
the recent determination of Hayes et al. (2010) at z = 2.23. The Hayes et al. measurement combines the results of
Geach et al. (2008) with deeper HAWK-I observations, and suggests a ∼ 0.2 dex higher value of L∗Hα than Geach et al.
(2008) derived, but within the errors of that study.
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value of LHα/L
∗
Hα, removing essentially all of the evolution seen in Figure 4.9. Even though there is
a significant evolution in the Hα emitters population from z = 2.23 to the present epoch, at L∗Hα, Hα
emitters seem to reside in Mmin≈ 1013 M dark matter haloes, independently of cosmic time. Galaxies
below the luminosity function break reside in least massive haloes, while (at least for z = 0.84), Hα
emitters above L∗Hα seem to reside in haloes just slightly more massive than M≈ 1013 M.
As these results suggest an epoch-independent constancy between L∗Hα and the minimum mass of
the dark matter halo host of Hα emitters, it seems plausible to suggest a simple connection between
the two properties. Indeed, it is possible that the strong evolution in the break of the Hα luminosity
function is being driven by the quenching of star-formation for galaxies residing in haloes much more
massive than M≈ 1012 M, either because such haloes favour very intense and fast bursts of star-
formation, capable of using the majority of the gas, or because such halo masses create the necessary
conditions for AGN feedback to become important.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
The clustering properties of Hα emitters at z = 0.84 have been fully detailed. These emitters are
moderately clustered, with their angular correlation function ω(θ) being very well fitted by a power
law Aθ−β with A = 15.5±4.1 (for θ in arcsec) and β = −0.81±0.05 out to 600 arcsec (4.5 Mpc). The
exact relation between the spatial and angular correlation funtion is used to show that the Hα emitters
at z = 0.84 present r0 = 2.7± 0.3 h−1 Mpc for a spatial correlation function given by ξ = (r/r0)−1.8,
with the errors accounting for cosmic variance.
A strong dependence of the correlation length on Hα luminosity is found, with the most actively
star-forming galaxies presenting 5.2 ± 1.0 h−1 Mpc, while the lower Hα luminosity galaxies present a
spatial correlation as low as 2.1± 0.6 h−1 Mpc. The correlation length also depends on rest-frame K
luminosity (broadly tracing stellar mass) for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 but not with rest-frame B
luminosity (or only very weakly).
The r0 correlation with LHα is fully maintained at a fixed rest-frame K luminosity, clearly revealing
that it is not a simple result of the LHα-MK correlation; the r0-MK correlation is also maintained at
a fixed LHα distribution, but slightly weakened.
Irregular galaxies and mergers are found to cluster more strongly than discs and non-mergers,
respectively. This, however, seems to be driven by the different Hα luminosity and MK distribution
of the distinct populations; once they are matched on the two properties, irregulars and discs present
the same r0 and mergers and non-mergers are consistent within ≈ 1σ. Bulge-to-disc fraction is also
shown not to be important to the clustering of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1, and morphology seems
to be as unimportant for the clustering at high redshift as it is in the local Universe.
Hα emitters at z = 0.84 found by HiZELS reside in minimum dark matter haloes of ≈ 1012 M
similar to those of Milky Way type galaxies in the local Universe. Those are roughly the same as
the haloes hosting the brightest Hα emitters at z = 0.24, and just slightly higher mass haloes than
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the hosts of Hα emitters at z = 2.23. Furthermore, the minimum dark matter halo mass hosting
Hα emitters increases with Hα luminosity, and a L∗Hα scaling is able to combine observational results
probing the last 8 billion years of the age of the Universe in one single relation. This also suggests a
connection between the strong L∗Hα evolution of the Hα luminosity function and star-formation being
truncated in galaxies residing within dark matter haloes with masses much higher than ≈ 1012 M.
The results presented in this study provide important details on the clustering and evolution of Hα-
selected star-forming galaxies at z = 0.84, which are mostly discs, but with a significant population
of irregular and mergers above L∗Hα. Besides identifying and quantifying clustering relations with
fundamental galaxy observables at z ∼ 1 for the first time, the results clearly show that the highest
star-formations at any epoch only occur in galaxies residing within very massive haloes. Dark matter
haloes of a given mass seem to be more effective at providing the conditions for intense star-bursts at
higher redshift. On the other hand, the fact that the brightest Hα emitters become rarer with cosmic
time down to the present (seen by the strong evolution in the Hα luminosity function) suggests that
the most massive haloes not only provide the conditions and the environment required for the highest
SFRs to take place, but they also seem to be the sites in which the quenching of star-formation in
galaxies occurs across cosmic time.
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Chapter 5
The Roles of Mass and Environment
on Star Formation at z ∼ 1
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
At the present epoch, star formation activity is strongly dependent on environment (e.g. Lewis et al.,
2002; Gómez et al., 2003; Tanaka et al., 2004; Mahajan et al., 2010): while clusters of galaxies seem
to be primarily populated by passively-evolving galaxies, star-forming galaxies are mainly found in
low-density environments (Dressler, 1980). It is well-established (e.g. Gómez et al., 2003; Kauffmann
et al., 2004; Best, 2004) that the typical star formation rates of galaxies – and the star-forming fraction
– decrease with local galaxy density (often projected local density, Σ) both in the local Universe and
at moderate redshift (e.g. Kodama et al., 2004). Indeed, at z ∼ 0.2− 0.3, studies such as Couch et al.
(2001) or Balogh et al. (2002) found that the Hα luminosity function in rich clusters, whilst having
roughly the same shape as in the field, has a much lower normalisation (∼ 50 per cent), consistent
with a significant suppression of star formation in such environments.
Typically, active star-forming galaxies in the local Universe are also found to have lower masses than
passive galaxies and, indeed, the most massive galaxies are mostly non-star-forming (an observational
result often known as mass-downsizing; Cowie et al., 1996); this implies that the most massive galaxies
assembled their stellar mass quicker and have not formed a significant amount of stars since then.
Massive galaxies are predominantly found in high density environments, but the mass-downsizing
trend is not simply a consequence of the environmental dependence, nor vice-versa. Recent studies
such as Mahajan et al. (2010) – and references therein – show that the environment trends hold
for both massive and dwarf galaxies, and that the mass trends also hold for both field and cluster
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environments. Peng et al. (2010) also finds that the effects of mass and environment are completely
separable (see Figure 1.14).
When did the environment and mass dependences of star-forming galaxies start to be observable,
and how did they affect the evolution of galaxies and clusters? Clearly, in order to properly answer
such questions it is mandatory to conduct observational surveys at high redshift, which can then be
used to test theoretical models of galaxy evolution. By z ∼ 1, some authors have claimed to have
found a flattening or even a definitive reverse of the relation between star formation activity and local
galaxy density, either by studying how the average/median star formation rates of galaxies change
with local density (e.g. Elbaz et al., 2007; Cooper et al., 2008) or by looking at the star-forming fraction
as a function of density (e.g. Ideue et al., 2009). Similar trends have also been suggested at z ∼ 2
by Kodama et al. (2007), and recently Hayashi et al. (2010) found that the fraction of star-forming
galaxies seems to remain constant up to the highest densities in a cluster environment at z ∼ 1.5.
These results would be naturally interpreted as a sign of a clear evolution if other studies (e.g. Finn
et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2009; Koyama et al., 2010) had not indicated the opposite result. The latter
studies argue that even at z ∼ 1, and for the richest/cluster environments, both star formation rate
and the star-forming fraction decline with increasing local density. Nevertheless, Koyama et al. (2010)
also found that the Hα luminosity function of a rich cluster at z ∼ 0.8 has roughly the same shape
as the field luminosity function from Chapter 3, but with a higher normalisation; this implies that
even if the environment is already suppressing star formation by z ∼ 1, there is still a considerable
population of star-forming galaxies in high-redshift clusters (c.f. Butcher and Oemler, 1984).
Part of the discrepancies in environmental trends between different studies may well be connected
with possible mass dependences already in place at high redshift. While at z ∼ 0 the large and deep
surveys can now probe very different mass regimes with large enough samples within each environment
to confirm and distinguish mass and environment trends individually (c.f. Peng et al., 2010), that is
clearly not the case at high redshift, where luminosity limits inevitably bias samples towards higher
mass galaxies. Thus, if mass-downsizing is already in place at high redshift, and massive galaxies
are preferentially found in high density regions, samples with different luminosity limits and/or based
on different selections may find contradictory results. Indeed, such downsizing trends have now been
identified out to z ∼ 1.5, by revealing that the most massive galaxies are undergoing very little or no
star formation, or by finding a population of massive galaxies already in the red sequence (e.g. Bauer
et al., 2005; Marchesini et al., 2009; Santini et al., 2009; Fontanot et al., 2009; Cirasuolo et al., 2010).
Therefore, in order to identify and distinguish the separate roles of mass and environment on star
formation at high redshift, one really requires clean, robust and large samples of star-forming galaxies
residing in a wide range of environments and with a wide range of masses, together with samples of
the underlying population found at the same redshift.
Narrow-band Hα surveys are one of the most effective ways to gather representative samples of
star-forming galaxies at different epochs, and the scientific potential of these is now being widely
explored, following the development of wide-field cameras in the near-infrared. Combined with a
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wealth of high-quality multi-wavelength data in the targeted fields, wide narrow-band surveys like
HiZELS can be fully explored to detail the roles of “nature” and “nurture” in galaxy evolution, by
unveiling the importance of the environment on a well-defined star-forming population at a single
epoch.
This Chapter presents a detailed study of the dependencies of star formation on environment and
mass, and their relations with galaxy morphology, using a large sample of narrow-band selected Hα
emitters at z = 0.84. Using this sample, it is possible to reconcile many of the apparently contradictory
results in the literature. The results presented in this Chapter have been published in Sobral et al.
(2011a).
5.2 Samples and Properties
5.2.1 The sample of robust Hα emitters at z = 0.84
This study uses the large sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.84 from HiZELS presented in Chapter 3,
only slightly modified in three ways:
(i) Following Chapter 4 (and Sobral et al., 2010), the Hα sample is slightly changed on the basis of the
new photometric redshifts, incorporating a higher number of bands, deeper data and accounting for
possible emission-line flux contamination of the broad-bands (c.f. Ilbert et al., 2009, Cirasuolo et al.
in prep.). In particular, the revised sample in UDS contains 257 Hα emitters over 0.52 deg2, whilst
that in COSMOS is unchanged (477 emitters over 0.76 deg2).
(ii) Some of the Hα emitters may contain an AGN, which can be responsible for a significant fraction
of the Hα flux and are capable of changing the host galaxy spectral energy distribution. Within the
Hα sample, AGN candidates have been identified by Garn et al. (2010) using a wide range of methods.
The analysis led to the identification of a maximum of 74 AGN (40 in COSMOS and 34 in UDS).
From these, 40 are classified as possible AGN and the remaining 34 as likely AGN – implying 5− 11
per cent AGN contamination of the Hα sample at z = 0.84. For the analysis presented in this Chapter
all 74 AGN candidates (possible and likely) are excluded from the star-forming Hα sample (though
they are kept in the underlying population sample), but it has been checked that if these are retained
then none of the results or conclusions of this Chapter are altered. This results in a robust sample of
660 star-forming Hα emitters at z = 0.84.
(iii) Finally, as detailed in §2.3, the sample is also modified to include potential Hα emitters with low
equivalent widths.
5.2.2 The underlying population samples
As the samples were obtained in two of the best-studied square degree areas of equatorial sky, a wealth
of multi-wavelength data are available. These include deep intermediate and broad-band imaging from
the ultra-violet (UV) to the infrared (IR), making it possible for excellent photometric redshifts (photo-
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zs) to be determined. These data are fundamental to test downsizing and environmental trends, since
these trends can only be investigated by selecting an underlying population of galaxies within the same
redshift range as the Hα population. Whilst the underlying population will never be as clean as the
Hα sample, the high quality photometric redshifts at z ∼ 0.8 available in COSMOS and UDS are good
enough to do a first-pass cut at emulating the narrow-band filter selection. For the COSMOS field, the
zCOSMOS DR2 secure (> 99 per cent confidence) spectroscopic redshifts can then be used to study
the completeness and the contamination of various photometric-redshift selected samples (as well as
to improve both, by taking out confirmed contaminants and introducing spectroscopically confirmed
galaxies missed by the photometric redshifts). These results provide appropriate corrections to the
photometric redshift selection. In Appendix A, a range of different initial photo-z cuts are considered
and the resultant correction factors based on the contamination and completeness are calculated; these
are used to show that the results in the Chapter are robust to changes in the photometric redshift
cut.
The analysis in this Chapter is carried out using the background population sample with 0.82 <
zphoto < 0.87 for COSMOS (where photo-zs are very precise; the sample is also corrected and improved
using spectroscopic redshifts), estimated to be 77 per cent complete and with a contamination of 59
per cent (when compared with the redshift range covered by the narrow-band top hat filter profile,
0.83 < z < 0.86). For UDS, the underlying sample is obtained with galaxies having 0.79 < zphoto <
0.9. Reliable contamination and completeness estimates are not available due to the lack of large
spectroscopic data-sets, but the completeness can still be roughly estimated based on the recovery of
Hα emitters (see Appendix A), yielding ∼ 60 per cent. Also, given the uncertainty on the photo-zs, a
∼ 75 per cent contamination is expected and this is assumed throughout the analysis. This, of course,
results in a higher uncertainty in the following analysis for UDS, but as the next sections will fully
detail, similar trends are recovered both in COSMOS and UDS.
A common K < 23 (observed, corresponding to rest-frame J at z = 0.84) cut is applied (prior
to the completeness and contamination studies) to match the K completeness of the Hα emitters
sample and minimize potential biases towards lower luminosity, lower stellar mass galaxies; this also
guarantees that both the Cirasuolo et al. (in prep.) and the Ilbert et al. (2009) catalogues are more
than 90 per cent complete and that the photometric redshifts perform to their best at the studied
redshift, avoiding introducing extra biases into the analysis. Sources clearly classified as stars are also
rejected. The final underlying sample in COSMOS contains 3656 sources (≈ 4800 per square degree)
including all Hα emitters, while the equivalent sample in UDS contains 2688 galaxies (≈ 5100 per
square degree).
5.2.3 The potential Hα emitters at z = 0.84 with EW< 50 Å
The equivalent width (EW) limit was adopted in Chapter 3 to improve the selection of emission-line
objects and, in particular, Hα emitters at z = 0.84. It helps to avoid contamination both from bright
sources, which can have an apparently significant narrow-band excess due to small colour terms, and
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from weak (low EW) emission lines, which may be close in wavelength to Hα and thus difficult to
distinguish with photo-zs. However, the EW limit can lead to neglecting galaxies which have emission-
line fluxes above the limit of the survey but have a relatively luminous stellar continuum in the J
band (rest-frame R at z = 0.84). In Chapter 3, this is dealt with by conducting detailed simulations
which replicate the selection criteria. Simulations are used to compute a completeness correction as a
function of luminosity for deriving the Hα luminosity function (c.f. Chapter 3 or Sobral et al. 2009a).
These estimate that a total of ≈ 10 per cent of all Hα emitters above the flux limit may be missed
by the EW> 50 Å selection in both COSMOS and UDS. However, they do not provide information
about how this varies as a function of mass or environment.
Motivated by the need to provide a fair comparison of the Hα selected sample with the underlying
population at the same redshift, the latter samples are used (in COSMOS and UDS). For all photo-z
selected galaxies, data from Chapter 3 are used and the EW> 50 Å requirement is waived. Galaxies
within the photo-z sample that present emission line fluxes (colour excesses Σ > 2.5) above the survey
limit are considered to be potential additional low EW Hα emitters.
This approach results in selecting 76 additional sources in COSMOS and 42 in UDS above a flux
limit of 8× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 (these sources have EW = 35± 11 Å, with the lowest EW being 13 Å).
For COSMOS, 25 of the 76 recovered sources have high quality spectroscopic redshifts and 17 are
indeed confirmed to be Hα emitters at z = 0.841, implying a contamination of 32 per cent (clearly
demonstrating the initial motivation for the EW limit). After removing the confirmed contaminants,
the sample is reduced to 68 Hα emitters. Furthermore, inspection of zCOSMOS spectra of the
confirmed Hα emitters reveals [Oii] emission lines with fluxes ≈ 1 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, consistent
with the estimated weak Hα emission for these sources. None of the sources present Hβ or [Oiii] with
S/N > 1, although 2 of these sources present a red, detectable continuum, with strong absorption
lines such as H and K. Only one source is detected as a strong 24 µm source; this is flagged as an
AGN in the general COSMOS catalogue.
For the UDS field, the lack of spectroscopic data does not allow for a similar investigation to be
conducted, and with a wider photo-z cut being used, a 40 per cent contamination (by both lines close
enough to Hα and others, as found in COSMOS) is assumed for the low EW Hα sample in UDS.
A sample containing a total of 770 Hα emitters will be used in this Chapter, but the estimated
contamination rates of the samples of potential Hα emitters are taken into account by using those
as relative weights in the analysis. Hα luminosities and SFRs for all Hα emitters are derived as in
Chapter 3, accounting for dust extinction as in Garn et al. (2010), but it should be noted that the
results remain unchanged if no, or a uniform extinction is applied to the sample.
1The data also reveal 1 [Ariii] emitter at z = 0.69, 2 [Sii] emitters at z = 0.79, 1 [Nii] emitter (z = 0.82), and 3 [Oi]
emitters at z = 0.89, while 1 source is not identified (z ≈ 0.99).
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Table 5.1: Parameters used to generate the SED templates using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) package and
the new Bruzual (2007) models.
τ (Gyr) E(B-V) Z
0.1 0 0.004
0.3 0.1 0.008





5.2.4 Morphological classification with HST imaging
The COSMOS field has sensitive Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ACS F814W coverage, providing de-
tailed morphological information for all samples. Automated classifications obtained by zest (Scarlata
et al. 2007) are publicly available for the entire COSMOS field, which classifies galaxies in 3 morpho-
logical classes: 1) Early-types, 2) Disks/spirals and 3) Irregulars. Reliable estimates exist for 88 per
cent of the complete underlying sample in COSMOS at 0.82 < zp < 0.87. Visual classifications have
been obtained for Hα emitters at z = 0.84. Here, the same criteria are used to extend this classifi-
cation to galaxies in the sample of potential Hα emitters with EW< 50 Å. These sources are found
to be mostly discs (65 per cent), with 15 per cent irregulars and 20 per cent early-type galaxies (the
significant increase in the fraction of early-type galaxies is the most noticeable difference between the
populations with different EWs, as the sample with lower EWs is able to probe much lower specific
star formation rates); 33 per cent of the sample shows evidence of potential merging activity.
5.2.5 Stellar mass estimates
Deep multi-wavelength data are available for all Hα emitters and galaxies within the underlying
populations and these data are used to compute stellar masses. The multi-wavelength data are used to
perform a full SED χ2 fit – normalised to one solar mass – to each galaxy; the stellar-mass is the factor
needed to re-scale the luminosities in all bands from the best model to match the observed data. This
method is similar to that used by Fontana et al. (2004) and Ilbert et al. (2010). The SED templates
are generated with the stellar population synthesis package developed by Bruzual and Charlot (2003),
but the models are drawn from Bruzual (2007). SEDs are produced assuming a universal initial mass
function (IMF) from Chabrier (2003) and an exponentially declining star formation history with the
form e−t/τ , with τ in the range 0.1 Gyrs to 10 Gyrs. The SEDs were generated for a logarithmic grid
of 200 ages (from 0.1 Myr to 6.5 Gyr – the maximum age at z = 0.84). Dust extinction was applied
to the templates using the Calzetti et al. (2000) law with E(B − V ) in the range 0 to 0.5 (in steps of
0.1). The models are generated with three different metallicities, including solar; the reader is referred
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to Table 5.1 for a list of the parameters used (a wider range of metallicities, dust extinction and star
formation histories were also tested, showing that all the results remain unchanged).
For the SED fitting, it is assumed that all Hα emitters are at z = 0.845 (the mean redshift for
detecting Hα with the narrow-band filter)2 and the full filter profiles are convolved with the generated
SEDs for a direct comparison with the observed total fluxes. Up to 36 wide, medium and narrow
bands (from the GALEX far ultra-violet and near ultra-violet bands to Spitzer 4 IRAC bands, c.f.
Ilbert et al., 2010) are used for the COSMOS field, after applying all of the necessary corrections to
obtain the total fluxes, as suggested and fully detailed in Capak et al. (2007) and Ilbert et al. (2009);
Ilbert et al. (2010): individual aperture corrections, average systematic offsets per band and individual
galactic extinction per band. For the UDS field, fewer bands are available (medium band imaging is
not available), up to a total of 16, from CFHT U band in the near-ultra-violet to the 4 IRAC bands,
but with the advantage of very deep and matched J , H and K data from UKIRT/UKIDSS DR5 (c.f.
Cirasuolo et al. in prep.). The appropriate corrections (equivalent to those used for COSMOS) are
applied to obtain total fluxes in each band for the UDS field. Once all corrections are applied, the
COSMOS and UDS magnitude/flux distributions are very well matched.
Stellar masses are similarly derived for all galaxies within the underlying population at z = 0.84,
assuming that they are all at z = 0.845 for simplicity (and that they are also representative of
galaxies at z ∼ 0.8); this thus provides a direct comparison with the masses estimated for the Hα
population (after taking into account the completeness and contamination of the underlying sample
– see Appendix A).
Finally, the reader should note that even with a large number of photometric data points available,
the stellar mass estimate of each individual source is found to be affected by a 1σ error (from the
multi-dimension χ2 distribution) of ∼ 0.15 dex, which results from degeneracies between the star
formation time-scale τ , age, extinction and, to a smaller extent, metallicity. However, these are the
typical errors found in other literature estimates at z ∼ 1, and tests show that the results of this
Chapter are robust against the uncertainties in the stellar mass estimates.
Other stellar mass estimates in COSMOS have been presented by Mobasher et al. (2007) 3. How-
ever, these have been obtained using a much less sophisticated method4 and are insufficiently accurate
to undertake the analysis presented in this Chapter. Although the mass estimates of Cirasuolo et al.
in UDS have been obtained using the same fitting method, there are some differences in the adopted
photometric corrections and the SED templates used, so they are re-calculated here to ensure complete
consistency between UDS and COSMOS. The reader is referred to Appendix B for a direct compar-
ison between the stellar masses obtained in this Chapter and those from Mobasher et al. (2007) and
Cirasuolo et al. (in prep.).
2The uncertainties in the luminosity distance (and the location of main spectral features) due to the filter profile are
random and lead to much smaller uncertainties (∼ 2 per cent) than other errors and degeneracies in the models.
3Improved mass estimates have been obtained by Ilbert et al. (2010) using the similar spectral energy distribution
(SED) fitting method used here, but these are not publicly available.
4These were obtained from rest-frame V luminosities, MV , and their expected relation with stellar mass using colours
drawn from the best spectral-type fit (c.f. Mobasher et al., 2007).
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5.2.6 Local density estimates
Local densities for each source (Hα emitters and galaxies in the underlying population samples) are
estimated by conducting a 10th nearest neighbour analysis. Briefly, for each source, the angular
distances to all other nearby sources are computed. These are then used to determine the projected
distance to the 10th-nearest neighbour (in Mpc, using a scale of 7.64 kpc/arcsec at z = 0.845) and
hence to estimate the local projected surface density. Sources near the edges of the fields and/or near
masked regions will naturally be biased towards lower local density estimates (∼5 per cent of them are
in this situation). Where possible, this is fully tackled by using high-quality photo-z catalogues which
exist well beyond the HiZELS NBJ coverage. For regions where that is not possible (∼ 4 per cent of
the UDS emitters are found near the edges of the photo-z data-set or large masked regions, and < 1
per cent of the COSMOS galaxies lie near masked regions), a simple correction is applied based on
the fraction of area lost to the 10th nearest neighbour. Tests show that this does not introduce any
bias.
Local density estimates derived using the underlying (photo-z) sample are corrected by assuming
the contamination and completeness fractions derived in Appendix A. In general, given a contamina-
tion fraction, Co, a completeness fraction C, and a measured projected surface density Σ, the corrected





When Equation 5.1 is used to correct densities estimated using different background populations
(selected on the basis of photometric redshifts – see Section 5.2.2) the different estimations are found
to agree very well, albeit that the scatter increases for wider (in photo-z cut) underlying population
samples (as contamination becomes increasingly dominant). However, the scatter between density
measurements obtained using different photo-z samples, or derived using different density estimators
(e.g. 5th versus 10th nearest neighbour), is always significantly smaller (< 0.18 dex) than the bin sizes
used in this work (≈ 0.30 dex). Thus, as Appendix A demonstrates, the main results of the Chapter
do not depend on the choice of the underlying population; the samples used for the analysis are the
ones presented in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.7 The clustering-density relation and interpretation
Estimating local surface densities can quantitatively distinguish higher density regions from lower
density regions: but how do the derived surface densities relate to qualitative environments such as
fields, groups or even clusters? Here, an attempt to associate qualitative environments with ranges of
Σc will be presented, by using the real space correlation length, r0.
Following the procedures fully detailed in Chapter 4, the entire sample of Hα emitters5 is split
5The sample of Hα emitters is used instead of the photometric-redshift-selected population as the real-space correla-
tion length can be well estimated (as detailed in Chapter 4) without major errors being introduced by the uncertainty
in the exact redshift distribution and contamination.
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Figure 5.1: The empirical relation between the correlation length, r0, and local density (corrected local
projected density), derived for the Hα emitters. This provides an intuitive interpretation of both local densities
and r0, giving a better insight into the nature of the regions being probed and studied by the survey. This
is found to be well fitted by a simple linear fit, given in Section 5.2.7. Bin sizes are chosen to guarantee that
sub-samples have the same number of galaxies.
based on corrected local surface density, Σc, in order to compute the correlation length
6 of each sub-
sample (using the exact relation between the angular and spatial correlation functions; see Chapter
4).
Figure 5.1 shows how r0 correlates with Σc. The trend is found to be very well approximated (for
r0 in h
−1 Mpc and Σc in Mpc
−2; see Figure 5.1) by r0 ≈ 0.4× Σc + 1.6.
Having been able to find an empirical link between Σc and the correlation length of the Hα
emitters, one can associate different qualitative environments with local surface density (based on r0).
Studies such as Yang et al. (2005) found that galaxies in the poorest group environments typically
have r0 ≈ 6 h−1 Mpc, while the rich groups have r0 ≈ 15 h−1 Mpc; for cluster environments, studies
such as Mo et al. (1996) find typical correlation lengths of r0 > 15 h
−1 Mpc. For the purposes of
the analysis, three main environments will be considered: field (including poor and rich field), poor
groups and rich groups/clusters. Field environments are defined to be those with Σc < 10 Mpc
−2 as
these correspond to r0 < 6 h
−1 Mpc. Poor group environments are considered to be those for which
Σc = 10 − 30 Mpc−2, as samples with these densities yield the range of r0 found for such groups
(6 < r0 < 15 h
−1 Mpc). Rich groups/clusters are considered to be those at even higher densities,
corresponding to r0 > 15 h
−1 Mpc, for which Σc > 30 Mpc
−2.
Of course, these simple classifications do not attempt to be fully accurate, nor do they aim to
identify the exact transitions between what should be considered field, groups or cluster environments
on their own. Nevertheless, they provide a valuable tool to associate the estimated local densities
6The analysis was carried out fixing γ = −1.8, since individual sub-samples are too small to accurately determine it.
This value of γ provides a good fit to the overall sample (though note that, as discussed in Chapter 4, for narrow-band
surveys this does not necessary translate to β = −0.8 as the Limber approximation would imply, and that the exact
transformation between the angular and the 3-D correlation function is used).
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Figure 5.2: The on-sky distribution of the star-forming Hα emitters found at z = 0.84 in the UDS (left
panel) and COSMOS (right panel) fields when compared with the local projected density field which can be
linked with qualitative environments – c.f. Section 5.2.7. Sources classed as likely and potential AGN in Garn
et al. (2010) are not shown. Circles mark the position of extended X-ray emission from confirmed groups and
clusters (from Finoguenov et al., 2007, 2010) within the narrow-band redshift range, and are scaled to reflect
the measured X-ray luminosity (in a log scale). Some lower X-ray luminosity groups are identified with black
circles, while richer X-ray groups are plotted in white for good contrast. Note the very rich structure in the
COSMOS field (see Section 5.2.8), providing a unique opportunity to probe the densest environments.
with different qualitative environments.
5.2.8 Confirmed clusters and groups in COSMOS and UDS
The on-sky distribution of Hα emitters can be seen in Figure 5.2, together with the different densities
in which they reside in both the UDS (left panel) and the COSMOS (right panel) fields. By probing
a very wide area, the Hα survey is able to target a relatively wide range of densities. Particularly, by
chance, the survey is able to probe a luminous and massive (M500 ≈ 1014.3 M) X-ray selected cluster
in COSMOS at z = 0.835 (see Figure 5.2), along with other nearby lower luminosity X-ray groups at
z = 0.85 which have already been reported by the COSMOS team (Finoguenov et al., 2007; Leauthaud
et al., 2010). These confirmed group/cluster regions are identified as high local projected density
regions, with the calibration from Section 5.2.7 clearly classifying them as group/cluster regions: this
not only confirms that this study is able to probe a very wide range of environments, from the poorest
fields up to rich groups/clusters, but it also backs-up the qualitative environment calibration used.
Finoguenov et al. (2010) reports on a search for groups and clusters in the UDS field; their catalogue
is used to confirm a reasonably rich X-ray group in the UDS field, along with 2 other lower luminosity
selected groups within the narrow-band redshift coverage of Hα (see Figure 5.2). This further confirms
the wide range of densities probed by the survey, not only in the COSMOS field, but also in the UDS
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Figure 5.3: Left: The dust-extinction corrected SFR (Hα, SFRs obtained after applying the dust extinction
from Garn et al., 2010) as a function of stellar mass for both the Hα sample presented in Chapter 3 (EW> 50 Å)
and the possible Hα emitters with EW< 50 Å, showing that the median SFR (corrected for extinction in this
way) is uncorrelated with stellar mass. Error bars present the 1σ Poissonian errors (±σm/
√
N). Right: the
specific SFR (sSFR; SFR divided by stellar mass) falls with stellar mass, for both samples, although the
steepness of such fall at the lowest masses is at least partially driven by the flux limit of the survey (dashed
line; see discussion in main text). Both panels show very clearly how the nature of the samples with different
EWs differs, with the sample presented in Chapter 3 being made of galaxies with lower stellar masses, higher
SFRs and thus much higher sSFRs at all masses, while the lower EW sample is mostly made of massive
galaxies, presenting low sSFRs.
field.
5.3 Mass-dependences and downsizing
The complete sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.84 present typical stellar masses of M= 1010.1 M, while
the general population of galaxies at the same redshift are redder in the rest-frame U-V, and present
a wider range of stellar masses.
As the left panel of Figure 5.3 shows, the median Hα star formation rate (corrected for dust
extinction following Garn et al., 2010) for the entire sample does not correlate with stellar mass. The
latter also reveals that the lower EW Hα emitters are typically much more massive and less active.
This is further confirmed by computing the specific star formation rates (sSFR, SFR per unit stellar
mass) of the entire sample: as the right panel of Figure 5.3 reveals, there is a significant decrease in
sSFR with stellar mass for the two samples of Hα emitters, with the lower EW Hα emitters presenting
the lowest sSFRs (stressing the importance of including these, since they allow for a much wider range
of masses and sSFRs to be studied).
The observed sSFR-mass trend is similar to the one found by studies such as Feulner et al. (2005),
but is contrary to other determinations which suggest a much flatter relation between mass and sSFR
(e.g. Daddi et al., 2007; Dunne et al., 2009; Rodighiero et al., 2010). One reason for this relates to
a selection bias of the current sample due to the fixed SFR limit (dashed line in Figure 5.3): at the
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Figure 5.4: The fraction of galaxies forming stars with SFRs> 3 M yr
−1 when compared to the underlying
population as a function of stellar mass for the entire sample, separately for the COSMOS and UDS fields, and
for the Chapter 3 sample only. The figure shows that the fraction of star-forming galaxies with SFRs above
the survey limit (SFR> 3 M yr
−1) is ≈ 40 per cent at ∼ 1010 M, but falls sharply to 0 as a function of
stellar masses. The EW cut used in Chapter 3 results in a sharper decline of the star-forming fraction, mostly
because it misses the most massive galaxies with low specific star formation rates. Errors are Poissonian, but
they also include a 20 per cent contribution from the contamination and completeness corrections applied.
lowest masses probed, low sSFR galaxies fall below the Hα selection limit, biasing upwards the median
sSFR determined. To estimate the mass below which this bias becomes significant, the survey limit
of SFR> 3 M yr
−1 can be combined either with the typical median sSFR∼ 10−9 yr−1 argued in the
above studies, or with the 6 Gyr age of the Universe at z ∼ 0.8, by considering galaxies which form
stars at a fairly constant rate across their cosmic history. These both suggest that a detection bias
will set in below ∼ 1010 M (a value confirmed by the analysis later in this section). At lower masses,
the galaxies that are detected are mostly those with unusually high sSFRs (i.e., bursty).
This selection bias will therefore explain some or all of the steeper slope at low masses in Figure
5.3, but it cannot explain the strong trend at higher masses. Here, the difference from (and between)
previous literature determinations largely arises from the definition of “star-forming galaxies”. In
the current work, all galaxies with Hα detections are classified as star-forming (SF) galaxies, leading
to a clean selection cut in SFR. In contrast, previous works have often applied additional criteria
to select the SF population. For example, Daddi et al. analyse 24µm and ultra-violet data (i.e.
broadly a SFR-selection, as in the current work) for a population of BzK-selected galaxies, but then
they remove from consideration the galaxies classified as ‘passive BzKs’ (a simple colour cut). This
colour cut broadly corresponds to a cut in sSFR of their galaxy population, and has the effect of
excluding the high-mass low-sSFR galaxies from their sample: it is not surprising that this then leads
to a relatively flat mass-sSFR relation. Thus, the nature of the “mass-sSFR relation for star-forming
galaxies”, which has been widely debated in the literature, is critically dependent on exactly which
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Figure 5.5: The fraction of star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass with a specific star formation
rate greater than a given cut-off (corrected for completeness and contamination as a function of mass). This
shows that the downsizing trend presented in Figure 5.4 is recovered regardless of the sSFR cut-off used,
and allows for lower masses to be probed. Errors are Poissonian and take into account the contamination
and completeness from the photometric redshift selected population. Points are only plotted if above the
SFR> 3 M yr
−1 survey limit.
galaxies one considers to be star-forming.
By comparing the sample of Hα emitters (star-forming population) with the underlying galaxy
population it is possible to determine the fraction of star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar
mass, which can provide an important insight into where most of the star formation is occurring at
z ∼ 1. Figure 5.4 presents the results (after correcting the underlying population for contamination
and completeness as a function of mass; see Appendix A). It reveals that while for M≈ 1010 M the
fraction of star-forming galaxies is ≈ 40 per cent, it continuously drops as a function of increasing
stellar mass, effectively reaching 0 per cent just below 1011.5 M; the same results are independently
recovered for COSMOS and UDS. Using the sample presented in Chapter 3 produces a sharper decline
as a function of mass, mostly because the EW selection misses massive galaxies with very low sSFRs.
Figure 5.4 also reveals an apparent drop in the fraction of star-forming galaxies at lower masses
(< 109.8M). This is simply a result of the SFR limit in the Hα sample that was discussed above
7.
Nevertheless, specific star formation rate cuts can provide a view which broadly avoids this bias at
the low mass end. Figure 5.5 presents the fraction of star-forming galaxies presenting sSFR above
a certain value (points are only plotted if they are above the SFR limit of the survey, which avoids
biases from the flux limit). The results reveal that the trend of a decreasing star-forming fraction
with increasing stellar mass is recovered for galaxies with a wide range of specific star formation rates,
implying that the results are not simply biased by more passive-like, massive galaxies, dominating
the very massive end of the star-forming fraction-mass relation. This analysis is also able to probe
to lower masses, where the same trend is recovered. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the trends
7In order to properly probe star-forming galaxies with lower masses one requires a much deeper survey such as
ROLES (Gilbank et al., 2010b).
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recovered for different sSFR cuts are not simple linear functions and, particularly for high sSFR cuts,
the fraction of star-forming galaxies above a certain stellar mass is effectively zero up to the highest
masses probed.
These results indicate that mass-downsizing is already in place at z ∼ 1, with a sharp decrease
of the star-forming fraction as a function of stellar mass for the highest masses. Therefore, the most
massive galaxies at z ∼ 1 are mostly non-starforming, and even those that are forming stars present
very low sSFRs.
5.4 The Environment of Hα emitters
In this Section, the star-forming fraction is studied as a function of corrected surface density at
z = 0.84. The main result can be seen in the left panel of Figure 5.6, which reveals that the star-
forming fraction is relatively flat with density up to Σc ∼ 10 Mpc−2 (with hints of a slight rise,
but only at a ≈ 1.5σ level), but then falls sharply for much higher densities. This seems to be
associated with the qualitative transition between environments: the star-forming fraction (for galaxies
producing stars at a rate higher than 3 M yr
−1) decreases with increasing density once group regimes
are reached, approaching zero for the highest densities; this is in good agreement with the results
presented by Koyama et al. (2010) at a similar redshift. The trend is the same in both COSMOS
and UDS fields (even though the UDS field is not able to probe the highest densities found in the
COSMOS X-ray cluster), revealing that this is not caused by a bias in one of the fields, nor due
to the selection of the underlying population (this is very unlikely since the COSMOS and UDS
photometric redshift catalogues are completely independent, obtained with different codes, and by
different teams). It should be noted that the narrow-band filter is not a perfect top-hat and that some
group/cluster members may have their Hα line being detected towards the wings of the filter, affecting
the likelihood of detecting them as star-forming. However, particularly because two independent fields
are considered in the analysis, this effect is likely to even out in the statistics, with different groups
detected at all points on the filter profile. Furthermore, as detailed in Appendix A, the trend is
recovered regardless of the choice of underlying populations: only small differences are found once one
applies the completeness & contamination corrections given by Equation 5.1.
The right panel of Figure 5.6 shows that the median star formation rate of Hα emitters rises with
increasing local density, at least up to group densities, although there are hints that this relation does
not hold for highest (rich groups/cluster) densities, consistent with previous results which find that,
for rich environments, the typical SFR decreases with Σ (e.g. Poggianti et al., 2008). The results in
this Chapter are also consistent with Chapter 4, where the correlation length of star-forming galaxies
was shown to rise with Hα luminosity. The relation between the median SFR and density is seen in
both COSMOS and UDS, and is also observed for different Hα luminosity limits adopted or when the
analysis is restricted to spectroscopically confirmed Hα emitters.
Moreover, as Figure 5.7 shows, the connections between environment and star formation activity
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Figure 5.6: The fraction of the Hα-emitting galaxies when compared to the underlying population at the
same redshift (left panel) and the median Hα star formation rate of Hα emitters (right panel), as a function
of local projected galaxy surface density (for Hα emitters with SFRs> 3 M yr
−1). The error bars present
the Poissonian uncertainty for each bin and in the left panel also include a 20 per cent contribution from
the completeness and contamination corrections applied. At the lowest densities, the star-forming fraction
is relatively constant and only increases slightly, from ∼ 30 per cent at the lowest field densities probed to
∼ 35 per cent across the field environment. However, for higher densities, Σc > 10 Mpc−2, there is a steep
decline of the star-forming fraction down to the highest (rich groups/cluster) densities probed, where the
star-forming fraction is only ≈ 5 per cent. The results also show that the typical (median) star formation rate
of Hα emitters increases continuously from the lowest densities to Σc ∼ 50 Mpc−2, although it appears to fall
again in the very richest environments. This corresponds to emitters residing in groups and cluster outskirts
presenting typical SFRs which are about 2 times higher than those residing in the field.
are likely to be related with the star formation mode: while star formation in the field is dominated
by non-interacting galaxies, at rich group and cluster densities, the star formation seen at z = 0.84 in
Hα is dominated by potential mergers; with this correlation being found at a 2.4σ level. In fact, Hα
star-forming galaxies found in the X-ray core of the massive cluster in COSMOS are all mergers.
The environment seems to be connected with a change in the star-forming fraction, the typical star
formation rate and the nature of Hα emitters at z = 0.84; how are these changes manifested in the Hα
luminosity function? While it is nearly impossible to accurately determine the volume occupied by
galaxies residing in different environments, one can arbitrarily normalise any obtained Hα luminosity
function to investigate changes in L∗Hα and the faint-end slope, α: this approach can provide the
insight that one needs to further investigate the relation between star formation and environment.
Figure 5.8 presents the normalised Hα luminosity functions8 appropriately weighted as discussed
in Section 5.2.3) for different local projected densities. By fixing φ∗, both L∗Hα and the faint-end slope,
α, are allowed to vary in order to obtain the best Schechter function fit to each luminosity function.
The results reveal that while the value of L∗Hα is consistent within the errors for all environments
probed by the HiZELS survey at z = 0.84 (logL∗Hα = 42.47 ± 0.05, 42.44 ± 0.07, 42.45 ± 0.09 erg s−1
8Hα luminosity functions are computed using the entire sample of Hα emitters, which includes the low EW sample.
Conclusions remain unchanged even if the low EW sample is excluded.
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Figure 5.7: The potential merger and non-merger fractions as a function of projected local surface density
(errors are Poissonian). This reveals that the fraction of potential mergers is reasonably flat at ∼ 33 per cent
for field densities but is then found to increase continuously with density, reaching ≈ 100 per cent at rich
groups/cluster densities.
Figure 5.8: The normalised Hα luminosity function for different environments, with the best-fit Schechter
functions. While the characteristic luminosities, L∗Hα, of the different luminosity functions are in very good
agreement within the errors, the results show a significant difference in the faint-end slope, α, as a function of
local surface density. As shown in the inset, this is found to be very steep (α ≈ −1.9) for the lowest densities
(poor field, Σ < 5 Mpc−2), shallower for medium densities (rich field, 5 < Σ < 10 Mpc−2, with α ≈ −1.5)
and very shallow for groups and clusters (Σ > 10 Mpc−2), with α ≈ −1.1. Recent results from Koyama
et al. (2010), which studied one cluster and its outskirts at z = 0.8 (therefore equivalent to group and cluster
densities) fully agree with the Hα luminosity function derived for the ≈same local projected densities.
for poor fields, rich fields and groups and clusters, respectively), there is a strong difference in the
steepness of the faint-end (see the inset of Figure 5.8). The faint-end of the LF becomes continuously
shallower with increasing density, from α = −1.9± 0.2, for the lowest densities, to α = −1.5± 0.2 for
rich fields and α ≈ −1.1 ± 0.2 for groups and clusters. This clearly implies that the enhancement in
the typical SFRs with environment directly results from the strong depletion of the faint-end and the
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shallow α in rich environments relative to the field, rather than an increase in the bright-end. This
also reveals that the steepness of the faint-end of the Hα LF seen in Chapter 3 is completely driven
by field galaxies. Section 5.6.2 presents a discussion and possible interpretations of these results.
Figure 5.8 also provides a direct comparison with results from Koyama et al. (2010); these authors
studied a high density region at z ∼ 0.8, probing densities which are directly comparable with groups
and cluster densities. The data are corrected for extinction using the relation presented in Garn
et al. (2010) for a direct comparison. Koyama et al. found their data to be reasonably consistent
within the errors with the total Sobral et al. (2009a) LF (which contained all environments), but
their data fully support the difference in the faint-end of the luminosity function between field and
group/cluster environments found here, and completely agrees with the results derived for the same
densities, supporting the results which show that the environment seems to be responsible for setting
the faint-end slope of the LF, at least at z = 0.84. A qualitatively similar result has been found for
the 0024 super-cluster by Kodama et al. (2004) at z = 0.4; however, studies at even lower redhift (see
e.g. Balogh et al., 2002) have found different and mostly discrepant results regarding α. It is clear
that a comprehensive and large local study is still needed to really detail the role of the environment
on the faint-end of the Hα LF in the local Universe, to provide the low-redshift benchmark that can
be used to look for any cosmic evolution..
5.5 The nature of star formation and the mass-
environment view
5.5.1 The star-forming fraction in the 2-D mass-environment
space
It has been shown that star formation has strong dependences on both mass and environment at
z ∼ 1. Nevertheless, with environment and stellar mass expected to be somewhat correlated, how
related are the dependences of star formation on mass and environment and are these intrinsically
connected? Figure 5.9 presents the mass-environment 2-D space for Hα emitters and for the entire
underlying population. This reveals the expected trend of an increase in the typical stellar mass with
increasing local projected density for both populations of galaxies (with a change of ≈ 0.5 dex in the
median mass from low to high densities).
To attempt to distinguish any potential inter-dependence of the roles of mass and environment on
star formation at z ∼ 1, the analysis presented in the previous 2 sections is repeated in the 2-D space
of mass and Σc. The right panel of Figure 5.9 presents the star-forming fraction evaluated within this
space, in regions where this can be calculated (see caption for details). While this clearly illustrates the
overall behaviour which has already been presented, the fine details suggest significant connections
between the dependence of the star-forming fraction on mass and environment. In particular, the
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Figure 5.9: Left: The distribution of both Hα emitters (filled squares: emitters with EW> 50 Å; filled
triangles: emitters with EW< 50 Å) and galaxies within the underlying population (dots) in the 2D mass-
environment plane. Vertical lines represent the qualitative transitions between field, groups and rich
groups/cluster environments, while the filled horizontal line indicates the approximate mass for which the
star-forming population becomes significantly incomplete due to its star formation rate limit (see Section 3).
This reveals the expected correlation between median stellar mass and local density (larger symbols). Note
that the median of the underlying population is evaluated over all galaxies, while the star-forming population
is incomplete below the horizontal line, hence the apparently higher median mass for star-forming galaxies.
Right: The fraction of galaxies that are forming stars as a function of both stellar mass and environment.
This is calculated in regions of the 2-D space for which it is possible to gather 5 or more background galaxies
in a (Gaussian) smoothing radius up to 1σ of the typical errors in mass and environment – regions with less
than 5 background galaxies are not shown. The latter reveals that the overall behaviour of the star-forming
fraction as a function of stellar mass or environment depends, to some extent, on the environment or stellar
mass, respectively.
results show that the weak increase of the star-forming fraction with density within the field regime
and its subsequent sharp decline at higher densities is predominantly driven by galaxies of typical
mass (≈ 1010 − 1010.5 M) in the sample (please note that, as described in Section 5.3, there is a
significant incompleteness effect at the lowest masses; this is indicated by the horizontal filled line in
the figures). Interestingly, whilst the mass-downsizing trend is driven by galaxies in the dominant field
and group environments, the results reveal an increase in the fraction of star-forming galaxies with
density at the highest masses and, equivalently, an apparent reversal of the mass-downsizing trend in
the richest environments.
Earlier, it was shown that the fraction of potential mergers increases with local density. To
investigate whether this change in the potential nature of star formation can shed some light onto
understanding what is happening at relatively high masses and high densities, the left panel of Figure
5.10 presents how the fraction of star-forming galaxies that are classified as potential mergers (in the
COSMOS field) varies within the 2D mass-environment space. It clearly reveals a strong increase
in the fraction of potential mergers with environment, and, particularly, that star formation at the
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Figure 5.10: Left: The fraction of potential mergers within the star-forming population of galaxies (in
COSMOS). This reveals that star formation occurring at the densest environments is potentially merger-
driven. Right: The non-merger driven star-forming fraction, revealing that the trends with environment
and mass become even stronger once potential mergers are removed from the sample. This is calculated in
regions of the 2-D space (COSMOS only) for which it is possible to gather 5 or more background galaxies in a
(Gaussian) smoothing radius up to 1σ of the typical errors in mass and environment – regions with less than
5 background galaxies are not shown.
highest densities is mostly driven by potential mergers, regardless of mass. It is therefore clear that
the behaviour of the star-forming fraction within the studied 2D space reflects the role of potentially
merger-driven star formation for very high densities, where merging events are more likely to happen.
This is shown more clearly in the right panel of Figure 5.10, which repeats the analysis of Figure 5.9,
but now restricted to isolated star-forming galaxies only (i.e. excluding all potential mergers). It is
found that the fraction of non-merging star-forming galaxies peaks roughly at the mass completeness
limit (for the SFR limit of the current sample, ≈ 109.8 M), and in the transition between fields and
groups, but shows strong general declining trends with both increasing mass for all environments
and with increasing local density for all masses. This reveals that non-merger driven star formation is
strongly suppressed in both rich groups/cluster environments and for high stellar masses, implying that
once potential mergers are neglected, stellar mass and environment both play separate and important
roles.
5.5.2 The mass-SFR-environment dependence
Section 5.4 showed that the typical SFR increased with density at least up to groups/cluster outskirts
densities. Here this is investigated further, by examining how the median star-formation rates vary
with environment for sub-samples of star-forming galaxies with different stellar masses. Figure 5.11
reveals that while a strong SFR-environment trend is seen in low to moderate stellar mass galaxies,
it does not hold for the most massive galaxies (M> 1010.6 M), for which the median SFR seems to
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Figure 5.11: The dependence of the median SFR on environment (Σc) for star-forming galaxies with different
stellar masses. Error bars present the 1σ Poissonian uncertainty (±σm/
√
N). The results show that while
the increase of the median Hα SFR with environment is valid for galaxies with stellar masses in the range
≈ 109.0−10.6 M, the most massive galaxies in the sample (stellar masses > 1010.6 M) do not have their
typical SFR enhanced with environment.
remain unchanged with increasing local density. Since the typical stellar mass of galaxies increases with
density, in terms of sSFRs one finds that for the most massive galaxies, the median sSFR decreases
with increasing local density (at a 2σ significance level), whilst this trend is continually reversed
with decreasing stellar mass, becoming a significant positive correlation (3.5σ) at the lowest masses
probed. It should be noted that although the most pronounced difference in the SFR-Σ behaviour
is in the densest environments, where the merger fraction is high, the same trends are recovered
(albeit weakened by ∼ 0.6σ) if the analysis is conducted using only non-merger star-forming galaxies.
Therefore, merging activity by itself is not enough to explain the enhancement of SFR in low-to-
medium mass star-forming galaxies. These results imply that there is some inter-dependence in the
influence of mass and environment on galaxy evolution.
5.5.3 The colours of star-forming galaxies in the 2-D mass-
environment space
The nature of the Hα emitters occupying different regions in the 2D space being probed can be made
even clearer by looking at the colours of emitters. For z ∼ 0.8, this can be simply done using (R− z)
because these roughly span the 4000 Å break, and are sufficiently close so that dust extinction is
unlikely to be a significant problem. Figure 5.12 (left panel) presents how the median colours of the
Hα emitters vary across environment for different stellar masses. The results suggest that stellar mass
is the most important quantity for determining the 4000 Å break colour (and whether the Hα emitter
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Figure 5.12: Left: The distribution of the median R-z colour (probing the 4000 Å break at z = 0.84) within
the mass-density 2D space for the Hα star-forming galaxies, revealing that stellar mass is the main colour
predictor as the environment only correlates weakly with colour. Right: The difference in the median R-z
colour between the population of star-forming galaxies and the complete underlying population, revealing that
although star-forming galaxies are consistently bluer than the underlying population, the colour difference is
a clear function of mass and also depends on the environment.
is consistent with already being in the red sequence or still occupying the blue cloud) of star-forming
galaxies. Figure 5.12 also reveals that the environment plays a much weaker role for determining the
colour of star-forming galaxies, even though the reddest Hα emitters are found in group environments
(but those are also very massive). The 2-D colour distribution is found to be qualitatively the same
for both potential mergers and non-merging galaxies, showing the same trends, although potential
mergers are consistently bluer (by ≈ 0.2 in colour) than the non-mergers throughout the 2-D space
studied.
Further information can be obtained by comparing the colour distribution of the star-forming
galaxies with that of the underlying population. As the right panel of Figure 5.12 shows, the star-
forming population is bluer than the underlying population at all masses and environments. However,
the results indicate that even though the main colour predictor for star-forming galaxies is stellar
mass, the difference in colour between the star-forming population and the underlying population of
galaxies depends on both mass and environment. Particularly, the colour difference is greatest at
lower masses (above the mass completion limit – see Section 5.3), where the underlying population
contains a mix of blue and red galaxies, while the star-forming population has very few red ones, thus
leading to the difference. However, such difference is negligible at the very highest masses, where
even star-forming galaxies are very red. Moreover, the fraction of redder galaxies at moderate masses
is found to be higher in denser environments for the underlying population (the underlying galaxy
population has a weak trend of colour with increasing density), but the star-forming population has
essentially no trend with environment for a fixed mass (see left panel of Figure 5.12), thus resulting
in the environmental trend of the colour difference.
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5.6 Discussion
It is clear that the bulk of the most massive galaxies that are already in place at z = 0.84 are non-star-
forming (star formation rates lower than the HiZELS limit, 3 M yr
−1) and many of those which are
star-forming have low sSFRs and have stronger 4000 Å breaks (are redder) than lower mass galaxies.
These results clearly point towards mass downsizing already being in place for the general population
of star-forming galaxies studied at z ∼ 1, although potential merging activity (which becomes more
likely at higher densities) can be responsible for triggering some star formation even in massive,
apparently red-sequence galaxies.
In addition to this, the environment has a significant role in the nature and evolution of star-forming
galaxies at z ∼ 1. For local surface densities associated with the field regime, and for moderate stellar
masses, the fraction of star-forming galaxies is relatively flat with increasing environmental density,
while the median star formation rate of Hα emitters is found to increase with density. However,
for higher densities, the star-forming fraction falls sharply towards ∼ 0 per cent for the highest rich
group/cluster densities. The environment is also found to play an important role in setting the faint-
end slope of the Hα luminosity function, with the results showing that under-dense regions have Hα
LFs with very steep faint-end slopes, while the highest densities have a shallow faint-end slope – this
confirms analytic predictions such as those presented by Trenti and Stiavelli (2008). If this holds at
different epochs (particularly, at higher redshift), then it suggests that the steepening of the faint-end
slope with redshift that has been argued by many authors (for both Hα and UV selected samples, e.g.
Hopkins et al., 2000; Bouwens et al., 2007; Reddy and Steidel, 2009), may be mostly a consequence
of structure formation, since at high redshift groups and clusters of galaxies become rarer and rarer
and the field environment dominates. At lower redshift, on the other hand, the discrepancies in the
faint-end slope discussed in Chapter 3 are likely to be caused by cosmic variance, with different surveys
targeting regions with different densities.
When one combines the dependences of star formation on mass and environment, a sharper picture
arises: this shows that the increase in the star-forming fraction in the field regime is dominated by
median mass (≈ 1010−1010.5 M), essentially non-merging galaxies, and that the bulk of star-forming
galaxies in high density environments are red, massive galaxies undergoing a merger episode. It is also
found that the fraction of non-merging star-forming galaxies strongly declines in rich groups/cluster
densities for all masses, and for high masses for all environments, implying that both mass and
environment independently suppress non-merging star-formation. However, this also shows that the
enhancement of the typical SFRs with increasing density is only happening at z ∼ 1 for galaxies with
masses lower than 1010.6 M – for the most massive star-forming galaxies the environment does not
seem to alter the typical SFRs and their properties seem to be mostly set by their stellar mass.
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5.6.1 Comparison with other studies
Studies at z ∼ 1 and above have found apparent discrepant results for the relation between star
formation and environment, with some authors claiming to have found an inversion in that relation
when compared to the local Universe. In particular, Elbaz et al. (2007) study the star formation
rate-density relation at z ∼ 1 and find that, instead of declining, SFRs of star-forming galaxies are
enhanced with local projected density; Cooper et al. (2008) find similar results. These studies typically
probe field to poor group environments. On the other hand, Poggianti et al. (2008) presents a detailed
study of a large sample of relatively high redshift groups and clusters (up to z ∼ 1). Contrarily to
Elbaz et al. (2007) and Cooper et al. (2008), Poggianti et al. (2008) find that SFRs decrease with
environment in the high density regime (but the results agree with a rise in the mean SFRs – which
are [OII] based – with density up to Σ ∼ 30 Mpc−2, and with the fall after that).
Patel et al. (2009) studied a z ∼ 0.8 cluster and the surrounding regions (using a mass limited
sample, but selecting only relatively massive galaxies, and making use of MIPS 24µm data) to show
that the specific star formation rate decreases with increasing density at z ∼ 1 and argued that star
formation is suppressed with density even at that epoch. The authors comment on the big discrepancy
of their results when compared to Cooper et al. (2008) or Elbaz et al. (2007), and, whilst they argue
that the differences could be arising from a combination of different effects, they are not able to reach a
definitive answer. Feruglio et al. (2010) also study the role of the environment on star-formation and,
using a sample of luminous and ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs and ULIRGs) in COSMOS,
find that for such massive galaxies there is not an increase in SFR with density up to z ∼ 1.
Fortunately, the large sample and the wide range of environments and stellar masses within the
HiZELS sample provides an ideal opportunity to attempt to reconcile these results. Indeed, one finds,
just like Elbaz et al. (2007), that the environment enhances SFRs at least up to groups/cluster outskirts
environments, but then decreases at higher densities as found by Poggianti et al. Furthermore, if one
looks at how the sSFR of massive galaxies (comparable to those studied by Patel et al. 2009) varies
with environment, the same trend is recovered: sSFRs of massive galaxies decrease with Σ, mostly
because median SFRs of massive galaxies are largely insensitive to environment, but the median mass
increases at higher densities, leading to a lower median sSFR. Note that such a trend is reversed for
lower mass galaxies, where the increase in SFR with density is fully valid; this reveals that the results
from Patel et al. (a mass-selected sample), or Feruglio et al. (2010) (a sample of massive LIRGs
and ULIRGs) are highly dependent on the stellar mass selection, and that these do not agree with
results from Elbaz et al. (2007) mostly because galaxies in the later study are selected from their star
formation emission lines (therefore bluer, less massive galaxies).
Furthermore, Poggianti et al. (2008) also finds that the fraction of star-forming galaxies falls
continuously for densities significantly larger than Σ ∼ 10 Mpc−2 (the study is not sensitive to field
densities). Similar results are recovered by Koyama et al. (2010), who studied a cluster at z = 0.8 and
found that the star-forming fraction (Hα emitters) falls from groups to the cluster core, while Feruglio
et al. (2010) finds that the fraction of LIRGs and ULIRGs also decreases with increasing density up
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to z ∼ 1. These are the same trends found in this Chapter, but the current work extends this to much
lower densities and, overall, probes a wider range of densities.
Together, the results in this Chapter are able to simultaneously agree with previously apparently
contradictory results, revealing that such discrepancies are caused by the studies focusing on galaxies
with significantly different masses and, most importantly, residing in different environments.
The analysis presented here contributes towards improving our understanding of galaxy evolution
and the key epochs for significant transitions. While the median SFR is enhanced with density up to
moderate densities, for a star-forming selected population, it has also been shown that the behaviour
of that relation depends on stellar mass. Furthermore, while merging does become important at the
highest densities, it is also found that the SFR-Σ relation is still recovered even when considering non-
mergers only. This surely implies that the physical processes through which the environment enhances
the typical SFRs cannot be fully explained by (major) mergers. Therefore, galaxy harassment, or the
acceleration of the intergalactic gas infall in rich groups and cluster outskirts are likely to play a
significant role in enhancing star-formation at high densities. Since these processes are more likely
to affect galaxies with higher gas contents, it may be understandable that the trends are seen most
strongly at low and medium masses.
Furthermore, the star-forming fraction drops from fields to groups and clusters, revealing no qual-
itative evolution from the local Universe: very rich environments already have a low star-forming
fraction even at z = 0.84 (and the star formation activity occurring at high densities is potentially
merger-dominated). Particularly when one excludes potential mergers, the environmental trend of a
declining star-forming fraction for high densities is recovered at all masses, revealing that the environ-
ment plays an important role which is roughly independent from that of stellar mass. This is in good
agreement with the results presented by Cooper et al. (2010), at a similar redshift, and qualitatively
similar to the clear independence of the quenching roles of stellar mass and environment found by
Peng et al. (2010) using SDSS. Since HiZELS is able to agree with previous results and provide a
much broader view, it further confirms that the densest regions at z ∼ 1 are already the sites where
one finds predominantly red sequence galaxies and low star-forming fractions, as found in previous
cluster studies. However, with studies such as Hayashi et al. (2010) showing that the star-forming
fraction does not drop with increasing density even for the densest regions at z ∼ 1.5 (but that some
of [OII] emitters within the cluster core are already in the red sequence), it seems likely that the latter
stages of the environment transformation happen between z ∼ 0.8, where one finds red Hα emitters
at cluster cores, but a fraction of star-forming galaxies which already declines steeply, and z ∼ 1.5,
where such fraction seems to hold up to the highest densities; the same view seems to be recovered
by using 24µm data (Hilton et al., 2010).
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5.6.2 The role of the star formation mode: potential mergers vs.
non-mergers
In Chapter 3, the results show that non-merging galaxies (mostly disc galaxies) dominate the star
formation rate density of the Universe at z ∼ 0.8, and it is now clear that the bulk activity of such
galaxies is occurring in the field and poor groups.
Nevertheless, while the fraction of non-merger driven star-forming galaxies falls sharply at high
densities, there is still some star formation found in the richest environments. The latter is merger
dominated, and this is linked with the increase in the median SFRs of Hα emitters and, to some
extent, with the fall of the star-forming fraction with environment.
Indeed, in group and cluster environments, ∼ 80 per cent of star-forming galaxies are potential
mergers. This is somewhat expected, as mergers are more likely to happen in dense environments.
However, merger-driven star formation at z = 0.84 is likely to result in starbursts which quickly
exhaust the available gas (which, for the most massive galaxies that are already reasonably red, is
likely to be low), and are expected to produce elliptical galaxies. This would then further drive the
decline of the overall star-forming fraction with environment and would be consistent with a significant
population of mergers at high densities at slightly higher redshifts, as argued in Chapter 3 to explain
the evolution of the Hα luminosity function. Thus, as the densest regions increase the merger chances,
they can lead to a much quicker migration of blue cloud galaxies into the red sequence. This would
then establish a higher fraction of passive galaxies in the densest regions much earlier than in the
field, where potential merging events are not dominant.
At higher redshift (z = 1.2), Ideue et al. (2009) presented an environment analysis using [OII] 3727
emitters selected from a narrow-band survey, assessing the potential role of interacting galaxies as a
function of environment in the COSMOS field (but instead of morphologically classifying the galaxies,
they looked at the fraction of isolated against non-isolated galaxies). The authors find an increase
in the fraction of non-isolated galaxies with density. However, while this is fully consistent with the
results presented in this Chapter and with the interpretation, it should be noted that Ideue et al.
(2009) define non-isolated galaxies as galaxies separated by distances of less than 80 kpc. Whilst
this is not a robust criteria for identifying a merger, it also strongly correlates with the local density
estimate, even if the merger fraction does not go up with density; therefore, an increase with density
may be expected as a bias, regardless of the nature of the galaxies (real mergers or non-mergers).
The results of this Chapter can also be used to interpret the influence of the environment on the
Hα luminosity function. In Chapter 3, the Hα luminosity function derived for just potentially merging
sources was found to have a shallow faint-end slope, α. With this study it seems likely that the low α
is a consequence of a higher density environment: galaxies in high densities will increase their merging
chances and reside in potentially gas-rich regions at z ∼ 1, making it hard to maintain low, isolated
star formation rates.
The results imply that higher densities enhance star formation in star-forming galaxies and that
seems to be valid at all cosmic times; that’s why denser regions have the most massive galaxies;
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however, because star formation has been enhanced, galaxies form stars quicker and sooner, and this
leads to the mass downsizing observed since z = 1 down to the local Universe.
5.7 Summary and Conclusions
The conclusions of this study can be summarised as follows:
• The well-defined HiZELS sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.845±0.015 down to SFRs> 3 Myr−1
covering a large sky area has been used to conduct a detailed study of the dependence of star
formation on mass and environment. This is able to reconcile previous results and provide an
integrated, clearer view of galaxy evolution at z ∼ 1, particularly by taking advantage of the
excellent underlying data in the COSMOS and UDS fields, but also because the survey probes
significantly massive, rich groups/clusters, providing a truly panoramic Hα survey over a very
wide range of environments.
• The star-forming fraction is found to strongly decline with stellar mass, from ≈ 40 per cent for
1010 M galaxies to effectively zero above 10
11.5 M. Specific star-formation rates also decline
continuously with stellar mass. Mass downsizing is therefore fully in place at z = 0.84.
• The median SFRs of Hα emitters at z = 0.84 increases as a function of local surface density
for both field and group environments, but the trend is stopped for the highest densities, where
it is likely to fall. This trend is driven by star-forming galaxies with stellar masses up to ≈
1010.6 M; higher-mass galaxies seem to have median SFRs which are mostly independent of the
environment they reside in. With this result being recovered even when one excludes potential
merger-driven star-formation, it is likely that at least part of the environmental enhancement
must come from other physical processes, such as galaxy harassment, or the acceleration of
intergalactic gas infall in groups and cluster outskirts.
• The fraction of galaxies that are forming stars is relatively flat with density within the field
regime, but there is a clear, continuous decline once group densities are reached, resulting in
the fall of the star-forming fraction from fields to rich groups/clusters, as seen in the nearby
Universe and in studies focusing on the highest densities at z ∼ 1.
• The environment is responsible for shaping the faint-end of the Hα luminosity function: the
faint-end slope, α is found to be very steep (α = −1.9± 0.2) for the poorest regions, becoming
shallower (α = 1.5 ± 0.2) for rich fields and even shallower (α = −1.1 ± 0.2) for groups and
clusters.
• Star formation at the highest densities is dominated by potential mergers, with likely implications
on the nature and duration of the star formation activity, and suggesting that at least part of the
environment quenching of star formation seen in the local Universe is driven by merging events
at higher redshift. Neglecting potential merger-driven star formation results in stronger and
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mostly independent trends of a declining fraction of star-forming galaxies with both increasing
mass and environment.
• The 4000 Å colour of star-forming galaxies correlates strongly with stellar mass, but only weakly
with environmental density. Massive star-forming galaxies residing in groups are mostly in the
red sequence, while lower mass galaxies residing in the field occupy the blue cloud.
These results show that both mass and environment play significant, inter-dependent roles in
galaxy evolution, although such roles may become more independent if one neglects potential merger-
driven star-forming galaxies. High density regions are linked with triggering high SFRs (for moderate
mass galaxies), but this is likely to result in a quicker quenching of star formation as the gas is rapidly
consumed, thus quickly transforming groups and cluster environments into the predominant sites for
gas-poor, passive galaxies. On the other hand, the quenching processes linked with stellar mass (e.g.
AGN) must also play an important role which is distinct from that of environment. It seems that
the combination of high masses and high densities is the recipe for very effective and early galaxy
formation, as even at z∼ 1 the star-forming galaxies found with such combination are already on the
red sequence, with very low sSFRs (even though most of them are potential mergers).
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Chapter 6
Star formation at z = 1.47: the
Hα-[Oii] stereoscopic view
6.1 Introduction and Motivation
It is now clear that the “epoch” of galaxy formation occurs at z > 1, as surveys measuring the star
formation rate density (ρSFR) as a function of epoch show that ρSFR rises steeply out to z ∼ 1 (e.g.
Lilly et al., 1996), but determining the redshift where ρSFR peaked at z > 1 is more difficult.
Ideally, the use of different tracers of recent star formation would provide a consistent view, but in
reality, because they have different selection biases, and require different assumptions/extrapolations,
measurements are often significantly discrepant (see Chapter 1). An additional complication comes
from surveys at different epochs making use of different indicators due to instrumentation and detec-
tion limitations. Indeed, while for 0 < z <∼ 0.4 the evolution of ρSFR is typically estimated using Hα
luminosity, because it is easily targeted in the optical (e.g. Ly et al., 2007; Shioya et al., 2008; Dale
et al., 2010), at higher redshifts the line is redshifted into the near-infrared, and [Oii] 3727 – here-
after [Oii] – luminosity (much more affected by extinction than Hα, and also a metallicity-dependent
indicator) is used instead (e.g. Zhu et al., 2009; Bayliss et al., 2011).
The [Oii] emission line can be traced in the optical window up to z ∼ 1.5 and many authors
have attempted to measure the evolution of [Oii] luminosity function up to such look-back times
(e.g. Hogg et al., 1998b; Gallego et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2009). Such studies
have identified a strong evolution from z = 0 to z > 1 (e.g. Gallego et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2009),
although the evolution seems to be slightly different from that seen in the Hα luminosity function.
Part of the differences may well arise from the difficulty in using [Oii] luminosity density directly
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Figure 6.1: A comparison between the NBH redshift coverage of the Hα emission line and the NB921 redshift
coverage of the [Oii] emission-line, revealing that the two filters are extremely well matched and ideal for a
double Hα-[Oii] narrow-band survey. The [Oii] coverage is only slightly wider (in redshift) than the Hα
coverage – but this is shown to have little to no effect on the analysis (c.f. Section 6.4.5).
as a star-formation rate density indicator: [Oii] luminosity is calibrated locally using Hα (see e.g.
Aragón-Salamanca et al., 2003; Mouhcine et al., 2005, for a comparison between both emission-lines
at low-z), but the actual calibration depends on metallicity and dust-extinction (c.f. Jansen et al.,
2001; Kewley et al., 2004). These issues have been reported by many studies, mostly using data from
the local Universe or low redshift (see e.g. Gilbank et al., 2010a, for a comparison between both lines
and other indicators in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey), for which it is possible to measure both Hα
and [Oii]. However, so far it has not been possible to directly compare the Hα and [Oii] indicators at
z > 1 using large-enough samples to test, extend and improve our understanding.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the development of wide-field near-infrared cameras made it possible
to conduct large area surveys (necessary to overcome cosmic variance), tracing the Hα emission-line
up to z ≈ 2.5. In Chapter 3, the Hα luminosity function is shown to evolve significantly, mostly due
to an increase by more than one order of magnitude in L∗Hα, the characteristic Hα luminosity, from
the local Universe to z = 2.23. Moreover, Chapter 5 shows that at z = 0.84 the faint-end slope of the
luminosity function is strongly dependent on the environment, with the Hα luminosity function being
much steeper in poorer field regions and much shallower in the group/cluster environments. Whether
this is also found at higher redshifts remains unknown, as current samples do not provide the size,
robustness and the wide range of parameters needed.
Indeed, while it is now possible to detect Hα emission over very wide areas up to z > 2, dis-
tinguishing between Hα and any other emission line at any redshift is a challenge, particularly over
(large) areas where it is unfeasible to assemble ultra-deep multi-wavelength data over dozens of bands.
Double matched narrow-band surveys offer an outstanding solution to the problem; in particular, since
the NB921 narrow-band filter on Subaru is able to probe the [Oii] emission line for the same redshift
range (z ∼ 1.47) as the narrow-band H filter on UKIRT probes Hα (see Figure 6.1), a matched and
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Table 6.1: Observation log for the NBH observations of the UDS field, taken using WFCAM on UKIRT,
during 2008, 2009 and 2010. Limiting magnitudes (3σ) are the average of the four frames which constitute a
field, based on the measurements of 106 randomly placed 2′′ apertures in each frame. Integration times given
in brackets present the total integration times obtained at the telescope prior to rejection of data taken in
poorer conditions (see §6.2.1).
Field R.A. Dec. Int. time FHWM Dates mlim (H)
(J2000) (J2000) (ks) (′′) (3σ)
SXDF/UKIDSS-UDS NE 02 18 29 −04 52 20 18.2 (18.2) 0.8 Sep(08), Aug(09), Jul(10) 21.2
SXDF/UKIDSS-UDS NW 02 17 36 −04 52 20 17.1 (18.3) 0.9 Sep(08), Jul(10) 20.9
SXDF/UKIDSS-UDS SE 02 18 29 −05 05 53 28.0 (28.0) 0.8 Sep(08), Aug(09) 21.4
SXDF/UKIDSS-UDS SW 02 17 38 −05 05 34 18.3 (19.1) 0.8 Oct(08), Aug (09), Jul (10) 21.2
sufficiently deep survey would not only provide a simple, clean selection (z = 1.47 sources will be
detected as emitters in both data-sets), but also provide a means of directly comparing Hα and [Oii]
at z ∼ 1.5 for very large samples for the first time.
This Chapter presents deep narrow-band imaging using the NBH filter at λ = 1.617µm, as part
of HiZELS, over 0.79 deg2 in the UDS field and combines the data with ultra-deep NB921 data taken
using Suprime-Cam on the Subaru telescope, to explore an extremely well-matched Hα-[Oii] narrow-
band survey over 0.70 deg2. The results presented in this Chapter are presented in Sobral et al.
(2011b).
6.2 Data and Samples
6.2.1 Near-infrared NBH imaging with UKIRT
The UKIDSS UDS field was observed with WFCAM on UKIRT using a set of custom narrow-band H
filters (NBH, λ = 1.617µm, ∆λ = 0.021µm), on 25–29 September, 2008, 25–26 November, 2008, 16–17
August, 2009 and 18, 22 July, 2010. WFCAM’s standard “paw-print” configuration of four 2048×2048
(0.4′′ pixel−1) detectors offset by ∼ 20′ was macrostepped four times to cover a contiguous region of
∼ 55′ × 55′ (Casali et al., 2007), with individual narrow-band exposures of 100 s. The seeing varied
between 0.7′′–0.8′′ during the observing nights, and conditions were mostly photometric. The Non
Destructive Read (NDR) mode was used for all narrow-band observations to minimise the effects
of cosmic rays in long exposures. The observations were obtained by jittering around 14 different
positions in each of the 4 pointings. Details of the observations are given in Table 6.1. The NBH
survey is made up of a mosaic of four WFCAM pointings, i.e., 4×4×13.7′×13.7′ tiles. The UKIDSS
UDS H-band image (24 AB, 5σ) overlaps entirely with the full narrow-band image, yielding a total
overlapping area of 0.79 deg2.
Data were reduced using the dedicated pipeline that has been developed for HiZELS (PfHiZELS,
c.f. Chapter 2 for more details). Narrow-band images were photometrically calibrated (independently)
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by matching ∼ 70 stars with mH = 11 − 16 per frame from the 2MASS All-Sky catalogue of Point
Sources (Cutri et al., 2003) which are unsaturated in the narrow-band frames.
6.2.2 NBH Source Extraction and Survey Limits
Sources were extracted using SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996). Photometry was done using
apertures of 2′′ diameter. In order to clean spurious sources from the catalogue (essential to remove
cross-talk artifacts), the final images were visually inspected. Cross-talk sources and detections in the
halo regions were removed from the catalogue separately for each frame, which greatly simplifies their
identification (see discussion in Chapter 2).
The average 3σ depth of the entire set of NBH frames is 21.18 mag; this is measured using a set
of 106 randomly placed apertures per frame. Above the 3σ threshold in each frame, the narrow-
band imaging detects a total of 23394 sources (5904, 4533, 6946 and 6011 in the NE, NW, SE and
SW pointings, respectively) in UDS across 0.78 deg2 (after removal of regions in which cross-talk and
other artifacts caused by bright objects are located).
6.2.3 Optical NB921 imaging with Subaru
Archival Subaru/Suprime-Cam NB921 data of the UDS field are available, taken by Ouchi et al. (2009,
2010). The field was observed with Suprime-Cam on Subaru as part of the Subaru/XMM-Newton
Deep Survey (SXDS, Ouchi et al., 2008) during 2005–2007. The NB921 filter is centered at 9196 Å
with a FWHM of 132 Å, and was used to cover the field with 5 pointings with a total integration of
45.1 hours (individual exposures ranging from 8 to 10 hours) – see Ouchi et al. (2010). The raw NB921
data were downloaded from the archive and reduced with the Suprime-Cam Deep field REDuction
package (SDFRED, Yagi et al., 2002; Ouchi et al., 2004) and IRAF. The combined images were
aligned to the public z′-band images of Subaru-XMM Deep Survey (SXDS; Furusawa et al., 2008)
and PSF matched (FWHM= 0.8′′). The NB921 zero points were determined using z′ data, so that
the z′-NB921 colour distributions of SXDS would be consistent with that of Subaru Deep Field data
(SDF; Kashikawa et al., 2004). Source detection and photometry were performed using SExtractor
(Bertin and Arnouts, 1996). Sources were detected on each individual NB921 image and magnitudes
measured with 2′′ diameter apertures. The average NB921 3σ limiting magnitude is estimated to be
26.3 (AB) by randomly placing 106 2′′ apertures in each frame; down to that depth, 347341 sources are
detected over the entire 1 deg2 area (5 Suprime-Cam pointings). Note that NB921 and z′ magnitudes
are given in the AB system.
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Figure 6.2: Narrow-band excess as a function of narrow-band magnitude for NBH (left panel, Vega magni-
tudes) and NB921 (right panel, AB magnitudes) data. These show > 3σ detections in narrow-band imaging
and the lines present the average 2.5 Σ and 3.0 Σ colour significances for NBH and NB921, respectively (for
the average depth, but note that the analysis is done individually for each frame). Also, due to the very high
number of detected sources in NB921, only 1 in every 5 sources is shown. The horizontal dashed lines present
the equivalent width cuts used for NBH and NB921 data – these correspond to z = 1.47 rest-frame EW limits
of 20 Å for Hα and 10 Å for [Oii]. Narrow-band excess sources in both NBH and NB921 (double-emitters) are
shown, and constitute a robust sample of Hα/[Oii] candidate emitters – see Figure 6.3 for a visualisation of
one such emitters.
6.3 SELECTION
6.3.1 Narrowband excess selection
Potential line emitters (NBH and NB921) are selected according to the significance of their broad-band
− narrow-band (BB −NB) colour, as they will have (BB − NB) > 0.
Neither of the narrow-band filters falls at the center of the broad-band filters and thus objects
with redder colours will tend to have a negative H−NBH colour, and a positive z′−NB921 colour,
while bluer sources will have H−NBH > 0 and z′−NB921< 0. This can be broadly corrected by
considering the broad-band colours of each source, as in Chapter 3. For the NBH data, this is done by
studying H−NBH as a function of J −H colour for all sources detected in the NBH frames. A linear
fit is derived1 and is used to correct the initial H magnitudes to produce an effective H ′ magnitude
appropriate for estimation of the continuum contribution at the wavelength of the NBH filter. This
assures a mean zero H ′−NBH as a function of J − H, and also results in no significant trend as a
function of H −K. The correction is given by:
H ′ − NBH = (H −NBH)− 0.1(J −H )− 0.03. (6.1)
1Only sources within ±2σ of the general scatter around the median H−NBH are used. Furthermore, in order to
improve the fit for galaxies, potential stars (selected as sources satisfying B− z′ > 13.5(H−K) + 2.0, AB) are excluded
and a separate fit is done just for the latter.
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Figure 6.3: The top panels show a strong NBH emitter, clearly revealed after subtracting the H continuum.
The bottom panels show the same sky area (∼ 30′′ × 30′′) in NB921 and z′, revealing that the NBH emitter
is also a strong NB921 emitter (and thus a Hα+[Oii] z ∼ 1.47 emitter). Note the depth difference, and how
non-emitters disappear when the continuum estimated flux is subtracted from the narrow-band flux (other
fainter NB921 emitters are also revealed).
For the NB921 data, a similar approach is taken, but using z′ − J colours instead2. Colours are
corrected by using the best linear fit:
z′′ − NB921 = (z ′ −NB921)− 0.05(z ′ − J ′) + 0.15. (6.2)
Emission line fluxes, Fline, and equivalent widths, EWline, are computed following Chapter 2.
The selection of emission-line candidates is done following Chapters 2 and 3 (see also Ouchi et al.,
2010). Narrow-band sources in the H band (NBH) are selected as line emitters if they present a colour
excess significance of Σ > 2.5 (which broadly corresponds to a flux limit), and an observed EW > 50 Å
(corresponding to EW > 20 Å rest-frame for the Hα line at z = 1.47). NB921 sources are selected
as potential emitters if they present a colour excess significance of Σ > 3.0 (as the data are much
deeper, a higher significance cut can be applied) and EW> 25 Å (corresponding to EW > 10 Å for
[Oii] emitters at z = 1.47). The EW cuts are applied to avoid including bright foreground objects
with a large significance and a steep continuum across the H or z′ bands, and were chosen to reflect
the general scatter around the zero colour at bright magnitudes (thus the difference between NBH and
NB921) and to allow a good selection of both Hα and [Oii] emitters. Figure 6.2 presents the corrected
broad-band − narrow-band colours as a function of narrow-band magnitude, including the selection
criteria and the sample of NBH and NB921 emitters. Figure 6.3 presents examples of emitters drawn
from the samples (for each filter).
6.3.2 The samples of narrow-band emitters
Narrow-band detections below the 3σ threshold were not considered. Due to the depth of the UKIDSS-
UDS data (DR5), all extracted NBH sources have > 3σ broad-band H detections (down to ≈ 24.9 AB);
2For sources with no clear J detection, a statistical correction of +0.05 is applied.
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for the much deeper NB921 data, only sources with > 3σ detections in z′ (z′ < 26.7) are considered3.
The average 3σ line flux limit is 7× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 for the NBH data and 7× 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2
for the NB921 data. The first-pass NBH sample of potential emitters contains 439 excess candidates
out of all 23394 NBH detections in the entire NBH area (0.78 deg
2), while the NB921 sample has 8865
potential emitters out of 347341 NB921 individual detections over the entire NB921 area coverage.
All NBH potential emitters are visually inspected in both the broad-band and narrow-band imag-
ing. Twenty six (26) sources were removed from the sample as they were flagged as likely spurious.
The majority of these (15) correspond to artifacts caused by bright stars that are on the edges of two
or more frames simultaneously. The remaining 11 sources removed were low S/N detections in noisy
regions of the NBH image.
Visual inspection and star exclusion
All NBH potential emitters are visually inspected in both the broad-band and narrow-band imaging.
Twenty six (26) sources were removed from the sample as they were flagged as likely spurious. The
majority of these (15) correspond to artifacts caused by bright stars that are on the edges of two or
more frames simultaneously. The remaining 11 sources removed were low S/N detections in noisy
regions of the NBH image. After this visual check, the sample of potential NBH is reduced to 413.
Even by applying a conservative EW cut, the sample of potential emitters can be contaminated
by stars. Fortunately, stars can be easily identified by using the high-quality, multi-wavelength colour
information available for the SXDF-UDS field. In particular, an optical colour vs. near-infrared
colour (e.g. B − z vs. H −K) is able to easily separate stars from galaxies. Here, sources satisfying
(B−z) > 13.5(H−K)+2.0 (AB) are classed as stars. By doing this, 2 potential stars are identified in
the sample of potential emitters selected from the NBH data, and 118 (out of 5623 emitters) from the
NB921 data (the higher number of stars in the NB921 sample is driven both by a much larger sample
size and, more importantly, because of the lower EW cut used to probe down to weak [Oii] EWs).
These are excluded from the following analysis. It should be noted that all these sources present B−z
colours significantly larger than 13.5(H −K) + 2.0 (AB), and therefore the identification of these as
potential stars is not affected by small changes in the separation criteria. One of the potential NBH
emitters flagged as a star is likely to be a cool T-dwarf (see Chapter 7).
The final sample of NBH emitters over the entire NBH area contains 411 sources, of which 135, 69,
136 and 71 are found over the NE, NW, SE and SW fields, respectively (≈ 530 deg−2 over the entire
field down to the average NBH UDS depth). Note that by restricting the analysis to the UKIDSS-UDS
area coverage (matched to the NBH and NB921 simultaneous coverage), which will be mostly used
throughout this paper, the survey covers 0.67 deg2; the sample of NBH emitters is reduced to 295
sources (the rest of the sources are outside this area), while the sample of NB921 emitters has 5505
3This results in rejecting 5 per cent of the total number of potential emitters, but it should be noted that visual
inspection of a sub-sample of these sources show that the majority are likely to be spurious, due to the combination
of a faint detection in NB921 and a < 3σ in z. Furthermore, the results in this paper remain unchanged even if these




6.3.3 Distinguishing between different line emitters
There are many possible emission-lines which can be detected individually by the NBH and the NB921
filters. For z < 1 galaxies, the NBH filter is sensitive to lines such as Paβ at z = 0.26 or Paγ and
HeI at z = 0.49 or HeII at z = 0.96, while at z > 1 the (main) possible emission lines are Hα at
z ∼ 1.47, [Oiii]/Hβ at z ∼ 2.25 and [Oii] at z = 3.34, among others. The NB921 filter is mostly
sensitive to Hα at z ∼ 0.4, [Oiii]/Hβ at z ∼ 0.83, [Oii] at z ∼ 1.47 and Lyα at z ∼ 6.6. Hα–[Oii]
line emitters at z = 1.47 can be selected with a significant narrow-band excess in both bands, and
thus simultaneous excess sources provide an extremely robust means of selecting a z = 1.47 sample.
This is explained in Section 6.3.4. First, in order to select [Oii] emitters below the Hα flux limit (see
Figure 6.2), to assess the robustness and contamination of different selections, to investigate the range
of different emitters, and to allow the selection in sky areas where coverage is not available in both
filters, alternative approaches are considered.
Photometric redshift analysis
Multi-wavelength data can be used to effectively distinguish between line-emitters at different redshifts
(different emission lines) and separately obtain Hα and [Oii] selected samples of galaxies at z = 1.47
from the NBH and NB921 data-sets. Out of 5505 NB921 potential emitters (excluding stars) within the
UKIDSS UDS area, 2715 (≈ 50 %) have a > 3σ detection in the near-IR UKIDSS data (K <∼ 25 AB),
while all NBH emitters are detected in K. Robust photometric redshifts
4 are only available over a
matched 0.64 deg2 area, mostly due to the overlap with the Subaru data and the deep Spitzer coverage
(SpUDS), and for sources with K < 23. Photo-zs are available for 2575 NBH potential line emitters
and 1021 NB921 excess sources.
Figure 6.4 shows the photometric redshift distribution for the selected narrow-band emitters in
NBH (left panel) and NB921 (right panel) with available photometric redshifts in UDS, demonstrating
the common peak at z ∼ 1.4− 1.5, associated with the Hα/[Oii] lines being detected in each narrow-
band filter. In addition to this, the other peaks are easily identified as Hα at z = 0.4 and [Oiii]/Hβ
at z = 0.83 for the NB921 emitters.
Spectroscopic redshift analysis
Although an extensive spectroscopic sample is not yet available in the UKIDSS-UDS field (Almaini
et al. in prep.; Pearce et al. in prep.), matching the samples of emitters with all the spectroscopic
4The latest photometric redshifts for UDS present σ(∆z) = 0.015, where ∆z = (zphot − zspec)/(1 + zspec). The
fraction of outliers, defined as sources with ∆z > 3σ(∆z), is lower than 2%. These photometric redshifts were used in
Chapters 4 and 5.
5The area reduction by itself results in the loss of 297 NB921 emitters and reduces the sample of NBH line emitters
from 411 to 297. It should be noted, nonetheless, that faint sources (with no reliable photo-z information) and those
outside the photo-z area can still be further investigated by using colour-colour criteria.
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Figure 6.4: Left: photometric redshift distribution (peak of the probability distribution function for each
source) for the NBH emitter candidates. Right: the equivalent distribution for NB921 emitter candidates. Both
distributions peak at z ∼ 1.47, corresponding to Hα and [Oii] emitters, respectively, but other populations of
emitters are also found, such as Hα at z = 0.4 and Hβ/[Oiii] at z ∼ 0.83 for the NB921 data and Paschen-lines
at z < 1, [Oiii] at z ∼ 2.2 and [Oii] at z ∼ 3 for the NBH data. Lyα emitter candidates in the NB921 dataset
(51 with reliable photometric redshift within the SpUDS coverage) with photo-z of z ∼ 6− 7 are not shown.
Figure 6.5: A comparison between the best photometric redshifts in the UDS field and the robust spectro-
scopic redshift for such sources in UDS with spectroscopic redshift. NBH excess sources with spectroscopic
redshifts are all identified with a known emission line falling into the NBH filter. It is noteworthy that the
limited (and very biased towards the strongest line emitters and AGN) spectroscopic sample reveals that some
confirmed Hα emitters have photo-zs which place them at a higher and lower redshift – the use of NB921
data is able to identify these emitters which the photo-zs could miss. Vertical lines indicate the redshifts of
the main emission lines detected by the NBH filter, specifically [Ni] at z = 0.545, [Sviii] 9914 at z = 0.625,
[Oii] 7625 at z = 1.125, Hα at z = 1.47, [Oiii] 5007 at z = 2.23 and Hβ at z = 2.33.
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redshifts published in the literature in this field (Yamada et al., 2005; Simpson et al., 2006; ?; van
Breukelen et al., 2007; Ouchi et al., 2008; Smail et al., 2008; Ono et al., 2010)6 allows the spectroscopic
confirmation of 17 Hα emitters at z = 1.455−1.48 (over the full 0.78 deg2 area), two [Oiii] 5007 emitters
at z = 2.23, an Hβ emitter at z = 2.33, and three lower redshift emitters ([Ni] at z = 0.545, [Sviii] 9914
at z = 0.625 and [Oii] 7625 at z = 1.125), for the NBH data (see Figure 6.5). Furthermore, follow-
up spectroscopy with SINFONI on the VLT of 6 Hα candidates has resulted in confirming all those
sources, with spectroscopic redshifts 1.45− 1.47 (M. Swinbank et al. in prep.), and observations with
FMOS on Subaru have confirmed a further 8 Hα emitters (E. Curtis-Lake et al., in prep.), resulting
in a total of 31 confirmed z ∼ 1.47 Hα emitters.
For NB921 emitters, the limited spectroscopy confirms nine z = 0.4 Hα emitters, 12 z = 0.83
[Oiii] 5007 emitters, a z = 1.1 Hγ emitter, ten 4000Å breaks (in which the NB921 filter probed light
just to the red of the break, while the z′ band is dominated by emission shortward of the break,
resulting in an excess in NB921), eight [Oii] emitters at z = 1.47, nine z = 2.31 MgII emitters (AGN)
and a z = 3.87 CIII] emitter, among others.
Colour-colour separation of emitters
Colour-colour diagnosis can be valuable tools to explore the extremely deep broad-band photometry
available, particularly for sources with no photometric redshift information (either because they are
faint in the K band, or because they are found outside the matched Subaru-Spitzer area). In S09, the
BR − iK colour-colour diagram is shown to isolate z ∼ 0.8 emitters from lower and higher redshift
emitters. As Figure 6.6 shows, the same colour-colour separation is also suited to separate z ∼ 1.5
emitters from lower redshift emitters. Such colour-colour space is found to be particularly suited
to distinguish between the bulk of the NB921 emitters, as Figure 6.6 shows, clearly isolating Hα,
[OIII]/Hβ and [OII] emitters. Based on the spectroscopic confirmations and the reliable photometric
redshifts, empirical colour-colour selection criteria are defined (see Figure 6.6) to distinguish between
emitters. The same separation line produces relatively clean samples of z > 1.3 emitters for the NBH
sample. However, for this filter the Hα emitters at z ∼ 1.5 and the [OIII]/Hβ emitters at z ∼ 2 − 3
have similar BR − iK colour-colour distributions, and a new set of colours needs to be explored to
separate z ∼ 1.5 and z > 2 emitters, after using the BR − iK technique to remove low-z emitters.
As Figure 6.7 shows, i − z vs. z −K colours provide a good separation between z ∼ 1.5 and z > 2
emitters (the selection is similar to the widely used BzK method, but can separate z ∼ 1.5 galaxies
from those at z ∼ 2 and higher much more effectively), defining a colour-colour sub-space where Hα
emitters at z = 1.47 should be found.
These results demonstrate that a relatively good selection of z ∼ 1.5 emitters can be obtained using
just 5-band (BRiz′K) photometry. The BR − iK selection can be used to remove low-z emitters,
and a further izK analysis is capable of removing higher redshift emitters (although there’s little
contamination of the latter in the NB921 sample).
6See UKIDSS UDS website for a redshift compilation by O. Almaini.
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Figure 6.6: Top: The i−K vs. B−R (AB) colour-colour distribution of NB921 emitters, clearly separating
the 3 types of emitters that make the bulk of the sample of emitters. Simple lines for distinguishing these
emitters – supported by evolution tracks – are also shown. Bottom: An equivalent plot for the NBH emitters
(AB), again demonstrating that lower redshift emitters can be easily isolated from the z = 1.47 Hα emitters.
Higher redshift emitters, however, occupy a similar region, and can not be robustly isolated with this set of
colours alone. The two pivot points for the z ∼ 0.4 and z ∼ 0.8 separation are [0.63,0.84] and [1.71,2.77]; while
the two pivot points used to separate z ∼ 0.8 from z ∼ 1.5 are [0.26,0.89] and [1.17,3.39].
6.3.4 The dual narrow-band approach at z = 1.47
As Figure 6.1 demonstrates, the two narrow-band filter profiles are extremely well matched in redshift
(although the NB921 filter probes a slightly wider range in redshift). The match can be fully explored
to select robust Hα emitters at z = 1.47, as these should be detected as [Oii] emitters in NB921
(because of the depth of those data). Within the matched NBH-NB921 area (out of a sample of 297
NBH emitters), a sample of 178 dual-emitter sources is recovered. Figure 6.8 shows the photometric
redshift distribution of the double emitters, compared with the distribution of all NBH emitters with
photo-zs (for roughly the same area). The results clearly suggest that the dual-emitter candidate
criteria is able to recover essentially the entire population of z = 1.47 Hα emitters. Moreover, the
dual-emitter selection also recovers some sources with photometric redshifts which are higher and
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Figure 6.7: The z−K vs. i−z (AB) colour-colour distribution of NBH emitters, demonstrating a method to
distinguish between the population of z ∼ 1.47 Hα emitters, which dominate the sample, and higher redshift
emitters such as [Oiii] and Hβ emitters at z ∼ 2.2. The dashed line presents the simple separation used (in
combination with the removal of lower redshift emitters using the criteria in Figure 6.6) for sources with no
photometric redshifts. The colour separation is similar to the BzK selection, but by using the i− z colour it
better picks up the 4000Å break for z = 1.47 galaxies, thus separating them better from z ∼ 2 galaxies than
using B − z. The two pivot points for the z ∼ 2.2 and z ∼ 1.47 separation are [0.09,1.50] and [0.49,3.96].
lower than z = 1.47 and that would have been missed by a simple photo-z selection. Interestingly,
some of these are confirmed to be Hα emitters at z = 1.47 by the available spectroscopic redshifts
(see Figure 6.5), indicating that their selection by the dual-emitter technique is reliable.
Searching for low [Oii] EWs Hα emitters
Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of [Oii]/Hα line ratios for the emitters selected in both narrow-
band filters. In order to ensure maximum completeness at the faintest [Oii] fluxes, and minimise any
possible biases, a search for extra Hα emitters with significant (Σ > 3) NB921 colour-excess but low
[Oii] EWs (i.e. waiving the 25Å EW requirement), is conducted. This yields 12 additional sources
above the NB921 flux limit. All of these additional sources present colours and photometric redshifts
consistent with being genuine z ∼ 1.47 sources and probe down to the lowest [Oii]/Hα line fractions
(see Figure 6.9); their colours are consistent with being sources affected by higher dust extinction.
These 12 sources are included in the robust double-emitter sample.
The completeness of the Hα-[Oii] double selection
The completeness limit on the [Oii]/Hα flux ratio (see Figure 6.9) indicates that the deep NB921
flux limit guarantees a very high completeness of the dual-emitter sample, and suggests that the
small number of sources that photo-zs indicate as being at z ∼ 1.47, but which are not NB921 excess
sources, are actually at other redshifts. To test this further, the photometric redshift and colour-colour
selections are applied in the same matched sky area. These identify 32 Hα candidate sources which
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Figure 6.8: The photometric redshift distribution of simultaneous NBH & NB921 narrow-band emitters when
compared to all NBH emitters within the NB921 imaging area. By matching both samples, it is possible to
define a robust sample of Hα&[Oii] emitters without the need for colour or photometric redshift selection.
Note that emitters with K > 23 AB are not found in the photo-z catalogue, and therefore not shown in the
figure.
are not selected by the dual-emitter approach. Four of these sources have spectroscopic redshifts
available, and all four of these are indeed spectroscopically confirmed to lie at different redshifts
(cf. Figure 6.5). Of the remaining 28, 18 sources have significantly negative excesses in NB921,
and the remaining 10 have < 3Σ excesses which would correspond to a range of NB921 line fluxes
from ∼ 0.1 − 1 × 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. If real, these line fluxes would imply very low [Oii]/Hα flux
ratios, indicating that the sources must be highly extinguished; however, their UV and optical colours
appear inconsistent with such high extinction (see Section 6.5.6). Thus, these sources are likely to
be a mixture of other line emitters of weaker emission lines close to Hα (e.g. [Nii], [Sii]), which the
photometric redshifts are not sufficiently accurate to distinguish (see Chapter 3).
6.3.5 Selecting Hα and [Oii] z = 1.47 emitters
Hα emitters at z = 1.47
Section 6.3.4 shows that with the flux limits of this study, the NBH-NB921 is clearly a clean and highly
complete means of selecting z = 1.47 Hα emitters. The sample of robust Hα emitters at z = 1.47 is
therefore derived solely by using the dual-emitter selection, within the matched area. This results in
the selection of very robust 190 Hα-[Oii] sources at z = 1.47.
[Oii] emitters at z = 1.47
In order to select [Oii] emitters, in addition to the dual-emitter selection at bright fluxes, both photo-
zs and(or) colours are used. In particular, the z = 1.47 [Oii] candidates are defined to be narrow-band
excess sources with zmin < 1.47 < zmax (where zmin and zmax are the 3-σ redshift limits of the
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Figure 6.9: The distribution of the [Oii]/Hα line ratios for the robust sample of 190 simultaneous Hα-[Oii]
line emitters at z = 1.47 (the shaded region represents the 12 sources with the low [Oii] EWs). The vertical
dashed line represents the lowest line ratio that the combined survey is able to probe at the lowest Hα fluxes;
this shows that the [Oii] survey is deep enough to recover essentially all Hα emitters and that the line flux
distribution is not a result of a bias caused by insufficient sensitivity at the lowest line flux ratios.
principle peak in the photometric redshift probability distribution – photo-zs of emitters have a typical
∆z of ≈ 0.13) or those that are found within the defined BR− iK colour-colour space (B −R < 0.26
or i −K > 4.92 or i −K > 4.121(B − R) + 1.349; see Figure 6.6). Even though the contamination
from higher redshift (z > 1.5) emitters (such as MgII) is likely to be low, the colour-colour selection
presented in Figure 6.7 is also applied (i− z < 0.24 or z −K > 5.33 or z −K > 6.15(i− z) + 1.394),
to remove potential higher redshift (z > 1.5) emitters. This results in a sample of 1379 [Oii] selected
emitters down to the flux limit of the survey. However, as noted before, many faint NB921 emitters are
not detected in at least one of the bands necessary for the colour-colour identification, and therefore are
not included directly in the [Oii] sample. Section 6.4.3 investigates how this can bias the determination
of the faint-end of the luminosity function and derives a correction to account for the sources which
are missed.
6.4 Hα and [OII] Luminosity functions
6.4.1 Contribution from adjacent lines
While the NB921 filter can measure the [Oii] emission line (which, in fact, is a doublet) without
contamination from any other line, this is not the case for NBH and the Hα line. The nearby [Nii]
emission lines can contribute to the NBH emission flux, and therefore both EWs and fluxes will
be a sum of [Nii] and Hα. The limited spectroscopic follow-up in the H band with SINFONI (M.
Swinbank et al. in prep.) provides good enough S/N and spectral resolution to compute individual
[Nii] fractions/corrections. The data show a range of [Nii] fractions between 0.1–0.4 and, despite
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being a limited sample, the results are broadly consistent with Equation 3.3, which estimates the [Nii]
contamination as a function of total rest-frame EW0([Nii]+Hα). For the analysis presented in this
work, the polynomial approximation used in Chapter 3 has been re-computed using a higher order
polynomial which is able to reproduce the full SDSS relation between the average, log([Nii]/Hα) (f),
and logEW0([Nii]+Hα), E: f=-0.924+4.802E-8.892E
2+6.701E3-2.27E4+0.279E5. This relation is
used to correct all Hα fluxes in this work. The average correction for the z = 1.47 sample is 0.22
(average rest-frame EW0(Hα+[Nii]) of 130Å).
6.4.2 Individual line completeness
It is fundamental to understand how complete the samples are as a function of line flux. This is done
using simulations, as described in Chapter 3. Briefly, the simulations consider two major components
driving the incompleteness fraction: the detection completeness (which depends on the actual imaging
depth and the apertures used) and the incompleteness resulting from the selection (both EW and
colour significance). The first component is studied individually per frame, by adding a set of fake
galaxies with a given input magnitude to each frame and obtaining both the recovery fraction and the
recovered magnitude. The second component is studied by using non-selected emitters, and adding an
emission line with a given flux to all those in order to study the fraction recovered. In an improvement
to Chapter 3, sources classed as stars and those occupying the z < 1 region of the BR-iK diagram
are not used in this simulation – this results in a set of galaxies with an input magnitude distribution
which is very well-matched to the z = 1.47 population, providing a more realistic sample to study the
line completeness of the survey for z = 1.47 Hα emitters. By taking this approach, the observed H
band magnitude distribution is quite different from that of all detections, as can be seen in Figure
6.10. Indeed, by using the entire population of detections, the number of bright sources with low
equivalent widths is over-estimated, and thus an overall lower completeness fraction is derived. Figure
6.11 compares the completeness fraction as a function of input line flux for simulations using all sources
and for those using only z > 1 galaxies (rejecting potential stars and using the BR-iK colour-colour
selection).
For each recovered source, a detection completeness is associated, based on its new magnitude.
The results (survey average) can be found in Figure 6.11, but it should be noted that because of
the differences in depth, simulations are conducted for each individual frame, and the appropriate
completeness corrections applied accordingly when computing the luminosity function.
A similar procedure is followed for the NB921 data (average results are also shown in Figure 6.11);
corrections are also derived and used individually for each field, although the differences in depth are
not as significant as for the NBH data. Similarly to the NBH analysis, non-emitter sources which
are classed as stars and low redshift (z < 1) are rejected when studying how the completeness of the
survey varies with line flux in order to better estimate how complete the survey is specifically for
z = 1.5 line emitters.
For any completeness correction applied, an uncertainy of 20% of the size of the correction is added
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Figure 6.10: Observed H band magnitude (R rest-frame at z = 1.47) distributions for the two samples used
in the completeness simulations. Note the difference between the samples at bright magnitudes: while the
sample of likely z > 1 galaxies presents a strong peak at faint magnitudes and a relatively sharp decline for
brighter magnitudes, the sample containing all detections presents a much broader distribution, including a
much shallower decay at bright magnitudes.
Figure 6.11: A study of the completeness fraction (defined as the fraction of sources with a given flux recov-
ered by the selection against the actual number of sources with that flux) in order to address incompleteness
as a function of line flux for both NBH and NB921 samples in the SXDF-UKIDSS-UDS field. Note that both
image detection and colour-magnitude selection are taken into account as these are both sources of incom-
pleteness, and that sources identified as stars or at z < 1 are not included in the studies. For comparison, for
the NBH filter the completeness fraction as a function of input line flux is also shown when calculated using
the entire sample. The results confirm the flux limit computed for both bands (down to ∼ 3σ), and allow to
compute individual completeness corrections that will be used when evaluating the luminosity functions.
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Figure 6.12: Fraction of [Oii] and non-[Oii] NB921 emitters (amongst those with K detections, allowing for
a colour-colour separation) as a function of emission line flux. A significant number of potential line emitters
are not in the final [Oii] colour-selected sample as they are not detected in the K band imaging; the fraction
of all emitters with a K detection is also shown.
in quadrature to the other uncertainties to account for possible inaccuracies in the simulations.
6.4.3 [Oii] selection completeness
A significant fraction of NB921-selected emitters do not have photometric redshifts (79%), and half
of the sample is undetected in K above the 3σ limit. Therefore, these cannot be robustly classified,
implying they are not included in the [Oii] sample, even though at least some of them may well be
genuine [Oii] emitters at z = 1.47. This can cause a potentially significant incompleteness in the
[Oii] sample, resulting in an underestimation of the luminosity function. In order to investigate this
source of incompleteness and its effect in the determination of the luminosity function, the fraction
of emitters with K detections (which generally sets the limit for colour-colour selection, as the other
bands used are significantly deeper - though even in the optical bands typically 33% of the sources
are undetected) is studied as a function of line flux. As Figure 6.12 shows, the fraction of NB921
excess sources with K detections falls as a function of decreasing line fluxes, suggesting that the
incompleteness is higher at the lowest fluxes. This can have implications for determinations of the
faint end slope of the luminosity function. Note that other studies at this redshift do not discuss, or
appear to take account of, this potential bias.
Figure 6.12 also shows that, for the classifiable sources, the fraction of [Oii] emitters rises with
decreasing flux at the highest fluxes, and then seems to remain relatively flat at ∼ 60% down to
the lowest fluxes. Assuming that this same distribution is true for the unclassified sources (which is
likely, since the [Oii] fraction also remains roughly constant with K–band magnitude for the faintest K
magnitudes probed), it is possible to estimate a correction at a given flux that is given by the ratio of
the classifiable sources to all sources at that flux. This is equivalent to including unclassified emitters
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in the luminosity function calculation with a weight that is given by the fraction of [Oii] emitters at
that flux. An uncertainty corresponding to 20% of this correction is added in quadrature to the other
uncertainties.
6.4.4 Volume: Hα and [Oii] surveys
Assuming the top-hat (TH) model for the NBH filter (FWHM of 211.1 Å, with λ
TH
min = 1.606µm and
λTHmax = 1.627µm), the Hα survey probes a volume of 2.667×105 Mpc3. When matched to the NB921
coverage, this is reduced to 2.2872× 105 Mpc3 due to the reduction in area – the matched FWHM is
the same. While this is the total volume probed for the common flux limit over the entire coverage,
each pointing reaches a slightly different flux limit, and therefore at the faintest fluxes the volume is
smaller (as only one pointing is able to probe those). This is taken into account when determining
the luminosity function: only areas with a flux limit above the flux (luminosity) bin being calculated
are actually taken into account. In practice, this results in only using ∼ one quarter of the total area
for the faintest bin (with this being derived from the deeper WFCAM pointing).
Assuming a top-hat model for the NB921 filter, (FHWM of 132 Å, with λTHmin = 0.9130µm and
λTHmax = 0.9262µm), the [Oii] survey probes a volume (over 0.67 deg
2) of 2.5102 × 105 Mpc3 when
assuming a single line at 3727Å, and a volume of 2.6363× 105 Mpc3 using the fact that the [Oii] line
is actually a doublet; 3726.1Å and 3728.8Å. For simplicity, because the change in volume is less than
5 per cent (and therefore much less than the errors), and for consistency with other authors (allowing
a better comparison), the volume used assumes a single line.
6.4.5 Filter Profiles: volume and line ratio biases
Neither NBH or NB921 filter profiles are perfect top-hats. Figure 6.1 presents the filter profiles and
how they compare. In order to evaluate the effect of this bias on estimating the volume (luminous
emitters will be detectable over larger volumes – although, if seen in the filter wings, they will be
detected as fainter emitters), a series of simulations is done. Briefly, a top-hat volume selection is
used to compute a first-pass (input) luminosity function and derive the best Schechter Function fit.
The fit is used to generate a population of simulated Hα emitters (assuming they are distributed
uniformly across 1.40 < z < 1.52); these are then folded through the true filter profile, from which a
recovered luminosity function is determined. Studying the difference between the input and recovered
luminosity functions shows that the number of bright emitters is underestimated, while faint emitters
are slightly over-estimated (c.f. Chapter 3 for details). This allows correction factors to be estimated
– these are then used to obtain the corrected luminosity function.
Figure 6.1 also shows how the NBH and NB921 filters are very well matched, although the [Oii]
coverage is slightly wider than the Hα coverage. In order to evaluate how this might affect the results
on line ratios, a series of simulations is done. Simulated [Oii]+Hα emitters are distributed uniformly
in a volume defined by 1.40 < z < 1.52, which contains the entire transmission regions of both profiles.
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Figure 6.13: Top: the variation of the measured [Oii]/Hα line ratio as a function of galaxy redshift due to
the small differences in the transmission function of both filter profiles. Note that the flux limit (in units of
erg s−1 cm−2) also varies very significantly as a function of redshift, and thus line ratios are likely to be correct
to within less than 20% for the large bulk of the sample. Bottom: by using the Hα luminosity function to
produce a population of galaxies distributed over a wider redshift range than the filter profile, it is possible
to use both NBH and NB921 filter profiles to study in a simple way the distribution of the ratio between the
recovered and input line fractions. The results recover the input line fraction with 17% standard deviation
and with less than 1% recovered with a line fraction increased by more than +50%.
Emitters are given a wide range of Hα fluxes based on the observed Hα luminosity function, and [Oii]
fluxes corresponding to [Oii]/Hα line ratios between 0.1 and 1.0. The real filter profiles are then used
to recover, for each emitter, both the [Oii] and Hα fluxes, and therefore allow the study of both the
recovered line fluxes and the recovered line ratios. Based on these results – presented in Figure 6.13
– the line ratios should be accurate within ∼ 20%.
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6.4.6 Extinction Correction
The Hα emission line is not immune to dust extinction, although it is considerably less affected than
the [Oii] emission line. Measuring the extinction for each source can in principle be done by several
methods, ranging from spectroscopic analysis of Balmer decrements to a comparison between Hα and
far-infrared determined SFRs, but such data are currently not available.
In this Section, the analysis of the Hα luminosity function is done using AHα = 1 mag of extinction
at Hα7, as this allows an easy comparison with the bulk of other studies which have used the same
approach. Some studies have used a Hα dependent extinction correction – either derived from Garn
et al. (2010), or the one derived from Hopkins et al. (2001). However, Section 6.5 suggests that at
least the overall normalization of such a relation at z ∼ 1.5 is significantly lower (dust extinction is
not as high as predicted for the very high luminosities probed) and that this therefore over-predicts
dust-extinction corrections by ∼ 0.5 mag. Finally, the [Oii] luminosity function is presented without
any correction for extinction, in order to directly compare it with the bulk of other studies. Detailed
extinction corrections and a discussion regarding those are presented in Section 6.5.
6.4.7 Hα Luminosity Function at z = 1.47 and Evolution
By taking all Hα selected emitters, the luminosity function is computed. As previously described, it
is firstly assumed that the NBH filter is a perfect top-hat, but the method fully described in Chapter
3 is applied to correct for the real profile (see Section 6.4.5). Candidate Hα emitters are assumed to
be all at z = 1.47 (as far as luminosity distance is concerned). Results can be found in Figure 6.14.













In the log form the Schechter function is given by:
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A Schechter function is fitted to the Hα luminosity function, with the best fit resulting in:
logL∗Hα = 42.50± 0.23 erg s−1; log φ∗Hα = −2.44± 0.33 Mpc−3; αHα = −1.6± 0.4
The best-fit function is also shown in Figure 6.14, together with the luminosity functions determined
by Ly et al. (2007) – extending the work by Gallego et al. (1995) – at z ≈ 0 and that from Shioya et al.
(2008) at z = 0.24. Also presented on Figure 6.14 are luminosity functions from the other HiZELS
redshifts. In order to guarantee a fully consistent view, the z = 0.84 luminosity function displayed
here has been re-computed from that in Chapter 3. The new luminosity function uses the revised
catalogues presented in Chapters 4 and 5, and uses new completeness corrections, re-computed fluxes
and the rest-frame EW dependent [NII] correction. The changes to the luminosity function are only
7Corresponding to ∼ 1.76 mag of extinction at [Oii] for a Calzetti et al. (2000) extintion law.
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Figure 6.14: The Hα luminosity function evolution, determined with unprecedented detail up to z ∼ 2.3.
The new measurement at z = 1.47 is combined with re-computed measurements from Chapter 3 and other
narrow-band studies (Gallego et al., 1995; Ly et al., 2007; Shioya et al., 2008; Geach et al., 2008; Hayes et al.,
2010; Tadaki et al., 2011). This confirms the strong L∗Hα evolution from z = 0 to z = 2.23.
minor. At z = 2.23, the luminosity function has also been re-calculated by combining the results from
Geach et al. (2008), with new ultra-deep measurements of the faint end by Hayes et al. (2010) – using
HAWK-I on VLT – and Tadaki et al. (2011) – using MOIRCS on Subaru. Best fits for the HiZELS
luminosity functions at z = 0.84, z = 1.47 and z = 2.23 are presented in Table 6.2.
The results confirm the strong evolution from the local Universe to z = 2.23 and provide further
insight. In particular, while there is significant evolution up to z ∼ 0.8, the Hα luminosity functions at
z ∼ 0.8, z ∼ 1.47 and z ∼ 2.23 (including the ultra-deep measurement by Hayes et al., 2010) seem to
agree well at the lowest luminosities probed (below log LHα ∼ 42.0 erg s−1) in normalisation and slope
– all consistent with a relatively steep value of α ∼ −1.6. A similar α is found by Ly et al. (2011).
In contrast, at the bright end, L∗Hα is clearly seen to continue to increase from z = 0.84 to z = 1.47
and to z = 2.23, with log L∗ ∝ 0.6z. This implies that the bulk of the evolution from z = 2.23 to
z ∼ 1 is happening for the most luminous Hα emitters (LHα > 1042 erg s−1), which greatly decrease
their number density as the Universe ages: the faint-end number densities seem to remain relatively
unchanged.
6.4.8 The [Oii] Luminosity function at z = 1.47 and Evolution
The [Oii] luminosity function at z = 1.47 (not corrected for dust extinction) is shown in Figure
6.15. Note that this includes corrections for i) incompleteness in both detection and flux selection,
ii) incompleteness in the redshift selection of [Oii] emitters and iii) correction for the filter profile not
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Table 6.2: The luminosity function and star-formation rate density evolution at the peak of the star formation
history as seen by HiZELS at z = 0.84, z = 1.47 and z = 2.23; assuming 1 mag extinction at Hα. Columns
present the redshift, break of the luminosity function, L∗Hα, normalisation, φ
∗
Hα and faint-end slope of the
luminosity function, α. The 3 right columns present the star formation rate density at each redshift based on
integrating the luminosity function down to the given luminosity limit (in log erg s−1). Star formation rate
densities include a correction for AGN contamination of 10% at z = 0.84 (c.f. Garn et al. 2010) and 15% at
both z = 1.47 and z = 2.23.
Epoch L∗Hα φ
∗
Hα αHα ρSFRHα 42 ρSFRHα 40 ρSFRHα All
(z) erg s−1 Mpc−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3
z = 0.84 ± 0.02 42.25 ± 0.16 −2.36 ± 0.29 −1.66 ± 0.34 0.03 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.06
z = 1.47 ± 0.02 42.50 ± 0.23 −2.44 ± 0.33 −1.6 ± 0.4 0.06 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.05
z = 2.23 ± 0.02 43.07 ± 0.24 −2.93 ± 0.41 −1.60 ± 0.21 0.12 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.09 0.22 ± 0.10
being a perfect tophat. The fully-corrected [Oii] luminosity function is found to be well-fitted by a
Schechter function, with the best fit resulting in:
logL∗[OII] = 41.71± 0.09 erg s
−1; log φ∗[OII] = −2.01± 0.10 Mpc
−3; α[OII] = −0.9± 0.2
The results are compared with other studies at different redshifts (Hogg et al., 1998b; Gallego
et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2007; Ly et al., 2007; Bayliss et al., 2011) – all uncorrected for dust
extinction – and shown in Figure 6.15. The comparison reveals a significant evolution in the [Oii]
luminosity function from z ≈ 0 to z = 1.47. Such evolution seems to be simply described by a φ∗ and
L∗ evolution up to z ∼ 0.9 and a continuing L∗ evolution from z ∼ 0.9 up to z ∼ 2, in line with the
results for the evolution of the Hα luminosity function. It should also be noted that there is good
agreement with the Ly et al. (2007) luminosity function at the same redshift derived from a smaller
area, but at a similar depth.
The correction for redshift/emitter selection is found to be particularly important at faint fluxes,
setting the slope of the faint-end of the luminosity function (although it has little effect on the values
of L∗ and φ∗). If no correction for unclassified sources is applied, the best-fit Schechter function
yields α ≈ −0.2 (compared to the corrected best-fit of α ≈ −0.9). In the extreme case where all the
non-selectable emitters are assumed to be [Oii], it would yield α ≈ −1.8. This makes it clear that the
crucial data that one needs in order to improve the determination of the faint-end slope is not new,
deeper NB921 data, but rather significantly deeper multi-wavelength (or spectroscopic) data, which
will enable to completely distinguish between different line emitters at faint fluxes (or at least provide
a more robust correction by classifying a much higher fraction of emitters).
6.4.9 Evolution of the Hα and [Oii] Luminosity Functions
Robust measurements of the evolution of both the Hα and [Oii] luminosity functions up to z ∼ 2 have
been presented. The results reveal that there is a strong, and consistent, evolution of both luminosity
functions. Moreover, while the evolution up to z ∼ 1 can be described as both an increase of the
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Figure 6.15: The [Oii] luminosity function derived from this study, at z = 1.47 and a comparison with
measurements at different redshifts from Gallego et al. (2002); Takahashi et al. (2007); Ly et al. (2007);
Bayliss et al. (2011) and with a measurement at the same redshift (using the same narrow-band filter, but on
a different field) by Ly et al. (2007). There is a clear evolution in the [Oii] luminosity function, at least up to
z ∼ 2.
typical luminosity (L∗) and an increase of the overall normalization of the luminosity functions (φ∗),
at z > 1 the bulk of the evolution is driven by a continuous increase in L∗. The current results also
show that the faint-end slope (and the number density of the faintest star-forming galaxies probed)
seems to remain relatively unchanged during the peak of the star formation history (z ∼ 1 − 2).
Of course, the latter does not imply, at all, that the faint population is not evolving. Furthermore,
particularly beyond z ∼ 1, AGN contamination at the highest luminosities could still be polluting the
view of the evolution of the star-forming population.
6.4.10 The star formation rate density at z = 1.47
The best-fit Schechter function fit to the Hα luminosity function can be used to estimate the star
formation rate density at z = 1.47. The standard calibration of Kennicutt (1998) is used to convert
the extinction-corrected Hα luminosity to a star formation rate:
SFR(Myr
−1) = 7.9× 10−42 LHα (erg s−1), (6.5)
which assumes continuous star formation, Case B recombination at Te = 10
4 K and a Salpeter initial
mass function ranging from 0.1–100 M. A constant 1 magnitude of extinction is assumed for the
analysis, as this is a commonly adopted approach which is a good approximation at least for the
local Universe. Section 6.5 will investigate this further based on the analysis of emission-line ratios,
revealing that AHα ∼ 1.0 mag for the sample presented in this Chapter. A 15% AGN contamination is
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Figure 6.16: The star formation rate density and its evolution with redshift up to z ∼ 2.3 using Hα only,
but also including the [Oii] measurement presented in this paper (assuming 1 magnitude of extinction at Hα)
and compared to estimates at different redshifts from the literature. Darker circles represent the results from
Hα studies which are also shown in Figure 13. This confirms a strong evolution in the star formation rate
density over the last ∼ 10 Gyrs, with a flattening or slow decline over 1 < z < 2 and a sharp decrease from
z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0.
also assumed (Garn et al. 2010 found AGN ∼ 10% contamination at z = 0.84, but the contamination
is likely to be higher at higher redshift and the slightly higher flux limit of this sample). Down to the
survey limit (after extinction correction, LHα = 10
42erg s−1), one finds ρSFR = 0.07 ± 0.01 M yr−1
Mpc−3; a complete integration extrapolating to zero luminosity yields ρSFR = 0.16 ± 0.05 M yr−1
Mpc−3. Furthermore, by using the standard Kennicutt (1998) calibration of [Oii] as a star formation
tracer (calibrated using Hα),
SFR(Myear
−1) = 1.4× 10−41 L[OII] (ergs s−1), (6.6)
it is also possible to derive an [Oii] estimate of the star formation rate density at the same redshift,
by using the complete integral of the [Oii] luminosity function determined at z = 1.47, and assuming
the same 1 magnitude of extinction at Hα. This yields ρSFR = 0.17 ± 0.04 M yr−1 Mpc−3, in very
good agreement with the measurement obtained from Hα.
By taking advantage of the other HiZELS measurements, and other Hα based measurements,
it is possible to construct a full and consistent view of the Hα-based star formation history of the
Universe. This is done by integrating all derived luminosity functions down to a ∼common luminosity
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limit of LHα=10
41.5erg s−1. The results are presented in Figure 6.16, revealing a strong rise in the star
formation activity of the Universe up to z ∼ 1 and a flattening or a small continuous increase beyond
that out to z > 2.
6.5 The matched Hα-[Oii] view
This section presents a detailed comparison of [Oii] and Hα luminosities and line flux ratios (observed
and corrected for dust-extinction) as a function of galaxy colour, mass and luminosity for the sample
of matched Hα and [Oii] emitters at z = 1.47. These are compared with equivalent results for a
similarly-selected sample at z ∼ 0.1 drawn from the SDSS.
6.5.1 A SDSS sample at z ∼ 0.1
In order to compare the z = 1.47 Hα+[Oii] sample with a large local sample and provide a further
insight into any important correlations between line fractions and dust-extinction, mass and colour, an
SDSS sample was used. Data were extracted from the MPA SDSS derived data products catalogues8.
The sample was defined to emulate a narrow-band slice at 0.07 < z < 0.1 (chosen to be distant enough
so that the fibers capture the majority of the light – typically ∼ 3 − 4 kpc diameter, but not too far
out in redshift to guarantee that the sensitivity is still very high and the measurements are accurate).
The sample was selected by further imposing a requirement that LHα > 10
40.6 erg s−1 (observed, not
aperture or dust extinction corrected); this guarantees high S/N line ratios and that the vast majority
of sources are detected in [Oii] as well, allowing unbiased estimates of the line ratio distribution, as
well as the detection of other emission lines (Oiii], Hβ and [Nii]) that can be used to distinguish
between AGN and star-forming galaxies (c.f. Rola et al., 1997; Brinchmann et al., 2004). Among
17354 SDSS z ∼ 0.1 Hα emitters, 498 were classified as AGN, implying a ∼ 3 per cent contamination.
Potential AGN were removed from the sample. Emission line fluxes are aperture corrected following
a similar procedure as in Garn & Best (2010) – i.e., by using the ratio between the fiber estimated
mass and the total mass of each galaxy. For 32 galaxies where the catalogued fiber mass is higher
than the catalogued total mass, an aperture correction factor of 1.0 was assigned. For those in which
the fiber mass had not been determined, the average correction for the total mass of that galaxy was
assigned. The median fraction of flux within the SDSS apertures is 32%. Note that the even though
these aperture corrections change the total fluxes, line ratios remain unchanged. Finally, in order to
provide a more direct comparison with the sample at z = 1.47, an EW cut of 20 Å in Hα was applied
(to mimic the selection done at z = 1.47), and galaxies with lower EWs were excluded (1701 galaxies).
The final SDSS sample contains 14451 star-forming Hα selected galaxies at 0.07 < z < 0.1.
8See http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.ed/SDSS/
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6.5.2 Calibrating [Oii]/Hα line ratio as a dust extinction probe
Due to the difference in rest-frame wavelength of the [Oii] and Hα emission lines, and both emission-
lines being tracers of recent star-formation, the [Oii]/Hα line ratio is sensitive to dust-extinction, even
though metallicity can affect the line ratio as well. After correcting for dust extinction (using the
Balmer decrement), several studies find a [Oii]/Hα average of ≈ 1.0 − 1.4 in the local Universe (c.f.
Kewley et al., 2004).
The Hα/Hβ line ratio (Balmer decrement) is widely used as an extinction estimator, particularly
up to z ∼ 0.4, as it is relatively easy to obtain both emission lines. As the SDSS-derived sample is
able to obtain reliable fluxes for the [Oii], Hβ and Hα emission lines, it is possible to investigate (and
potentially calibrate) [Oii]/Hα as a dust-extinction indicator, using the Balmer decrement directly.
As Figure 6.17 shows, [Oii]/Hα is relatively well correlated with Hα/Hβ, indicating that it is possible
to use [Oii]/Hα to probe dust extinction within the observed scatter. For each galaxy in the SDSS-
derived sample at z ∼ 0.1, Hα/Hβ line fluxes are measured and used to estimate the extinction at










where 2.86 is the assumed intrinsic Hα/Hβ line flux ratio, appropriate for Case B recombination,
temperature of T = 104 K and an electron density of ne = 10
2 cm−3 (Brocklehurst, 1971). The
Calzetti et al. (2000) dust attenuation law is used to calculate the values of kλ ≡ Aλ/E(B − V ) at
the wavelengths of the Hα and Hβ emission lines, resulting in:
AHα = 6.531 log10 Hα/Hβ − 2.981. (6.8)
By using the Calzetti law, it is also possible to write a similar relation by using [Oii]/Hα:
AHα = −2.296 log10[OII]/Hα+ 2.29 log10(R0), (6.9)
where R0 is the unknown intrinsic [Oii]/Hα, but the slope of the relation is fully determined. Figure
6.17 shows that the Calzetti law matches the global trend well, but fails to predict the fine details. The
failure to match the data perfectly results from a combination of different factors. The Calzetti et al.
law does not include important variations of the intrinsic [Oii]/Hα line fraction with e.g. metallicity.
The Calzetti et al. extinction law is also based on a relatively small number of local galaxies, and,
most of all, it is based on continuum light, and not on emission-lines. However, it is possible to
obtain a much better fit to the relation between [Oii]/Hα (Ψ) and Balmer decrement with a 4th
order polynomial (shown in Figure 16), and to derive an empirical relation between AHα directly from
Hα/Hβ:
AHα = −4.30Ψ4 − 11.30Ψ3 − 7.39Ψ2 − 2.94Ψ + 0.31 (6.10)
with a scatter of 0.28 mag (in AHα). The scatter may be driven by the range of metallicities within
the sample, as galaxies will have slightly different intrinsic [Oii]/Hα line ratios.
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Figure 6.17: The variation of [Oii]/Hα line ratios as a function of Hα/Hβ ratios for SDSS (Balmer decrement),
showing that they correlate well, and therefore it is possible to calibrate the observed [Oii]/Hα line ratio as
a dust extinction indicator. Binned median values and the best polynomial fit are also shown, together with
the prediction from the Calzetti et al. extinction law.
The SDSS data can be used to investigate how the offset of a galaxy from the [Oii]/Hα vs Hα/Hβ
relation depends upon metallicity, and thus it is possible to measure the extent to which the [Oii]/Hα
line ratio can be used to probe extinction, without metallicity biases. Here, the O3N2 indicator
(Pettini and Pagel, 2004) is used as a tracer of metallicity (the gas-phase abundance of oxygen relative
to hydrogen), computed by using:
12 + log 10(O/H) = 8.73− 0.32× log10(O3Hβ/N2Hα), (6.11)
where O3Hβ is the line flux ratio [Oiii]5007/Hβ and N2Hα is the line flux ratio [Nii]6584/Hα. This
indicator has the main advantages of i) using emission lines which have very similar wavelengths, thus
being essentially independent of dust attenuation and ii) having a unique metallicity for each line
flux ratio. Figure 6.18 shows the difference between AHα computed with the empirical [Oii]/Hα and
AHα estimated directly from the Balmer decrement, as a function of metallicity. For comparison, the
Calzetti law prediction is also shown, emphasizing that the mismatch between the latter law and the
observational data is mostly due to the the effect of metallicity on the [Oii]/Hα ratio, which is not
taken into account by Calzetti, but is incorporated in the empirical calibration presented in this work.
The results suggest that even if galaxies at z = 1.47 have different metallicities from those in SDSS,
no significant offset (within the scatter, ±0.3 mag) is expected when estimating AHα from [Oii]/Hα
for a wide range of metallicities.
For the remaining of the analysis, AHα is computed as in equation 12, both for the z = 1.47 and
the SDSS samples. It should be noted that the qualitative and quantitative results remain unchanged
if Balmer decrements are used instead to estimate AHα for the SDSS galaxies, and that qualitative
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Figure 6.18: The difference between AHα estimated using equation 12 and directly using the Balmer decre-
ment, as a function of a metallicity (from Equation 13). The results show that the empirical calibration
derived is able to use [Oii]/Hα line ratios as dust extinction probe without any significant bias for a relatively
wide range of metallicities/abundances. A comparison with what would be obtained using the Calzetti law
directly is also shown, highlighting that the polynomial fit is able to provide a calibration of [Oii]/Hα which
is less affected by metallicities. Solar metallicity corresponds to 12+log 10 of 8.66; the figure presents metal-
licities varying from ≈ 0.2 to ≈ 2.2 solar metallicities. Note that while Equation 12 provides reliable results
(without any significant systematics/biases) for galaxies with abundances (12+log 10) from 8.2 to 8.75, it will
overestimate the median AHα by about +0.2 mag for very sub-solar and very super-solar metallicity galaxies.
results also remain unchanged if the Calzetti law/best linear fit is used instead of the polynomial fit.
The sample of Hα emitters at z = 0.1 presents AHα = 0.97 ± 0.42, while the sample of Hα emitters
at z = 1.47 presents AHα = 1.0± 0.6.
6.5.3 [Oii]-Hα luminosity correlation at z = 1.47 and z ∼ 0.1
Figure 6.9 presents the distribution of [Oii]/Hα line ratios for the z = 1.47 sample. While it reveals a
relatively wide range within the sample, (≈ 0.08− 1.2), it also shows that down to the Hα flux limit,
the line ratio distribution peaks at ≈ 0.5 (a bit above the median value, ≈ 0.45). In the SDSS-derived
sample, the line ratios show a similar range from 0.1 − 1 (c.f. Hopkins et al., 2003) and the median
observed line ratio is found to peak at ≈ 0.4. Thus, even though the Hα and [Oii] luminosities in
the z = 1.47 sample are much higher than those probed locally, the typical line ratio, if anything, is
higher, indicating lower extinction.
This is investigated in more detail in Figure 6.19, which shows how the Hα and [Oii] luminosities
(not corrected for extinction) correlate over the range of luminosities probed by SDSS at z ∼ 0.1 and
HiZELS at z = 1.47. Lines of constant extinction (in Hα) are also shown. It is noteworthy that at
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Figure 6.19: A comparison between observed [Oii] and Hα luminosities (not corrected for dust-extinction)
for samples at z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 1.5. The correlation between observed luminosities seem to evolve very little in
the last ∼ 9 Gyrs, revealing a typical 1 mag of extinction at Hα for the probed luminosities. Lines of constant
extinction are also shown – note that these are not evenly spaced due to the use of the non-linear relation
(Equation 12).
a given observed Hα luminosity, the median [Oii] luminosities are slightly higher (indicating lower
median extinction) at the higher redshift. Both samples show weak trends for increasing extinction
with increasing luminosity. Furthermore, it should be noted that the simple assumption that both
samples present a typical constant extinction of 1 magnitude is a relatively good approximation.
Hopkins et al. (2001) find that there is a correlation between SFR and AHα, and so argue that it is
possible to estimate (statistical) dust extinction corrections based on observed SFRs, particularly for
Hα (but also for the [Oii]-derived SFRs); their relation has been used to apply statistical corrections
to the observed Hα luminosities in many studies at low and high redshift. On the other hand, the
Hopkins SFR-AHα relation, whilst derived with a relatively small sample in the local Universe, seems
to be roughly valid at z ∼ 0.84, as found by Garn et al. (2010) (which presents a similar analysis
to Hopkins et al., i.e. comparing mid-infrared SFRs with Hα), although it slightly overestimates the
amount of dust extinction of the sample. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether a similar result can be
found when studying AHα as a function of SFRs at z = 1.47, or if the result from Hopkins et al. (2001)
can be recovered when using emission-line ratios (e.g. Balmer decrement, or the [Oii]/Hα calibration)
at z ∼ 0.1.
Figure 6.20 presents the results of investigating the dependence of dust-extinction on observed Hα
SFR for both samples. The results show a relatively weak correlation between AHα and observed Hα
SFRs at both z = 0.1 and z = 1.47; an offset in the median extinction for a given SFR between both
epochs is also found.
The figure also shows the Hopkins et al. (2001) relation between AHα and observed SFRs, with
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Figure 6.20: The relation between dust extinction and star formation rates (uncorrected and corrected for
dust extinction) based on the Hα emission lines for both z = 1.47 and z = 0.1. The top panel shows the
relation between dust extinction at Hα and observed Hα SFRs. The figure also shows the Hopkins et al.
(2001) relation; this consistently over-predicts the dust extinction correction of the z = 1.47 sample by ∼ 0.5
mag and, although it agrees better with the z = 0.1 sample, it over-predicts the slope of the correlation. The
bottom panel presents the relation between AHα and dust extinction-corrected SFRs for both redshifts. Note
that because both samples are Hα selected, there are strong selection biases affecting the Hα analysis (dashed
lines, resulting from the approximate selection limit in the two samples), but the trends are still recovered even
when accounting for such biases. The results show that even though the trends are similar at both z = 0.1
and z = 1.47, the normalisation is different, and the trends have evolved between z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 0.
the results showing that it consistently over-predicts the dust extinction correction of the z = 1.47
sample by ∼ 0.5 mag (∼ 1.6×) and, although it agrees better with the z = 0.1 sample (in the
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normalisation), it over-predicts the slope of the correlation. Note that AHα at z = 1.47 are potentially
overestimated for extremely metal-poor or metal-rich galaxies, so the offset is robust and, if anything,
is underestimated. The SDSS results remain completely unchanged when using the Balmer decrement
AHα. Therefore the use of the Hopkins et al. relation to correct observed Hα SFRs as a function
of observed SFRs/luminosity results in a clear overestimation of the dust-extinction correction at
z = 1.47; re-normalising it by ∼ 0.5 mag is able to solve this.
Nevertheless, there seems to be a correlation between SFR and AHα at z ∼ 1.5, which is more
clearly revealed after correcting SFRs for dust extinction, as can be seen in Figure 6.20. It should
however be noted that such relation is in part a result of a bias (as indicated in Figure 6.20), as for a
given flux limit and a (wide) distribution of dust extinction corrections, one easily recovers a relation
between extinction and corrected SFRs. The relation between extinction and SFR is clear at the
highest Hα luminosities where such selection biases are negligibly small. The offset between the AHα
vs corrected-SFR relations between z = 0.1 and z = 1.47 is also clear at these high SFRs, and is still
recovered even when a common Hα luminosity limit is applied to both samples. These results indicate
that although there does appear to be a relationship between dust extinction and SFR, this relation
appears to evolve with redshift and should not be used as a reliable way of estimating statistical dust
extinction corrections for samples of galaxies at different redshifts.
6.5.4 Mass as a dust-extinction indicator
Recently, Garn and Best (2010) performed a detailed investigation of the correlations between dust
extinction (AHα) and several galaxy properties (e.g. metallicity, star formation rate, stellar mass)
using large SDSS samples. The authors find that although AHα roughly correlates with many galaxy
properties, stellar mass seems to be the main predictor of dust extinction in the local Universe (see
also Gilbank et al., 2010a, for a similar analysis). The authors derive a polynomial fit to the observed
trend, which can be used to estimate dust extinction corrections for galaxies with a given stellar mass
in the local Universe. Nonetheless, so far no study has been conducted in order to test whether such
relation exists at high redshift and whether it evolves significantly.
Estimating stellar masses at z = 1.47
In order to investigate any potential correlation between dust extinction and stellar mass at z ∼ 1.5,
stellar masses are obtained for the entire z = 1.47 sample, following the methodology fully described
in Chapter 5. Very briefly, the multi-wavelength data available for the z = 1.47 sources are used to
perform a full SED χ2 fit with a range of models – normalised to one solar mass – to each galaxy; the
stellar-mass is the factor needed to re-scale the luminosities in all bands from the best model to match
the observed data. As in Chapter 5, the SED templates are generated with the stellar population
synthesis package developed by Bruzual and Charlot (2003), but the models are drawn from Bruzual
(2007). SEDs are produced assuming a universal initial mass function (IMF) from Chabrier (2003)
and an exponentially declining star formation history with the form e−t/τ , with τ in the range 0.1
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Gyrs to 10 Gyrs. The SEDs were generated for a logarithmic grid of 220 ages (from 0.1 Myr to 4.3
Gyr – the maximum age at z = 1.47). Dust extinction was applied to the templates using the Calzetti
et al. (2000) law with E(B−V ) in the range 0 to 0.8 (in steps of 0.1). The models are generated with
a logarithmic grid of 6 different metallicities, from sub-solar to super-solar metallicity. It is assumed
that all Hα emitters are at z = 1.47 and the complete filter profiles are convolved with the generated
SEDs for a direct comparison with the observed total fluxes. Up to 16 bands are used, spanning from
the CFHT U band in the near-ultra-violet to the 4 IRAC bands. The appropriate corrections (c.f.
Chapter 5) are applied to obtain total fluxes in each band.
Stellar mass estimates of each individual source are found to be affected by a 1σ error (from the
multi-dimension χ2 distribution) of ∼ 0.30 dex, which results from degeneracies between the star
formation time-scale τ , age, extinction and, to a smaller extent, metallicity. As the analysis uses a
Chabrier IMF, stellar masses are directly comparable with SDSS masses (which are the ones used
by Garn and Best, 2010), but note that there is a systematic offset when compared to Salpeter (see
Chapter 5). It should also be noted that the E(B − V ) from the best fits correlate well with the AHα
determined for each individual galaxy.
Mass-Extinction relation
The sample of z = 1.47 emitters presents a median stellar mass of 109.9 M. Figure 6.21 shows the
observed relation between AHα and stellar mass, for both z = 0.1 and z = 1.47 samples, together with
the Garn and Best (2010) relation. The results reveal that not only is there a correlation between stellar
mass and dust extinction at z = 1.47, just like the one at z ∼ 0, but, even more importantly, that the
Garn and Best (2010) relation seems to be valid at least up to z ∼ 1.5 as a dust extinction estimator for
most masses. As shown above, this is in contrast with SFR-dependent extinction corrections, which
must at least be re-normalised when being applied to z ∼ 1.5 or z ∼ 0, and provides an important
insight into what is important in determining the dust properties of galaxies. Table 6.3 presents the
Garn and Best (2010) relation for predicting AHα as a function of stellar mass, which can be applied,
at least within the studied range of masses, to derive statistical corrections for samples of galaxies up
to z ∼ 1.5.
Although the relation between stellar mass and AHα seems to hold across redshift for most masses
probed, there is tentative evidence of an offset at the highest masses, in the sense that the most massive
z = 1.47 star-forming galaxies appear to be affected by significantly less dust extinction that those
with comparable masses at z = 0.1. The sample at high masses remains relatively small, however,
and also since these massive star-forming galaxies are all of very low Hα EWs (see Chapter 5), there
is the possibility that selection effects are driving this result. Until this can be investigated with an
improved sample, however, caution should be taken in applying the mass-extinction relation at high
redshifts for masses above ∼ 1010.75 M.
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Figure 6.21: The relation between dust extinction (AHα) and stellar mass for the samples at z = 0.1 and
z = 1.47. Individual galaxies from both samples and the median are presented. The relation derived by
Garn and Best (2010) is also shown, which is found to describe the relation very well for z = 0.0 − 1.5 at
least for low and moderate masses, indicating that stellar mass is likely a fundamental property for predicting
dust-extinction corrections. The most massive star-forming galaxies (log Mass> 10.75) seem to have different
extinction properties at z = 0.1 and z = 1.5, even though the sample of such galaxies at z = 1.5 is still small.
6.5.5 Predicting AHα dust-extinction with colours
Stellar mass seems to be a relatively reliable (and important) non-evolving dust-extinction predictor
which can therefore be applied both in the local Universe and at higher redshift (z ∼ 1.5), at least
within a range a masses. However, computing reliable stellar masses requires obtaining a significant
number of observations at different wavelengths, relies on the validity of the stellar population models
used to compute mass to light ratios, and it is, in general, a difficult quantity to estimate, particularly
at high redshift. There is therefore the need to investigate more direct observables as a way to predict
the median dust extinction of a population of galaxies that could be applied out to z ∼ 1.5. Rest-
frame optical colours are expected to correlate with dust extinction, and are therefore investigated
and calibrated as dust-extinction tracers. All colours presented in this Section are given in the AB
system and are rest-frame colours computed using the SDSS filters.
Figure 6.22 presents AHα as a function of rest-frame u− z for both z = 0.1 and z = 1.47. For the
z = 1.47, the observed z′ −K colours9 can be used, as the redshifted z′ and K filter profiles broadly
match u and z SDSS filters and a simple statistical correction of +0.1510 on the z −K colour (which
accounts for a small K correction and the differences in the filter profiles) is able to match the colours
9z′-band data from Suprime-cam/Subaru; K from WFCAM/UKIRT.
10This statistical correction was computed by using the range of best-fit SED models to the z=1.47 sources and
measuring the z′ −K colours with the z′ and K filters on Subaru and UKIRT, respectively, following by measuring the
u− z rest-frame colours of the same sources, using the u and z SDSS filters.
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Figure 6.22: The relation between dust extinction and rest-frame u − z colour for the samples at z = 0.1
(SDSS) and z = 1.47. The data are used to derive an empirical relation which is valid for Hα emitters both
at z = 0.1 and z = 1.47 and predicts median dust extinction corrections (AHα) based on u− z colours. Table
6.3 presents the best-fit polynomial relations based on other rest-frame colours which also correlate well with
AHα.
very well.
The results presented in Figure 6.22 show that there is a significant correlation between galaxy
colour and dust-extinction and suggest that, despite galaxies in the sample at z = 1.47 being bluer
(on average), a single relation seems to hold across epochs (at least out to z ∼ 1.5). Indeed, a simple
polynomial fit to the median extinction for galaxies with a given rest-frame u− z colour (≈ observed
z′ −K + 0.15 colour at z ∼ 1.5) is valid at both z = 0.1 and z = 1.47, and is given by:
AHα = −0.092(u− z)3 + 0.671(u− z)2 − 0.952(u− z) + 0.875 (6.12)
Relations between AHα and various other optical rest-frame colours are also investigated; these can
be a valuable tool to estimate dust-extinction of galaxy populations at different redshfits where only
a simple colour is available. Table 6.3 presents the best fits to the data that are valid at least up to
z ∼ 1.5, together with the limits within the relations are valid. The scatter is also quantified for each
fit (see Table 6.3).
6.5.6 Discussion of emission-line ratios
The mean dust extinction properties of the sample of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 seem to be very
similar to those in the local Universe (a simple 1 mag of extinction at Hα for the entire population of
z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 1.5 galaxies is a relatively good approximation), as a whole, even though galaxies at
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Table 6.3: Predicting median dust-extinction (AHα, mag) corrections using rest-frame colours and mass for
galaxies at z ∼ 0−1.5. Best-fit relations are based on 3rd order polynomials: y = Ax3 +Bx2 +Cx+D. Lower
and upper limits of validity of the fits are also presented. Note that the photometry is in the AB system and
using SDSS filters and that Mass is given in units of log(M/10
10). The scatter of the data relative to the
best fit is also given.
Property A B C D Validity Scatter
Mass −0.09 0.11 0.77 0.91 [−0.4,0.3] 0.33
u− g −1.31 4.59 −4.15 1.68 [0.4,1.5] 0.35
g − r −2.63 5.00 −0.78 0.51 [0.0,0.8] 0.28
r − i −27.29 29.83 −7.64 1.10 [0.1,0.55] 0.35
u− z −0.092 0.671 −0.952 0.875 [0.5,3.2] 0.30
z ∼ 1.5 seem to be slightly less extinguished. Even more interesting is the fact that dust extinction
presents the same dependence on stellar mass in the last 9 Gyrs, at least for star-forming galaxies with
low and moderate stellar masses. In contrast, while dust extinction correlates with SFRs at both z=0
and z ∼ 1.5, the normalization of the relations clearly evolves, with differences of ∼ 0.5 mag in Hα
for the same (corrected) SFR.
As extinction-corrected SFRs correlate reasonably well with stellar mass and dust extinction also
correlates with (corrected) SFRs, it is possible that the relation simply evolves as sSFRs evolve.
Physically, the normalization of the relation could be driven by the gas reservoirs in galaxies; allowing
them to reach much higher SFRs at z ∼ 1.5 than locally, for a fixed stellar mass. This conclusion
is in line with Garn and Best (2010) and has important consequences towards understanding galaxy
evolution in the last 9 Gyrs and how little dust properties seem to have changed.
6.6 Conclusions
This Chapter presented the results from the first panoramic matched Hα+[Oii] dual narrow-band
survey at z ∼ 1.5. This is a very effective way of assembling large robust samples of simultaneous
Hα and [Oii] at z = 1.47. It provides a large, robust sample of Hα emitters at z = 1.47, together
with a large sample (∼ 1400) of [Oii] emitters at the same redshift. The survey has allowed for the
first statistical direct comparison of Hα and [Oii] emitters at z ∼ 1.5 and a direct comparison with
an equivalent sample in the local Universe to look for evolution. The main results are:
• The well-defined samples of emitters were used to compute the Hα and [Oii] luminosity functions
at the same redshift. For the Hα luminosity function at z = 1.47, the best-fit Schechter function
parameters are: logL∗Hα = 42.5 ± 0.2 erg s−1, log φ∗Hα = −2.4 ± 0.3 Mpc−3 and αHα = −1.6 ±
0.4, while for the [Oii] luminosity function at the same redshift the best-fit parameters are:
logL∗[OII] = 41.71± 0.09 erg s
−1, log φ∗[OII] = −2.01± 0.10 Mpc
−3 and α[OII] = −0.9± 0.2.
• Both Hα and [Oii] luminosity functions show a strong and consistent evolution in φ∗ and L∗ from
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z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 1 and a continued L∗ evolution to z ∼ 1.5 and beyond. By combining the results
with other HiZELS measurements and other estimates from the literature, our understanding of
the star-formation history of the Universe is improved. Using a single well-calibrated indicator,
the star-formation rate density is shown to rapidly increase out to z ∼ 1, and to probably
continue rising (although much more weakly) out to z ∼ 2, due to the steep faint-end now
measured at z = 2.2. At z = 1.47, the Hα analysis yields ρSFR = 0.16 ± 0.05 M yr−1 Mpc−3,
while the [Oii] analysis yields ρSFR = 0.17± 0.04 M yr−1 Mpc−3, in excellent agreement.
• By using SDSS, the [Oii]/Hα line fraction is calibrated as a dust-extinction probe against the
Balmer decrement. The relation is shown to be accurate within ≈ 0.3 dex.
• Hα and [Oii] luminosities correlate well at z = 1.47, similarly to those at z ∼ 0.1, but the
sources at higher redshifts appear less dust extinguished for a given observed Hα luminosity. A
relatively weak correlation between observed SFR and dust extinction is found for both z = 0.1
and z = 1.47, but with a different normalisation. It is also shown that the Hopkins relation
consistently over-predicts dust extinction corrections for z ∼ 1.5 by ∼ 0.5 mag in Hα.
• Stellar mass is shown to be a good dust-extinction predictor, at least for low and moderate mass
galaxies, with the relation between dust extinction and mass being the same in the last 9 Gyrs
for such star-forming galaxies. The relation between mass and dust extinction from Garn &
Best (2010) is shown to be fully valid with no evolution at z = 1.47.
• Optical or UV colours are shown to be a simple observable extinction predictor which can be
applied for z ∼ 0− 1.5 star-forming galaxies; the best-fit relations based on several colours are
derived and presented.
The results presented in this paper are a significant contribution to understanding the nature and
evolution of star-forming galaxies at the likely peak of the star-formation history of the Universe,
particularly by showing an effective and clean way of selecting large samples of these galaxies and by
investigating, for the first time, the evolution using both the Hα and [Oii] emission lines at z ∼ 1.5
at the same time. The results show a very good agreement between the Hα and [Oii] view. Moreover
the results reveal that the typical necessary extinction corrections for the probed Hα luminosities
at z = 1.5 is AHα ≈ 0.9 − 1.0; this is what has been found for a range of luminosities in the local
Universe, therefore revealing no significant evolution (if anything, sources at higher redshift are less
extinguished). Extinction corrections blindly applied as a function of Hα luminosity (e.g. using the
local Hopkins relation) over-predict the dust extinction correction for the z = 1.47 sample and would
lead to significant biases. New relations based on the analysis presented in this paper are given,
providing statistical corrections for dust extinction based on colours and stellar mass.
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Chapter 7
Bright Lyα emitters at z ∼ 9
7.1 Motivation and background
Accurately determining and understanding the star formation history of the Universe is fundamental
for our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution, but such knowledge will undeniably be
incomplete without extending it to the earliest epochs of galaxy formation. Therefore, finding and
characterizing populations of galaxies at the highest redshifts z > 8 is extremely important.
Presently, there are three relatively effective methods for searching for very distant galaxies: the
broad-band drop-out technique, “blind” spectroscopic searches and narrow-band imaging surveys.
The widely-used drop-out technique (pioneered at z ∼ 3 by Steidel et al., 1996) requires very deep
broad-band imaging, and can identify z > 7 galaxies as z-band drop-outs (e.g. Bouwens et al., 2008;
Richard et al., 2008; Bouwens et al., 2010; McLure et al., 2010). This method is efficient for identifying
candidates, but requires detailed spectroscopic follow-up to confirm the candidates, especially to rule
out contributions from other populations with large z−J breaks, such as dusty or evolved z ∼ 2 galaxies
and ultra-cool galactic stars (e.g. McLure et al., 2006). Thus, while studies such as Richard et al. (2008)
identify a couple to a few z ∼ 8−10 candidates by either taking advantage of the lensing magnification
of a high mass cluster, or probing wider areas, spectroscopic follow-up is usually inconclusive, with no
emission lines detected. The recent exception is a galaxy that has been spectroscopically confirmed at
z = 8.55 (Lehnert et al., 2010), although still at a relatively low signal-to-noise. “Blind” spectroscopic
surveys can potentially provide spectra directly. They are always limited to very small areas, although
Stark et al. (2007) targetted the critical lensing lines of clusters and were able to identify 6 potential
z ∼ 9 objects. Finally, the narrow-band imaging technique has the advantage of potentially probing
very large volumes, but can only detect sources with relatively strong emission lines, whilst it still
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depends on the Lyman-break technique to isolate very high-redshift emitters.
Narrow-band Lyα searches at lower redshifts have been extremely successful in detecting and
confirming emitters (e.g. Hu et al., 1998), including what was, until very recently, the detection of the
most distant (spectroscopically confirmed) galaxy at z = 6.96 (Misawa et al., 2006). There have been
attempts to detect Lyα at higher redshift and searches at z = 7.7 (e.g. Hibon et al., 2010; Tilvi et al.,
2010) are now providing a handful of robust candidates. Studies looking for Lyα emission at even
higher redshift, and particularly at z ∼ 9 (e.g. Willis and Courbin, 2005; Cuby et al., 2007; Willis
et al., 2008), have, until now, been unsuccessful, although they have only surveyed very small areas
(a few tens of square arcmins at most). With the advent of wide-field near-IR detectors, however, it
is now possible to increase the sky areas studied by over 2 to 3 orders of magnitude and reach the
regime where one can realistically expect to detect z ∼ 9 objects. This is a key aim of, for example,
the narrow-band component of the UltraVISTA Survey (c.f. Nilsson et al., 2007). It is also an aim
of HiZELS, the Hi-Z Emission Line Survey (c.f. Geach et al., 2008; Sobral et al., 2009a), described in
Chapter 2. Indeed, the NBJ filter (λ = 1.211±0.015µm) is sensitive to Lyα emission at z = 8.96±0.06
(assuming a top-hat filter shape), probing a co-moving volume of 1.12×106 Mpc3 – by far the largest
probed by a narrow-band survey at these wavelengths. This will be used to search for very-high
redshift Lyα emitters. This Chapter presents the results of a search for such emitters; these have been
presented in Sobral et al. (2009b).
7.2 Search for Candidates
For a source to be considered a candidate z ≈ 9 Lyα emitter it is required to: i) be selected as a
narrow-band emitter as in Chapter 3 (this required it to be clearly detected in NBJ (σ > 3) with a
J-NBJ colour excess significance of Σ > 2.5 and observed equivalent width EW> 50 Å – see Chapter
3 or Sobral et al. (2009a) for details in which it is shown that these criteria are very robust); ii) have
at least one other detection > 3σ in the near-infrared; iii) be visually believable in NBJ and the other
band(s), avoiding noisy areas; and iv) be undetected (< 3σ and direct visual analysis) in the available
visible band imaging (B,V ,r,i,z) – subaru and ACS/hst).
The sample presented in Chapter 3 was used to search for potential Lyα emitters at z ≈ 9.
However, the investigation was also extended to a slightly larger area in the UKIDSS UDS field to
include areas where deep SUBARU and near-infrared imaging data were available – this corresponds
to re-including areas which were conservatively masked for SED fitting purposes, and increases the
total area probed to 1.4 deg2.
7.3 Candidates, testing and follow-up observations
No candidates were found in the UKIDSS UDS field, with all emitters that passed tests i) to iii) being
clearly detected in z-band imaging. In COSMOS, however, 2 candidates were found that satisfied all
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criteria. Both sources are absent in all optical bands down to the 3σ level (e.g. I = 28.1 mag, z = 25.8
mag). They are both detected in NBJ and J , with Cand 1 having NBJ = 20.8 mag (5σ) and J = 21.5
mag (9σ) and a drop z − J > 4.2 mag, while Cand 2 presents NBJ = 20.8 mag (5σ) and J = 22.1
mag (6σ) and a drop z − J > 3.6 mag. They are both undetected in all other infra-red bands.
These two sources were then subjected to a series of further tests and follow-up observations. Split-
ting the data into subsets confirmed the detections across observations conducted on different nights
(timescale from one day up to one month), with no evidence for variability or proper motion; they
were also clearly excluded as potential cross-talk artifacts. Cand1 was followed-up spectroscopically
using the CGS4 instrument on UKIRT in January 2009 – these data failed to confirm an emission
line. Both candidates were then re-observed using WFCAM (further J imaging in February 2009),
resulting in the non-detection of both candidates. Also, J imaging from the COSMOS public archive
(which has become publicly available very recently) fails to detect the candidates. It is therefore clear
that these sources are not Lyα emitters at z ∼ 9. Further investigation shows that the sources are
likely to be artifacts; they are located at almost the same pixel position on WFCAM4 in 2 different
paw-prints (later investigation showed that similar artifacts were also found at similar pixel positions
in the remaining 2 paw-prints, although at a lower level, and thus were not selected). They seem to
be caused by an unfortunate coincidence of a set of slightly hot pixels (not sufficient to be flagged as
bad pixels) which, combined with the ditter pattern, produced a few σ excess at one location on the
combined image. No other artifacts like these were found either in UDS (which used a different dither
pattern) or in other cameras for COSMOS data.
7.4 Lyα luminosity function at z ∼ 9
After conducting the widest survey for bright (L > 7.6× 1043 erg s−1) Lyα emitters at z ∼ 9, probing
a co-moving volume of 1.12×106 Mpc3 (1.4 deg2), only 2 sources passed the selection criteria and
even those were ruled out after follow-up observations. This result allows the tightest constraint on
the bright end of the z ∼ 9 Lyα luminosity function, as previous surveys (Willis and Courbin, 2005;
Cuby et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2008) have only covered very small areas (a factor ∼1000 smaller).
However, those surveys have gone significantly deeper (up to a factor of ∼100). Thus, by combining
all the results from the literature, the luminosity function of LAEs at z ∼ 9 can be constrained across
a wide range of luminosities: 1042 < L < 1045 erg s−1. Figure 7.1 presents the constraints from Willis
and Courbin (2005), Cuby et al. (2007), Willis et al. (2008) and from this work, indicating the inverse
of the volume selection function for each survey. These are compared to the measured Lyα luminosity
functions from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 7 from recent studies. Although the samples of Lyα emitters may suffer
from significant biases due to the selection, cosmic variance and possible contamination, Figure 7.1
reveals that there is little evolution in the bright end of the luminosity function between z ∼ 3 and
z ∼ 5.7. However, those bright emitters seem to become much rarer at z = 6.5 (Kashikawa et al.,
2006), indicating that L∗ is not increasing from z ∼ 6 onwards. The results presented in this Chapter
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Figure 7.1: Left: Comparison between the measured Lyα luminosity function at z ∼ 3 (dotted lines;
Gronwall et al., 2007; Ouchi et al., 2008) with data from z ∼ 6− 7 (Kashikawa et al., 2006; Shimasaku et al.,
2006; Ota et al., 2008). Other typically smaller z ∼ 6 surveys give consistent results within the error bars. No
evidence of significant evolution is found, especially when accounting for cosmic variance. Limits for the z ∼ 9
LF from Willis and Courbin (2005), Cuby et al. (2007) and Willis et al. (2008) are also presented, together
with the one presented in this Chapter, which is inconsistent with a strong evolution in L∗ up to z ∼ 9. Right:
The observational limits on the z ∼ 9 Lyα luminosity function compared to different model predictions and
proposed future surveys. The most recent models agree well with the data limits, and only the most extreme
ones can be ruled out. Also, according to these models, the UltraVISTA survey will have a clear chance of
detecting a few of these Lyα emitters, while ZEN3 may get a detection and will at least be able to rule out
more models.
are also consistent with no evolution in L∗ (∆log(L∗)<0.5) from z = 5.7 to z ∼ 9.
7.5 Comparison with models and future surveys
Several authors have tried to predict the Lyα luminosity function at z ∼ 9, either by extrapolating
the luminosity function of these emitters from lower redshift, or by using numerical or semi-analytical
models (Thommes and Meisenheimer, 2005; Le Delliou et al., 2006; Nilsson et al., 2007). In this
Section, different models are compared with the observational constraints: semi-analytical models,
observational extrapolations and phenomenological models. The semi-analytical models discussed here
are obtained from galform (Baugh et al., 2005) – these are based on ΛCDM, having been successful
in reproducing a wide range of galaxy properties at different redshifts, including Lyα emitters up to
z ∼ 6 (Le Delliou et al., 2006). galform computes the build-up of dark matter halos by merging
and the assembly of baryonic mass of galaxies and the semi-analytical approach allows the study of
properties of the Lyα emission – the reader is referred to Baugh et al. (2005), Le Delliou et al. (2006)
and Orsi et al. (2008) for more details on these. The observational approach, as in Nilsson et al. (2007),
extrapolates the Schechter function parameters based on those obtained in the 3.1 < z < 6.5 redshift
range. In practice, this results in little L∗ evolution but a significant negative φ∗ evolution. Finally,
the phenomenological approach in Thommes and Meisenheimer (2005) assumes that Lyα emitters at
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high redshift are spheroids seen during their formation phase. These models are normalised to give the
observed mass function of spheroids in the local Universe, and are combined with a phenomenological
function that provides the distribution of spheroid formation events in mass and redshift. Each
galaxy is assumed to be visible as a Lyα emitter during a starburst phase of fixed duration that
occurs at a specific redshift, drawn from a broad distribution. The reader is referred to Thommes and
Meisenheimer (2005) for details.
Figure 7.1 presents predictions from galform (Le Delliou et al., 2006), the observational lumi-
nosity function extrapolation from Nilsson et al. (2007) and updated phenomenological predictions
(Thommes and Meisenheimer, 2005) assuming peak redshifts of zmax = 3.4 and zmax = 5.0. Le Del-
liou et al. (2006) found that their model required an escape fraction of fesc = 0.02 to fit the observed
Lyα luminosity function at 3 < z < 6.5, but they also presented predictions for fesc = 0.2 to illus-
trate how the results might change if the escape fraction increased at very high redshift; we therefore
show both predictions in Figure 7.1. While most predictions are consistent with the current limits,
galform models with high escape fractions are marginally rejected both at faint and bright levels.
Earlier phenomenological models (e.g. the zmax = 10 model of Thommes and Meisenheimer, 2005,
not shown in Figure 7.1) are also clearly rejected by the results presented here.
These results also show, observationally, that bright L > 1043.8 erg s−1 Lyα emitters are very rare.
Although the area coverage is absolutely important, a depth+area combination is likely to be the
best approach for gathering the first sample of these very high-redshift galaxies. In fact, that is the
strategy of the narrow-band component of the UltraVISTA survey (c.f. Nilsson et al., 2007), using
the VISTA telescope, which is mapping 0.9 deg2 of the COSMOS field to a planned 5σ flux limit of
4× 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 (although in reality this is likely to be increased due to the narrow-band filter
not performing exactly to specification); this corresponds to luminosity limit of L = 1042.53 erg s−1
and a surveyed volume of 5.41×105 Mpc3 (see Figure 7.1) at z = 8.8. This combination lies below all
current predictions for the z ∼ 9 Lyα LF and the survey is expected to detect 2-20 Lyα emitters at
z = 8.8± 0.1.
7.6 High redshift Lyα searches and cool galactic stars
It has become widely realised in recent years that broad-band searches for z > 6 galaxies using the
Lyman-break technique may suffer from significant contamination by cool Galactic L, T, and possibly
Y-dwarf stars (e.g. McLure et al., 2006). These low-mass brown dwarfs display extremely red z − J
colours reaching as high as z−J ≈ 4 (e.g. Burningham et al., 2008), coupled with relatively flat J−K
colours. Such colours can mimic very closely those expected of a z > 6 star forming galaxy with a
strong Lyman-break.
It may be thought that narrow-band Lyα searches are immune to this contamination, since the
initial emission-line galaxy selection relies on an excess flux observed in a narrow-band filter relative
(usually) to a broad-band filter; only after that is the Lyman-break technique used to pick out the
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Figure 7.2: Top panel: the near-infrared spectra of T0, T3, T6 and T9 dwarf stars (T0 – lighter, T9
– darker, from Burningham et al., 2008)) compared to near-IR broad band filter profiles. Lower panel:
the consequences for measured broad-band minus narrow-band (BB-NB) colours, clearly demonstrating the
redshifts/wavelengths at which searches for Lyα emitters can be significantly contaminated by these very cool
stars. For 7.7 < z < 8.0 and 9.1 < z < 9.5 searches, these stars can easily mimic Lyα emitters, with strong
Y -z or J-z breaks and significant positive BB-NB colours. Searches at higher redshift 11.6 < z < 12.2 in the
H band can detect T9s with BB-NB∼1.5, although the lack of strong H-J or H-Y breaks will make it easier
to distinguish T-dwarfs from Lyα emitters.
high-redshift Lyα candidates from amongst the emission-line objects. However, the near-infrared
continuum spectra of low mass brown dwarfs show considerable structure due to broad molecular
absorption features (especially methane and ammonia; e.g. Leggett et al., 2007), as shown in the top
panel of Figure 7.2. The lower panel of Figure 7.2 shows very clearly that T-dwarfs can easily produce
a positive broad-band minus narrow-band (BB-NB) colour if the narrow-band filter is located within
one of the spectral peaks (note that this is much less of an issue for surveys which difference two
closely-located narrow-band filters). Lyα narrow-band surveys in the redshift ranges 7.7 < z < 8.0,
9.1 < z < 9.5 and 11.7 < z < 12.2 may therefore be prone to contamination by cool Galactic stars –
this includes the z = 7.7 and z = 9.4 atmospheric windows for narrow-band searches of Lyα emitters.
Narrow-band surveys at redshifts z < 7.7, or between 8.0 < z < 9.1 – which includes both HiZELS
(z = 8.96) and the narrow-band component of the UltraVISTA Survey (z = 8.8; e.g. Nilsson et
al 2007) – will be free of such contamination. Indeed, such surveys could potentially select very
cool T-dwarf stars via a narrow-band deficit due to the strong methane absorption feature at these
wavelengths.
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With this result in mind, a T-dwarf search was conducted among narrow-band deficit sources in
S09. These deficit sources were selected using equivalent criteria as for emitters (with a change in
sign). None of the deficit sources has z(AB)−J > 3, as expected for T-dwarfs (e.g. Leggett et al.
2007, Burningham et al. 2008), and even a selection imposing z(AB)−J > 2 results in a sample of
only 9 sources which are all very well SED-fitted as galaxies with zphoto ∼ 1.4−1.5. These sources also
present slightly higher J and H fluxes when compared to the best SED fit, but this can be explained
by the Hβ and [Oiii] contributing to the J band and Hα to the H band, which also explains the NBJ
deficit. No T-dwarf candidate was found in our survey.
7.7 Summary
• Deep narrow-band imaging in the J band (λ = 1.211; ∆λ = 0.015µm) has been used to search
for bright Lyα emitters at z = 8.96 over an area of 1.4 deg2. No Lyα emitter was found brighter
than L ≈ 7.6× 1043 erg s−1.
• The Lyα luminosity function constraints at z ∼ 9 have been improved for 1042 < L < 1045 erg s−1
emitters. The results rule out significant positive evolution of the Lyα LF beyond z ∼ 6; they are
in line with recent semi-analytic & phenomenological model predictions, rejecting some extreme
models.
• It has been shown that for narrow-band searches, T-dwarfs can mimic Lyα emitters at 7.7 < z <
8.0, 9.1 < z < 9.5 and 11.7 < z < 12.2; they will not contaminate the future UltraVISTA narrow-
band survey (and can even be identified via a narrow-band deficit), but they may contaminate
narrow-band Lyα searches within the z = 7.7 and z = 9.4 atmospheric windows.
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Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presented results from the HiZELS survey (see Chapter 2), a Campaign Project using
WFCAM on UKIRT which exploits specially-designed narrow-band filters in the J and H bands (NBJ
and NBH), along with the H2S1 filter in the K band, to undertake deep, wide surveys for line emitters.
HiZELS is primarily targeting the Hα emission line at z = 0.84, z = 1.47 and z = 2.23, covering ∼ 7
deg2 and reaching limiting Hα SFRs of ∼ 3−20 M yr−1. This thesis demonstrates the great potential
of near-IR Hα narrow-band surveys as a route for significant progress in our understanding of galaxy
formation and evolution.
The Star formation history of the universe: the Hα view at 0 < z < 2.23
Until recently, samples of Hα emitters above z ∼ 0.5 only contained a handful of objects (e.g.
Moorwood et al. 2000) – and simply could not measure the fine evolution of the Hα luminosity
function. In Chapters 3 and 6, the largest sample of distant Hα emitters (∼ 1000 and ∼ 200) in thin
redshift slices were presented, with the widest and deepest narrow-band survey ever carried out at
z ∼ 1−2. Archival spectroscopic redshifts for a fraction of the emitters confirm the high completeness
and reliability of the photometric selection (samples are > 95% reliable and complete). Moreover, for
z = 1.47, a new selection technique has been used, by noting that the Subaru/Suprime-cam NB921
filter is perfectly matched for detecting the [Oii]3727 emission line for NBH detections of Hα at z = 1.47.
The double narrow-band selection provides a very effective and complete means of selecting z = 1.47
line emitters (Chapter 6). Further time has been awarded on Subaru as PI to extend this effective
survey to the COSMOS field, and proposed to extend it to the remaining HiZELS fields.
This thesis presents the first fully self-consistent measurement of the evolution of the Hα luminosity
function from z = 0 to z ∼ 2.2 (see Chapter 6). This work also shows that ρSFR rises steeply up to
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z ∼ 1 and then continues to rise, but with a weaker evolution (see Chapter 3 and 6), using one single
star formation indicator for the first time. The bulk of the evolution of the Hα luminosity function is
seen as an evolution of L∗Hα up to z ∼ 2.23, while the faint-end of the LF seems to be evolving very
little at the peak of the star-formation activity. The [Oii] view at z = 1.47 and the evolution of the
[Oii] luminosity function provide a consistent view on the evolution (Chapter 6).
The Nature of Hα star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1
The results presented in Chapter 3 show that the majority (80%) of Hα emitters at z ∼ 1 are
classed as disks; irregulars constitute a much smaller fraction of the sample. Moreover, a strong
relation between morphology and Hα luminosity is found: the fraction of irregulars/mergers rises
steadily with luminosity, while the fraction of disks falls (Chapter 3). The break of the LF, L∗Hα,
seems to define a switch-over luminosity between the two populations.
The work presented in this thesis shows that, out to z ∼ 1, the integrated ρSFR is dominated
by disk galaxies and it is their evolution (from z ∼ 0) that drives the strong rise in ρSFR with z.
The continued evolution of L∗Hα between z = 0.84 and z = 2.23 suggests an increasing importance of
merger-driven star formation activity beyond z ∼ 1; this will be possible to detail with large samples
of z ∼ 1.5 and z = 2.23 Hα emitters over the COSMOS field. Preliminary analysis indicates that
a similar Hα-morphology relation is recovered at z ∼ 1.5, shifted by L∗Hα, but with a much higher
∼ 50% overall fraction of mergers.
The clustering of Hα star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 and evolution
Using the large sample of Hα emitters obtained in Chapter 3 and the exact relation between the
spatial and angular correlation function, Chapter 4 is able to show that Hα emitters are moderately
clustered at all redshifts, with a correlation length of r0 = 2.6 ± 0.2h−1 Mpc at z ∼ 1. Moreover,
the results show a strong dependence of the clustering on Hα luminosity (LHα): at z ∼ 1, the most
actively star-forming galaxies present r0 ∼ 5h−1 Mpc, while the lower Hα luminosity galaxies present
r0 ∼ 2h−1 Mpc. The correlation length also depends on rest-frame K-band luminosity (MK, tracing
stellar mass) for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1, but the LHα-r0 dependence remains at fixed rest-
frame K luminosity. Irregular galaxies and mergers are found to cluster more strongly than discs
and non-mergers, respectively, but once they are matched in LHα and MK, they yield comparable
clustering amplitudes. Morphology is as unimportant for the clustering at high redshift as it is in the
local Universe.
Hα emitters at z = 0.84 found with the HiZELS survey reside in dark matter haloes of minimum
mass ∼ 1012 M (similar to those of Milky Way type galaxies in the local Universe) and the minimum
dark matter halo mass hosting Hα emitters correlates with Hα luminosity all the way up to z ∼ 2.3.
Furthermore, it is found that an L∗Hα luminosity scaling is able to combine observational results
probing the last 11 billion years of the age of the Universe in one single relation (see Chapter 4).
This suggests a connection between the strong L∗Hα evolution of the Hα luminosity function and star
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formation being truncated in galaxies residing within dark matter haloes with masses much higher
than ∼ 1012 M.
The dependence of star formation activity on environment and stellar mass
By probing a very wide range of environments (from fields to clusters) and masses with the first
truly Hα panoramic survey at z ∼ 1, this work (Chapter 5) provided a sharp picture of the roles
and inter-dependences of mass and environment at z ∼ 1 and reconciled the contradictory results
in the literature, greatly adding to our understanding. The results show that both the fraction of
star-forming galaxies and specific star formation rates decline strongly with stellar mass, confirming
that mass downsizing is fully in place at z = 0.84.
The fraction of galaxies that are forming stars (above the HiZELS limit) is relatively flat with local
environmental density at the lowest densities, but there is continuous fall of the star-forming fraction
from fields to rich groups/clusters. The environment is also found to change the faint-end slope (α)
of the Hα LF: it is very steep (α ∼ −2) for the poorest regions, and shallow (α ∼ −1) for groups and
clusters (see Chapter 5).
This thesis robustly demonstrates that mass is the main SF predictor at z ∼ 1, but environment also
plays a significant role in galaxy evolution. High-density regions are linked with triggering high SFRs
(for moderate mass galaxies), but this likely to result in a faster gas consumption, quickly transforming
groups and cluster environments into the predominant sites for gas-poor, passive galaxies.
The double [Oii]-Hα view at z = 1.47 and evolution to z = 0
Chapter 6 presented results from the first wide and deep double narrow-band survey for both
Hα and [Oii] line emitters at z = 1.47 ± 0.02, using UKIRT, Subaru and extremely well matched
narrow-band filters in the H and z′ bands. The combined survey resulted in the identification of
∼ 200 robust simultaneous Hα and [Oii] emitters at z = 1.47. Both Hα and [Oii] luminosity functions
were presented and both were shown to evolve significantly from z ∼ 0 in a consistent way; the star
formation rate density of the Universe at z = 1.47 was evaluated, with the Hα and the [Oii] analysis
agreeing extremely well (ρSFR = 0.17± 0.04 M yr−1 Mpc−3). The measurements are combined with
other studies, providing a self-consistent measurement of the star formation history of the Universe for
the last ∼ 11 Gyrs. By taking advantage of the large sample of reliable Hα-[Oii] emitters, and by using
a large comparison sample at z ∼ 0.1, derived from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, [Oii]/Hα line ratios
were calibrated as probes of dust-extinction. Hα emitters at z ∼ 1.47 present AHα ≈ 1, similarly to
those found by SDSS in the local Universe. Chapter 6 showed that although dust extinction correlates
with SFR, the relation evolves by about ∼ 0.5 mag from z ∼ 1.5 to z ∼ 0, with local relations over-
predicting dust extinction corrections at high-z by that amount. This work also found that stellar
mass is much more fundamental, with the same relation between mass and dust-extinction being valid
at both z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 1.5. The evolution in the extinction-SFR relation is therefore interpreted as
being due to the evolution in median specific SFRs over cosmic time. Dust extinction corrections as
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a function of observed optical colours were also derived and shown to be broadly valid at both z ∼ 0
and z ∼ 1.5, offering a simpler mechanism for estimating extinction.
Bright Lyα emitters
Parallel to the Hα survey using the NBJ filter, the HiZELS survey has has been explored to look
for bright Lyα emitters at z = 8.9, when the Universe was only ∼ 0.5 Gyr old. Two candidates
were isolated, but follow-up observations showed that these cannot be Lyα emitters. It has therefore
been possible to set by far the tightest constraint to date on the bright end of the z ∼ 9 Lyα LF
(Chapter 7). It has also been shown that for narrow-band searches, T-dwarfs can mimic Lyα emitters
at 7.7 < z < 8.0, 9.1 < z < 9.5 and 11.7 < z < 12.2; they will not contaminate the future UltraVISTA
narrow-band survey (and can even be identified via a narrow-band deficit), but they may contaminate
narrow-band Lyα searches within the z = 7.7 and z = 9.4 atmospheric windows.
8.1 On-going and Future Research
Our detailed understanding is still limited beyond z ∼ 1 because current samples lack the depth, size
and/or volume and are still affected by large or uncertain contamination fractions. Obtaining robust
samples of ∼ 1000 Hα emitters at both z = 1.47 and z = 2.23 over ∼ 7 − 10 deg2 will therefore be
fundamental to expand and detail our understanding.
Reducing Contamination: towards larger, clean and robust samples at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.3
Obtaining large, robust and reliable samples of Hα emitters at 1 < z < 2 (the so-called redshift
desert) is particularly hard. For z = 1.47, the approach taken in Chapter 6 has been show to work
remarkably well and will now be extended to all HiZELS fields. Data have already been successfully
obtained in COSMOS (selection of over 150 double emitters is on-going), and will be extended to
the remaining HiZELS fields soon, which will lead to a robust sample of ∼ 1000 emitters at z ∼ 1.5
without depending on high-quality photometric-redshifts. For z = 2.23, there is a clear need to develop
and use effective colour selections – building on the colour selection techniques studied and used in
Chapter 6 – and taking advantage of on-going and future high-quality spectroscopic follow-up in the
optical and near-IR, and propose further spectroscopic follow-up with the VLT.
Tackling the low-luminosity incompleteness at 1 < z < 3
HiZELS does not probe to low enough luminosities to accurately probe the faint-end of the popu-
lation; this becomes particularly important at z = 1.47 and even more so at z = 2.23. Understanding
the peak of the star formation history requires us to obtain large samples at both high and low lu-
minosities. Is the faint-end slope of the luminosity function evolving with cosmic time? Are faint
emitters fundamentally different from the luminous emitters? This limitation can addressed by using
very deep narrow-band surveys at z ∼ 0.8, z ∼ 1.5 and z = 2.23 (with VISTA, WFCAM/UKIRT and
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HAWK-I/VLT) – with these targeting at least two different fields at each redshift, in order to tackle
cosmic variance. The data should probe SFRs similar to the Milky Way, guaranteeing large samples of
∼ 500 Hα emitters below L∗ all the way up to z ∼ 3, and to determine the faint-end slope, α, with an
accuracy of ∼ 0.05 for all epochs. This future research will provide an even more detailed Hα-based
star formation history of the Universe without the need for large extrapolations, and allow a direct
comparison between large populations of the same luminosity over a wide range of look-back times for
the first time. It will also be possible to address the detailed clustering evolution of Hα star-forming
galaxies across the bulk of the age of the Universe and provide some of the strongest constraints on
semi-analytical models.
The roles of environment, mass and galaxy properties using a super-cluster at z ∼ 0.84
Chapter 5 presented a truly panoramic Hα map at z ∼ 1, covering ∼ 1.3 deg2, providing a much
sharper picture of the roles and inter-dependences of mass and environment at z ∼ 1 and reconciling
the contradictory results in the literature. In order to obtain an even sharper view of the role of
the environment at z ∼ 1, overcoming current limitations (from the use of photo-zs), the VLT is
being and will be used (with VIMOS, PI, ∼ 40 hours awarded for 2011) to accurately map in 3-D
a super-structure at z = 0.84 in the COSMOS field (10 × 13 Mpc), containing 3 confirmed massive
X-ray clusters/groups and showing a striking filamentary structure in the Hα map (see Chapter 5).
Accurate redshifts, independent mass estimates from the absorption lines, and SFRs down to 10×
deeper than the Hα coverage will be obtained. Post-starburst galaxies (K+As) will be detected and
it will be possible to map their fraction in the cluster, group, filament and field environments over the
entire structure, thus revealing exactly where star formation activity is being enhanced/quenched,
disentangling the roles of mass and environment.
The roles of mass, environment, galaxy dynamics and their evolution up to z ∼ 3
The detailed studies at z = 0.84 (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) should now be extended to z ∼ 1.5 and
z ∼ 2.2. It is absolutely fundamental to both look for inter-dependences between mass, environment,
Hα luminosity, morphology and other galaxy properties at a given epoch and, most of all, to seek
to understand the potential evolution of such relations. Is the role of the environment the same at
all epochs? Is it all simply stellar-mass driven? Is mass-downsizing already in place at z ∼ 1 − 3?
Downsizing is fully in place at z ∼ 1 (Chapter 5), and on-going analysis points towards a similar result
at z = 1.47, while by z = 2.23, the fraction of star-forming galaxies appears to remain constant up
to the highest masses. This suggests that massive galaxies are still actively forming stars at z ∼ 2.3
and that downsizing sets in at z ∼ 1.5 − 2. Blank fields will be complemented with over-dense
regions (by mapping high-z clusters in Hα). For z = 1.47, my NB921 data will also enable unique
simultaneous [Oii]-Hα science, further investigating the role/evolution of dust extinction/metallicity
in line emitters at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.2 and any possible differences from z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 0.84 as a
function of environment, mass, and other properties.
Further unprecedented insight into the nature and evolution of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1−3 can be
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gained by obtaining high S/N near-infrared spectra (e.g. NIRC2 & NIRSPEC on Keck, FMOS/Subaru,
and also NICS/TNG for bright emitters). Do they contain a significant AGN contribution? What
are the metallicities of active star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.2? IFU observations with
SINFONI/VLT of ∼ 20 Hα emitters are being obtained, including sources from the sample presented
in Chapter 6. For sources at z = 1.47, the majority of the sample presents disk-like dynamics, but
two emitters are consistent with being mergers. The [Nii]/Hα flux ratio in these galaxies is ∼ 0.2–
0.35, consistent with slightly sub-solar metallicity. Results will be published in Swinbank, Sobral et
al. (2011). By using IFUs such as SINFONI and KMOS to target hundreds of sources, it will be
possible to study the dynamics and line ratios of large samples of z = 1.47 and z = 2.23 emitters
over a range of galaxy properties for the first time. Is stellar mass assembly occurring in secular
isolation or via merger build-up? A further exciting research line is to detect the Hα emitters in CO
(at z = 0.84, 1.47, 2.23) using ALMA (Early Science), and to obtain high-resolution CO maps of those
sources (as soon as ALMA is able to provide sufficient resolution). The combination of the powerful
Hα and CO ∼sub-kpc maps at 3 different redshifts will not only trace star formation laws at high
redshift, but will also allow to robustly measure any evolution for the first time and provide some of
the strongest constraints on models of galaxy formation and evolution.
Searching and Studying the First Galaxies: Wide-area Lyα Searches at z > 7
Understanding galaxy formation requires us to ask an even more fundamental question: when did the
first stars and galaxies form? Over the last decade, considerable manpower and telescope time has
been dedicated towards this goal: galaxies have been robustly identified out to redshift z ∼ 7, just
750 Myr after the Big Bang (Iye et al. 2006), and a GRB has been confirmed at an even earlier epoch
(z ∼ 8.2, Tanvir et al. 2009). The refurbished HST/WFC3 has opened a window to even earlier
epochs, allowing the selection of z ∼ 7 − 8 very faint candidates (c.f. Bouwens et al. 2010), and
Chapter 7 presents a search for z ∼ 9 galaxies, placing strong constraints on their number density.
However, despite the great progress, there are still strong limitations at the moment which should be
addressed.
Obtaining larger samples over much larger areas
Current samples are derived from ultra-deep, small-area surveys and are likely to be strongly
affected by cosmic variance. Arguably, one way of progressing is by conducting relatively deep, wide
narrow-band surveys for Lyα emitters, taking advantage of NB921 data from Subaru and the VISTA
telescope. VISTA has the largest field of view (∼ 1 square degree) in the near-IR, and low-atmospheric
emission narrow-band filters (used for the LASER and UltraVISTA projects), making it ideal to survey
large areas and identify relatively luminous Lyα emitters very effectively. Observations will be carefully
planned using the best constraints on the Lyα LF to securely provide samples of ∼ 100 Lyα emitters
at z ∼ 6.6 (PI, Subaru) and z ∼ 7.1 with VISTA over ∼ 5− 10 deg2.
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Selecting bright-enough candidates for detailed follow-up
Current z > 7 candidates are extremely faint to be followed up. Lehnert et al. (2010) obtained
a very deep spectrum of a likely z = 8.55 Lyα emitter, but even with ∼ 15 hrs integration time on
the VLT the S/N is low. What we really require are brighter candidates. By conducting wide high-z
narrow-band surveys, it should be possible to identify some of the most luminous Lyα emitters at
z > 7 which are ideal targets for spectroscopic follow-up with 8-10 m telescopes. This will not only
confirm their redshift, it will finally be possible to investigate their star formation rates, existing stellar
mass content, and other properties for the first time. Taking advantage of the experience in searching
for Lyα emitters at z ∼ 9, a very wide area survey for Lyα at z ∼ 9 will be conducted using CFHT
and VISTA (combined with UltraVISTA, this will provide the best constraint of the shape of the
z ∼ 9 Lyα), with a large potential to detect Lyα emitters bright enough for the first robust z = 8.8
spectroscopic confirmation and follow-up, even before the era of JWST/TMTs.
Towards a complete understanding of galaxy formation and evolution
In summary, the work presented in this thesis constitutes an important contribution towards
our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution. It presents the first fully self-consistent star
formation history of the Universe and a robust measurement of the strong evolution of both the
Hα and [Oii] luminosity functions. Most importantly, this work goes beyond simply measuring the
evolution in a detailed and robust way, and uses the large sample at z = 0.84 to investigate the
clustering, morphologies, masses and environments of the star-forming galaxies, and the important
inter-relations between these. The latter investigations are the observational keys that can lead us
to understand the fundamental mechanisms that drive galaxy evolution. Nevertheless, a complete
understanding can only be obtained if such studies are extended to higher redshifts and using even
larger samples and over a wider range of luminosities and other galaxy properties, as many questions
remain unanswered. The studies at z = 1.47 constitute the first efforts towards such goal, but larger
samples at that redshift, and larger and reliable samples at even higher redshift will also be necessary
if we are to solve many of the unsolved problems and questions. Such questions will strongly drive the
future research, which will take full advantage of the results and techniques presented here, together





A.1 Completeness and contamination
State-of-the-art photometric redshifts (Ilbert et al., 2009, Cirasuolo et al. in prep.) can be used to
obtain samples of galaxies found at roughly the same redshift as the Hα emitters. In this Appendix, the
completeness and contamination of the different photometric-redshift-selected samples are investigated
and, after correcting for these, the robustness of the results presented in Chapter 5 is demonstrated.
For COSMOS, where the photometric redshifts can be obtained more precisely (due to the avail-
ability of medium bands which can, for example, probe the 4000 Å break extremely well), samples are
defined selecting galaxies with 0.845±∆z, with ∆z ranging from 0.005 to 0.065 (0.78 < zphoto < 0.91)
in steps of 0.005. Similar samples are defined for the UDS, but in steps of 0.01. The samples are
selected over the entire available area with the best photometric and spectroscopic data in both fields.
For the COSMOS field, the zCOSMOS DR2 secure (> 99 per cent confidence) spectroscopic
redshifts are used to study the completeness (the number of galaxies selected by the photo-z cut that
have spectroscopic redshifts within the top hat narrow-band redshift range for the Hα emission line
[0.83 < zspec < 0.86] compared to the total number of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts in that
range over the same area) and the contamination (the fraction of galaxies in the photo-z sample with
spectroscopic redshifts that are confirmed to lie outside the narrow-band redshift range). The photo-z
samples are all ≈ 10 per cent spectroscopically complete and there are a total of 2601 spectroscopically
confirmed galaxies in the full NBJ filter range (over the entire COSMOS field).
The results for different photo-z cuts can be found in Table A.1 and Figure A.1. These clearly reveal
that adopting a photo-z cut matching the full spectroscopic redshift distribution of the narrow-band
1From these, 182 are found over the NBJ imaging coverage, with roughly half of these being detected by HiZELS as
Hα emitters.
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Table A.1: A completeness and contamination study of the photometric redshift selected samples obtained in
the full COSMOS field using z-COSMOS DR2 (Lilly et al., 2009). Completeness is estimated as the fraction
of galaxies wich have spectroscopic redshifts in the narrow-band (top hat) filter range (0.83 < z < 0.86)
which are recovered by the photo-z cut (and after accounting for introducing all confirmed galaxies into each
sample). The contamination is calculated by computing the fraction of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts
for which the redshifts are not within the narrow-band filter redshift range for Hα emitters at z = 0.84.
Photometric-selected samples are all ≈ 10 per cent spectroscopically complete. The samples presented here
include Hα emitters, but the completeness estimated from excluding the Hα emitters is found to be the same.
The separating line represents the exact redshift range of the narrow-band filter when assumed to be a perfect
top-hat function. Results are also presented in Figure A.1.
Sample Sources Completeness Contamination
COSMOS (Number) C (%) Co (%)
0.780 < zph < 0.910 14812 88 73
0.785 < zph < 0.905 14296 88 72
0.790 < zph < 0.900 13262 87 70
0.795 < zph < 0.895 11932 86 68
0.800 < zph < 0.890 11205 85 66
0.805 < zph < 0.885 10131 83 65
0.810 < zph < 0.880 9670 83 64
0.815 < zph < 0.875 8977 81 63
0.820 < zph < 0.870 8047 77 59
0.825 < zph < 0.865 6921 72 53
0.830 < zph < 0.860 5636 65 46
0.835 < zph < 0.855 3682 49 41
0.840 < zph < 0.850 1492 41 36
filter (0.825 < zph < 0.865) recovers 72 per cent of the total number of galaxies at those spectroscopic
redshifts, missing a significant fraction of the population. On the other hand, while using a wider
photo-z cut increases the completeness, it also raises the contamination quite considerably.
It should be noted that in the area covered by the NBJ imaging there are 22 sources spectro-
scopically confirmed to be within the narrow-band redshift range which are missed by all the studied
photo-z cuts (11 of these are Hα emitters). These present a median photometric redshift of 0.73
(although some of those have photo-zs of 1.3− 1.4), and are much bluer (U-K≈ 0.4− 3) than sources
recovered by the photo-zs (U-K≈ 1.5− 7.5); this indicates that the photometric redshift selection is
more likely to miss bluer, less massive galaxies than redder, more massive/luminous galaxies. This is
mostly a consequence of the fact that blue, star-forming galaxies present weak 4000 Å break features,
combined with a significant [OII]3727 emission and Balmer breaks which, combined, can mimic a 4000
Å at lower rest-frame wavelengths and result in lower photometric redshifts. In order to investigate
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Figure A.1: The completeness fraction and the fraction of sources within the NB filter redshift range
(1− contamination) as a function of photometric redshift width for the COSMOS field. The dashed line
indicates the narrow-band filter cut-off assuming a perfect top-hat filter.
this further, the completeness and contamination are computed independently in different stellar mass
bins. The results, presented in Table A.2, show that the completeness increases as a function of stellar
mass; this increase can be well approximated by a 10 per cent increase in completeness per 1 dex
in stellar mass for the current sample – between 9.5 and 11.5 in log M. It is also found that the
contamination decreases with increasing stellar mass, by approximately 10 per cent per dex in stellar
mass. These corrections are incorporated when computing the star-forming fraction as a function of
mass.
For the UDS field, the lack of spectroscopic redshifts does not allow a detailed study of the
completeness and contamination of the underlying samples; the completeness is therefore estimated
using the HiZELS Hα sample and the recovery fraction of this sample as a function of the photometric
redshift cut. In the COSMOS field, the completeness and contamination estimated using the Hα
sample are found to be broadly comparable to those from using the population as a whole. Results
are presented in Table A.3.
Completeness and contamination may vary as a function of environment as well, particularly be-
cause galaxies are spread rather uniformly in the field, but groups are clustered at certain redshifts.
Nevertheless, currently the limited spectroscopic samples do not allow to reliably estimate how com-
pleteness and contamination may vary with environment, although any such variation is expected to
be weak and to largely even out in the statistics, so any possible trends are ignored in the analysis.
A.2 The effect of varying photo-z cuts
The choice of the underlying population for estimating local densities can in principle play a significant
role in such estimation in a number of ways: sources at significant different redshifts (photo-z outliers)
will introduce extra scatter in the measurements; wider photo-z selected samples might pick up large
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Table A.2: A completeness and contamination study as a function of stellar mass of the photometric redshift
selected samples obtained in the COSMOS field. The results reveal that while completeness increases as a
function of stellar mass, the contamination decreases as a function of mass.





Sample C (%) C (%) C (%) C (%) C (%)
0.790 < zph < 0.900 56 85 90 97 90
0.800 < zph < 0.890 50 82 89 95 90
0.810 < zph < 0.880 38 81 86 95 90
0.820 < zph < 0.870 25 68 83 93 90
Sample Co (%) Co (%) Co (%) Co (%) Co (%)
0.790 < zph < 0.900 80 64 74 68 55
0.800 < zph < 0.890 80 58 71 65 51
0.810 < zph < 0.880 80 52 69 63 51
0.820 < zph < 0.870 80 51 64 55 38
Figure A.2: The relatively small increase of the star-forming fraction within the field regime and fall for
denser regions is recovered independently of the photometric redshift cut, once corrections for completeness
and contamination are made. Both the underlying population and the estimated local densities are calculated
and corrected appropriately for each photo-z sample, but the resultant behaviour of the star-forming fractions
as a function of local density for each determination is essentially the same.
structures just outside the narrow-band filter range and bias certain regions; more importantly, a
higher or lower number of sources could change the normalisation of the star-forming fraction. In
principal, the latter issue can be avoided by using the completeness and contamination statistics for
the underlying samples, calculated in Section A1 to correct the projected local densities (Σ) and
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Figure A.3: The mass dependence of the star-forming fraction presented in CHapter 5 is clearly recovered
independently of the choice of photometric redshift cut. Furthermore, correcting the star-forming fraction
based on the mass-dependent completeness and contamination also shows that the normalisation, along with
the trend, agrees very well between samples.
Table A.3: A completeness study of the photometric redshift selected samples obtained in the UDS field
based on the Hα sample. Completeness is estimated as the fraction of Hα emitters recovered as compared
with the total number.
Sample Sources Completeness
UDS (Number) C (%)
0.780 < zph < 0.910 3502 57
0.790 < zph < 0.900 3078 54
0.800 < zph < 0.890 2494 49
0.810 < zph < 0.880 1874 42
0.820 < zph < 0.870 1502 41
0.830 < zph < 0.860 1125 34
In order to assess any potential biases or errors, corrected local densities have been computed using
all of the previously defined underlying populations. It is found that once the corrections are applied,
the local density estimates using different underlying samples correlate very well with a slope of unity.
Furthermore, as Figure A.2 shows, the trends presented in the analysis are independent of the choice
of underlying population (within the photo-z range used).
Mass-downsizing trends have also been presented in Chapter 5 – these reveal that the fraction
of star-forming galaxies decreases as a function of mass. It is fundamental to confirm that this is
a consequence of galaxy formation and evolution, rather than a possible bias in either or both the
selection of the underlying population and/or the mass estimates. As Figure A.3 fully details, the
mass-downsizing trends are robust against the choice of the underlying population. They are also




Stellar masses were computed for all Hα emitters and galaxies within the underlying population as
fully detailed in Section 5.2.5. Here, further attention is given to the uncertainties and possible
systematic errors.
Figure B.1 shows a comparison between the mass estimates for galaxies in the COSMOS field
obtained in this work and those from Mobasher et al. (2007). There is a systematic offset from zero,
but this is fully explained by the different Initial Mass Functions (IMF) used: using a Salpeter IMF,
as in Mobasher et al. (2007) results in assuming a mass-to-light ratio higher by a factor of 1.8 when
compared to the Chabrier (2003) IMF used here; this results in a difference of ≈ 0.17 dex in stellar
mass. The additional scatter is mostly due to the simpler approach used by Mobasher et al. (2007)
to estimate stellar masses from visible luminosities and artificial colours, together with their poorer
photometric redshifts. Figure B.1 also compares the mass estimates for the UDS field with those
derived by M. Cirasuolo et al. (in preparation), revealing a lower degree of scatter, which mostly
arises from a different aperture correction (M. Cirasuolo et al. use a constant aperture correction
assuming all sources are point sources, while in this work individual corrections are used; the constant
aperture correction matches very well to the average of the individual corrections used in this work),
and different stellar synthesis models (with different parameters). Overall, the scatter between the
different determinations is relatively small and there are no systematic trends.
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Figure B.1: Comparison between the determined stellar masses and those from Mobasher et al. (2007) and
Cirasuolo et al. (in prep.). The ones computed in this study, by using a much larger number of bands and by
taking a full SED fitting approach fixing the redshift are much more reliable than those estimated from rest-
frame V luminosities combined with artificial rest-frame B-V colours by Mobasher et al. (2007) (those authors
also use a Salpeter IMF; this results in estimating stellar masses which are +0.17 dex higher). Nevertheless,
there is no significant offset between both estimates (once one corrects for the different IMFs), and the scatter
is fully consistent with the errors expected from the Mobasher et al determinations. As for the comparison
with the preliminary results from Cirasuolo et al., the differences (scatter) mostly arise from the use of different
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